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Edward Albee

1. Edward Albee

(Virginia, 1928 - Montauk, 2016)
American playwright and leading representative of the Theatre of the Absurd, his plays
A Delicate Balance, Seascape and Three Tall
Women won the Pulitzer Prize for Drama in
1967, 1975 and 1994.

1/I.a

2 autograph letters signed; 3 photographs
with autograph signature; 1 cardboard with
autograph signature.
$ 480

1/II.

1/I. Two autograph letters signed to Rolando Pieraccini
a. June 5, 1990 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Albee answers an earlier letter of
Pieraccini acknowledging his proposal [for a signed limited edition of one of his works] and adds: «…I will be in Finland during the last 2 weeks of August at a theatre festival
outside Helsinki, & it would be good to meet then & discuss it all…».
b. September 22, 1990 – 1 p. Having missed the meeting with Pieraccini, the author
makes a further suggestion: «…Will you be in NYC this Autumn? I will be here until
January, when I begin directing & reading in Houston….».
2/II. Three photographs with autograph signature. (12.5 x 18 cm); x2(9 x 17.5 cm).
3/III. One cardboard with autograph signature.
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2. Brian W. Aldiss

(East Dereham, 1925 - Oxford, 2017)
English writer associated with the British
New Wave of science fiction. Steven
Spielberg based his movie A.I. Artificial
Intelligence (2001) on Aldiss’ short story
Supertoys Last All Summer Long (1969).
6 typed letters signed, 1 with autograph
corrections and additions; 2 autograph
letters signed; 1 autograph excerpt
signed of the poem The Dismissal;
1 photograph with autograph dedication signed.
$ 2400

2/IV.

2/I. Six typed letters signed
a. 8th February 1974 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To the attorney A. Nelson
Taylor, Aldiss answers his kind letter and shares some information about his current
work : «…After finishing my history of science fiction, BILLION YEAR SPREE, I’ve taken on
a new lease of life as regard fiction and am writing quite a lot of it nowadays…».
b. 20.VII.77 – on letterhead Southmoor Serendipity – 1 p. To the journalist and literary
critic Pirkko-Liisa Ståhl, who was interviewing important authors asking for their
opinion on the Nobel Prize. Aldiss expresses his opinion as a science fiction author:
«…I believe that good science fiction is greatly underestimated: and in consequence I
was encouraged when Harry Martenson, author of ANIARA received a Nobel - it is a form
of recognition, not only for Martenson but for the genre…”. He makes a personal list of
authors, dead or living, who, according to him, would have deserved the Nobel Prize.
c. 12th May 1982 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Siv Lind, Finnish translator
and editorial consultant. Aldiss tells Lind about his recent publication in Finland:
«…You may know that I have just had a novel published in Finnish [Helliconia kevät,
Kirjayhtymä, 1982] for the first time; so perhaps the doors of communication have been
magically opened…».
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d. [June 1982] – 1 p. To the British publisher Hilary Rubinstein (1926-2012) with
many autograph corrections and additions. Aldiss writes an interesting letter to
his agent, summing up his latest meetings and his recent events: «…Sorry to miss you
yesterday. Your office could have been in Beirut – all had fled. The lovely Norah gave me
tea, a cheque, and the Guardian column about the ill-fated Calder/Rushdie letter (…)
(Our instincts not to sign Liz’s letter were correct. Interesting to see The Guardian fudging
by omitting the Yahoo line from the letter; had they included too many even the Guardian reader would have seen that the letter was, in fact, over the top.) (…) I had a drink
with Martyn Goff [1923-2015, organizer of the Booker Prize] but refrained from asking
who the Booker judges were this year, since that seemed rather too obvious a question to
pass between us. Do you know? Later, I had a drink with Tony Colwell [1933-2001, book
editor]. He started to complain about Granada covers. I was moved to tell him my little
problem. He was horrified to hear that I had netted only £35. “They must have warehouses full of your books…” (…) Judy Daish [Entertainment agent] is a nice canny person.
I’m inclined to mistrust the business sense of anyone who lives three crumbling stories
above street level without a lift, since this creates a bad initial impression, particularly on
rich American clients (…) I have sent her NON-STOP and LIFE IN THE WEST to try out on
television personages with some selected short stories to follow, and we’re going to see if
she can make any headway (…) Philip K. Dick memorial evening on Wednesday. I spoke.
John and Sheila Bush were present. Quite a successful evening. The hall was packed despite the sunshine beckoning outside. (…) Some time in autumn, Corgi are going to publish – at long last – their edition of LIFE IN THE WEST. Whom do we deal with there?
Can we do anything to ensure that it gets advertised and reviewed and distributed? Are
there any Marylin Edwardses at Corgi? (…) It’s good that FRANKENSTEIN UNBOUND
is to emerge from Granada next month, though again I dread seeing the cover. What’s
happened to GREYBEARD, the novel with the Oxford setting?…».
e. 21 July 1999 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini, founder
and director of the publishing house Eurographica in Helsinki. Aldiss gets back to
Pieraccini mentioning his novel The Year Before Yesterday (1987): «…Presumably
you know my novel set in Finland which is called ‘Mannerheim-sinfonia’ published by
Kirjayhtymä in 1990, it is entirely set in Finland. It was published in England and America under the title The Year Before Yesterday in 1987. Good luck with your researches.
I would think Finnish characters were fairly hard to come by in world literature!…».
f. 26/10/99 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini. Aldiss writes a
warm letter to the publisher, thanking him for the gift of a book on Huxley: «…It is
some while since I received the very welcome gift of your book on Huxley, Aldous Huxley
e l’Italia. Such delay in offering my thanks looks ungrateful. In fact I am charmed by the
book and its lovely production values, and I thank you for it. I am happy that you quote
me. My delay is caused in the main by my travels (…) You will know that verse of Huxley’s
(which I quote from memory) - Those find who most delight to roam/‘Mid castles of
remotest Spain/That there’s - thank Heaven! - no place like home./So they out upon
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their travels again… Since my wife died, I have become of a like frame of mind. As for
Mannerheim Sinfonia, it is not my best book, that I must admit. I wrote it for a friend
who urgently needed something to publish…».

2/I.c

2/I.a

2/I.e

2/I.b

2/I.f
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2/II. Two autograph letters signed
a. 4. VII. 81 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To the Dutch researcher Peter Vogel.
Aldiss replies with a beautiful metaphor describing the writers’ profession: «…There’s
a phrase, “The bud does not know the rose”. It could be an old Chinese saying or possibly
I just made it up. With writers the rose always knows the bud. One of the secrets of our
power to conjure up images, as Prospero conjured up a tempest, is that we can constantly
refresh ourselves in our beginnings…».
b. 24. V. 85 – on postcard on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen,
journalist for the Dutch newspaper NRC Handelsblad: «…Yes, I am willing to be interviewed in September & even photographed. No fee, of course…».

2/I.d
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2/III. Very fine manuscript of the poem “The Dismissal” signed and dated Oxford
May ’82 – 1 p.

3. Eric Ambler

(London, 1909 - ib., 1998)
English author, the son of a family of
entertainers and puppet show artists who
started out as an engineer before moving
into film as a screenwriter and later became
known for his thrillers and spy stories such as
The Mask of Dimitrios (1939) and The Light of
Day (1962), both adapted into films.
13 autograph letters signed; 4 autograph
letters signed; 1 memorandum of agreement
with autograph signature; 1 typed interview
with autograph notes signed; 1 photograph
with autograph dedication signed.
$ 4800

3/IV.

3/I. Thirteen autograph letters signed
a. May 14th 1938 – 1 p. To Eileen Cond, a well-known socialite and autograph
collector. Ambler replies with a kind letter: «…Of course I shall be delighted to write in
your copy of Epitaph for a Spy…». The novel Epitaph for a Spy (1938) will eventually be
turned into a movie in 1944 as Hotel Reserve.
b. August 18th [1939] – 1 p. To Miss Cond. Ambler assures the lady that he will sign
her copy of The Mask of Dimitrios.
c. 10 April 51 – 1 p. To Miss Cond: «…It is indeed unfortunate that book production
is so slow here now. I hope that you will enjoy ‘Deltchev’ when it arrives…». Ambler is
referring to his upcoming novel Judgement on Deltchev (1951).

2/IV. Photograph with autograph dedication signed. (12 x 17.5 cm).
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d. 1 July 51 – 1 p. To Mr. Dawson. After being politically let down by the USSR,
Ambler states his point of view on the Society for Cultural Relations between the
British Commonwealth and the USSR and the Soviet governments: «…One joins
such organisations as S.C.R. with hopes. My dissatisfaction with the Soviet government’s
revealed attitude to everything (not only literature) has led to my resigning from the
S.C.R. If I am still listed by them as belonging it must be because they are using up old
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stationery…». The SCR was founded in London in 1924. Supported by writers such
as E. M. Forster and H. G. Wells, its purpose was to connect the Soviet culture with
British Commonwealth artists and intellectuals.
e. 9 July 54 – 1 p. To Miss. Cond, assuring her that he will sign the book she will
send him.

Eric Ambler

m. 16 January 88 – 1 p. To Julian Symons. Ambler confesses to his friend that he will
not take part in the 78th New York Congress if he won’t be present: «…If anything
could have made me change mind about the NY Congress it would have been the
prospect of you and Kathleen as companions on the expedition and the possibility of a
spirited debate (…) My name is on that list only for show – ‘you don’t have to come’ (…)
And Jon asks sharply, aren’t I supposed to be working hard to finish a book? Well, Yes, I
am…»

f. Dec 5 64 – 1 p. ½. To Miss. Cond: «…My mother tells me that in England now
gardeners who will work regularly are a vanishing breed…».
g. April 9 1968 – 2 pp. Envelope included. To Rolando Pieraccini, informing him
that his previous letter was never received and now sending the present letter as
an “autograph”.

3/I.

h. May 3 68 – 2 pp, To Miss Cond. Mentioning the newly founded Boston University
Special Collections department directed by Howard Bernard Gotlieb (1926-2005):
«…As you suspected, Dr. Gotlieb will return to the attack in due course. I mentioned your
collection to him because the library he directs is specifically entrusted in contemporary
writers. I know of no comparable institutions here…».
i. 6 April 74 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Envelope included. To Jon Allan: «…I
can only plead by way of excuse the fact that I have been trying to finish a novel which
got longer and longer. The 350 pages of typescript I had envisaged became 450 and
finally 540. Still its done now and will go off to Atheneum in New York next week.
I expect they will publish in the late fall…». The author is referring to his renowned
novel Doctor Frigo (1974).
j. February 10, 77 – 1 p. To Eleanor Sullivan, editor in chief for Ellery Queen’s Mystery
Magazine from 1982: «…I’ll be glad to be listed as a sponsor of the 78 Congress in New
York…».
k. 27 March 84 – 1 p. To Miss Cond, about his upcoming autobiography Here Lies
Eric Ambler (1985): «…At Weidenfeld’s request I am doing an autobiography. It should
be enjoyable, I suppose, but somehow isn’t. I am better suited perhaps to ordinary
fiction…».
l. 23 II 85 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Peter Michielesen, about an interview:
«…Before you think further of interviewing me, it might be as well if you read my
autobiography HERE LIES which will be published by WIdenfeld in London in this late
spring…»

19
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3/II. Four typed letters signed
a. 9th October, 1953 – 1 p. To William Seward Jr, professor of the Department of
English at The College of William and Mary in Virginia: «… I regret to say that I do not
have a spare copy of the American edition of SCHIRMER here . If you care to send one, I
shall be delighted to autograph it…».

3/II.

b. November 2, 1965 – 1 p. To Renée Hellman. As Miss Hellman is writing a book
called Celebrity Cooking: Dishes Chosen by the Famous (1967), she asks Ambler for
a contribution, but has trouble obtaining one: «…I would, of course, be very glad
to donate a recipe for your book, and for such an excellent fund. The difficulty is that
I don’t have one; I can’t cook. I know what I prefer to eat, naturally, but that scarcely
seems the same thing…».
c. January 7, 1966 – 1 p. To Renée Hellman. A few months later, Ambler seems more
decided and eventually is able to provide a recipe to Miss. Hellman: «…I find that
my thoughts turn more often to a dish that might be considered plebeian by some. I
refer to Steak and Kidney Pudding. Not the pie, the pudding; and with a satisfactory
quantity of kidney in it. I suspect that it is not easy to make well. When it is, though, I
find it delightful…».
d. 25 November 1981 – 1 p. To Harry [Henry R. F. Keating, British crime fiction
writer], writing for a contribution he made in his upcoming book Whodunit? A Guide
To Crime, Suspense And Spy Fiction (1982): «…Here is the piece for your consumer’s
guide to crime and suspense…».

21
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3/III. Memorandum of agreement with autograph signature dated 19th July
1985 for the publication of signed limited edition copies of short stories.

4. Maya Angelou

(St. Louis, 1928 - Winston-Salem, 2014)
American poet, singer and civil rights activist. Her autobiographical fiction brought
her international recognition and acclaim.
4/I. Photographic portrait signed and dated “Oct. 85”. (10 x 12.5 cm).

$ 120

3/IV. Typed interview with autograph notes signed and dated London 1986.
3/V. Photograph with autograph dedication signed dated 3 July 78. (9.5 x 14.5 cm).
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5. John Ashbery

(Rochester, 1927 - Hudson, 2017)
American poet and art critic, he is
considered one of the most influential
poets of his time. Author of more than 20
volumes of poetry, he won almost every
major American poetry award, including
a Pulitzer Prize in 1976 for his collection
Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror.
5 autograph poems; 2 typed letters signed;
1 typed letter signed as publication agreement;
1 photograph with autograph dedication
signed; 1 receipt with autograph notes and
signature.
$ 2400
5/IV.

5/I. Five autograph poems (two of them signed)
a. “And Ut Pictura Poesis is Her Name” – 2 pp.
b. “The Chateau Hardware” – 1 p.
c. “Chrysalides” – 1 p.
d. “Brotherhood” – 1 p.
e. “Westland Row” – 2 pp.

5/I.a
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5/II. Two typed letters signed
a. January 31, 1983 – 1 p. To Siv Lind. Sending thanks and enclosing a signed
photograph.
b. March 4, 1989 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Rolando Pieraccini. Ashbery expresses
his interest in the: «…possible publication of a selection of my poems. I am interested in
principle and would like to hear further details from you…».
5/III. Typed letter signed, dated 19 March 1990 – 2 pp. with autograph signature of
Denise Shannon from Georges Borchardt Literary Agency, countersigned by Rolando
Pieraccini and John Ashbery, as an agreement for the publication of poems with
Eurographica.
5/IV. Photograph with autograph dedication signed dated January 28, 1983.
(12.5 x 16 cm).
5/V. Receipt with autograph notes and signature for «…mailing title pages to
Tipografia Nobili...».

5/I.b
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5/III.

6. Margaret Atwood

6/IV.

(Ottawa, 1939 - )

Canadian poet and novelist. Her novel The Handmaid’s Tale (1985) has been adapted
several times as a film. She was awarded the Booker Prize two times in 2000 and 2019.
12 typed letters signed; 1 typed letter signed by Sarah Cooper; 1 typed letter signed as
publication agreement; 3 photographs with autograph signature; 1 autograph extract
from the book of poetry Power Politics (1971).
$ 1800
6/I. Twelve typed letters signed
a. March 10, 1981 – 1 p. Envelope included. To the Finnish writer, essayist and professor
Jan Blomstedt. About her attendance of the Lahti International Writers’ Reunion: «…I
will be at the reunion, and yes, I am willing to prepare a keynote speech…».
b. 14 March 1983 – 1 p. To Siv Lind. Atwood writes enclosing a photograph and a
quotation from her poetry book Power of Politics.
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c. April 6, 1985 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Jan Blomstedt, apologizing for her delay in
answering his letter saying she is willing to answer a few questions for him.
30
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d. 6 May 1985 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Peter Michielsen, agreeing to an interview.
e. 19 August 1985 – 1 p. To Margaret Himes. Atwood provides information on her
production: «…I have written eleven books of poetry, 6 novels and have a new one
which will be published early 1986…».

6/I.

f. 19 September 1986 – 1 p. To Tuula Wikander, about the Russian translations of
her books: «…Dancing Girls (a collection of short stories) and Edible Woman (a novel)
have been translated into Russian and are published by Raduga…».
g. n.d. [1986] – 1 p. To Dorothy Parker: «…I am often in the U.S. and will be teaching
in New York City from February this year until May…»
h. 6 February 1986 – 1 p. To Peter Vogel, about specific information on number of
copies sold.
i. November 4, 1986 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Rolando Pieraccini: «…I have
sent under separate cover the signed pages for Hurricane Hazel and other stories as
requested…».
j. 13 November 1987 – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini, approving proof corrections:
«...Wieners is the correct spelling in both cases and ravening is correct...».
k. 21 December 1987 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Rolando Pieraccini, outlining
mistakes in the composition of the text of the book Hurricane Hazel and other stories:
«...I have double checked our copy of Bluebeard’s Egg (The M&S 1983 edition) and am
sorry to have to concur with you. Feminity should be femininity, preturnatural should be
preternatural...».
l. 28 September 1988 – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini. She congratulates and thanks
Pieraccini for the beautiful printed edition of Eurographica’s Hurricane Hazel and
other stories and encloses an autographed photograph while regretting: «…not
sending along the manuscript page you requested — I have donated all my manuscripts
to the University of Toronto Library…».
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6/II. Typed letter signed by Sarah Cooper, assistant to Margaret Atwood. She regrets
she cannot provide Pieraccini with new material for a new publication of a limited
edition series. She then offers to compile something from previously published
material.
6/III. Typed letter signed by Atwood, Rolando Pieraccini and Vanessa Holt as an
agreement for the publication of a signed limited edition of short stories. Dated 29th
January 1986 – 1p.
6/IV. Three photographs with autograph signature.
(17.5 x 12.5 cm) ; (12.5 x 17.5 cm) ; (20 x 25 cm).
6/V. Autograph extract from her renowned book of poetry Power Politics (1971) – 1 p.
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7. Isaac Asimov

(Petrovichi, 1920 - Brooklyn, 1992)
American professor of biochemistry, he was one of the most prolific science fiction
writers of his time. His best known work is the series of novels The Greater Foundation.
6 typed letters signed; 1 typed document signed with autograph notes; 2 signed
postcards; 1 photograph with autograph signature; 1 autograph postcard with
description of his character Gaal Dornick from the Foundation series.
$ 2200
7/I. Six typed letters signed

f. 10 February 1986 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini, asking
for instructions on how he should autograph the material Pieraccini is sending him
«…send me the material you wish signed and dated at any time and don’t be concerned
about it. I will receive them. Please give me exact instructions as to where I am to sign the
pages and how I ought to date them ».
g. [Postmarked 7 Oct. 1984] Pre-drafted typed letter with 3 questions, answered
with autograph inscriptions – 1 p. Envelope with autograph dedication signed.
h. 29 March 1976. Typed noted with autograph signature – 1 p.

7/I. g

a. 26 August 1979 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Siv Lind. complaining
about the “trivial” task of signing books, which takes him a significant amount of
time. For this reason he has «…long since decided no longer to fulfil these tasks. I’m
sorry, but I grow old and I must concentrate on my work».
b. 8 November 1984 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Roland Pieraccini,
about foreign rights to his works: «…the foreign rights to my stories rest with Doubleday and Company. I have no control over them whatever and you must deal with
Doubleday».
c. 26 November 1984 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Roland Pieraccini, listing his favourite short stories and then assures Pieraccini he will autographs the
title page of his books: «…as my contribution toward making the book more available to my Finnish readers…».
d. 19 December 1984 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Renata Mattioli, who
asked the author for details on the number of copies sold and translations of his
works: «…I haven’t got the least idea how many copies of all my books in all editions
have sold. Nor do I know how to go about finding out. I suspect that the FOUNDATION
SERIES has been the most translated and the most sold, but I have no figures. I think I
have been translated into at least forty languages, but I don’t know which of my books
is the best-selling book in Italian. You might ask Mondadori…».

7/I. h

e. 11 February 1985 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, refusing
to give an interview to the journalist saying he has «…developed a severe allergy to the
whole thing…», adding «…when you say it “will not take more than a few hours” you little
know what you ask. I don’t have “a few hours” even to speak to my wife, let alone be interviewed. Please forgive me, but I am a tired old man and I have a great deal of work to do ».
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Isaac Asimov

Isaac Asimov

7/II. Autograph document signed on a postcard where the author describes his
character Gaal Dornick, who appears in several stories of the Foundation series – 1 p.

7/I.

7/III. Two postcards with autograph signature.
7/IV. One photograph with autograph signature. (16.5 x 23.5 cm).
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Julian Barnes

8. Julian Barnes
(Leicester, 1946 - )

8/II. Autograph extract signed dated 3rd December 1984 – 1 p. From chapter I of
the novel Madame Bovary (1857) by Gustave Flaubert.
$ 250

English writer and essayist. He won the Man Booker Prize for his book The Sense
of an Ending (2011) after being shortlisted for the Prize three times previously for
his novels Arthur and George (2005), England England (1998) and Flaubert’s Parrot
(1984).
8/ I. Typed letter signed dated 3rd December 1984 – on The Observer
letterhead – 1 p. To Siv Lind, sending her a fine autograph quotation from chapter
1 of Gustave Flaubert’s novel Madame Bovary.
$ 150
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9. Nina Bawden

10. John Bayley

English novelist and children’s writer, some of her 55 works have been dramatized
by the BBC.

British critic and writer, he was mostly acclaimed for his essays on Pushkin and
Goethe as well as on Jane Austen. He was married for 43 years to the celebrated
British novelist Dame Iris Murdoch.

(Ilford, 1925 - London, 2012)

9/I. Autograph letter signed dated 29 May ’85 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.
The author arranges a meeting with Peter Michielsen for an interview.
$ 120
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(Lahore, 1925 - Lanzarote, 2015)

10/I. Autograph letter signed, not dated [Postmarked 1999] – with printed
address – 2 pp. The publisher Rolando Pieraccini asked Bayley about Finnish
characters in his novels: «…I have not much to offer. An early and originally unpublished novel fragment of Barbara Pym (…) It’s based on her great Oxford friend who
married a Swedish-Finnish girl…». Envelope with autograph address included.
$ 180
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11. Ursula Bloom

12. Robert Bolt

British writer of historical fiction, she published more than twenty novels throughout
her life.

English playwright and screenwriter of celebrated Oscar-winning movies such as
Lawrence of Arabia, Doctor Zhivago and others.

11/I. Typed letter signed dated June the 16th – with his letterhead – 1 p. Bloom
addresses Mr. Schwad confessing her passion for autographs: «…I have got almost
all the autographs you mention, and as the book is getting so large, I am limiting it a
little. I even have Dr. Crippen, which I feel is a prize piece! I started the collection when
I was eight, and have kept it going all my life…».
$ 150

12/I. Typed letter signed dated 24th October 1983 – on the author’s letterhead –
1 p. To Siv Lind, sending to her the first draft of one of his plays.
$ 120

(Essex, 1892 - Nether Wallop, 1984)
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(Sale, 1924 - Petersfield, 1995)
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Robert Bolt

Robert Bolt

12/II. Completely autograph first draft of an act of a play, with autograph
corrections and additions. – (20 x 32 cm) 15 pp. Folded in two. In blue and black
ink. Written in a narrow, hard to read handwriting, the play is undated and untitled
and reports a dialogue between two characters, Patrick and Muriel. Pages 14 and 15
provide a summary of five different scenes.
$ 1700

12/II.
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13. Edward Bond

14. Malcolm Bradbury

English playwright considered to be one of the major and most controversial living
dramatist.

English author and academic, he published essays on Saul Bellow, E. M. Forster,
Evelyn Waugh as well as humorous fictional novels mocking academy and British
culture.

13/I. Typed letter signed dated 1 6 90 – on his letterhead – 1 p. To Rolando
Pieraccini, about the possibility of publishing a signed limited edition of one
of his works: «…I think the sort of a book you describe is quite small and my plays
tend to be rather long…But I expect something can be sorted out…». With several
autograph corrections.
$ 180

1 autograph letter signed; 1 typed letter signed; 1 autograph dedication signed
on the cover of the novel Rates of Exchange.
$ 850

(Holloway, 1934 - )
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(Sheffield, 1932 - )

14/I. Autograph letter signed dated 10th May [1982] – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Jan Blomstedt: «…very many thanks for your invitation to the
Lahti Writers’ reunion. I shall be delighted to come. Please do ask the British Council
to defray my travelling expenses…».

48

Malcolm Bradbury

14/II. Autograph dedication signed and dated July 1983 – on the cover of his novel Rates of Exchange (1983, Secker and Warburg, London). Bradbury’s dedication is
To Siv Lind: «…The book of which this is the cover owes much to international friendships, and the desire to bring people together in one language…».
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Malcolm Bradbury

14/III. Typed letter signed, not dated – on University of East Anglia letterhead – 1 p.
To Rolando Pieraccini, about Finnish characters in his books:«…In THE HISTORY
MAN, the University of Watermouth (in England) is built by a Finnish architect called
Jop Kaakinen. And in a novel I have just sent to the publishers, originally called DIDEROT AT THE HERMITAGE, now called TO THE HERMITAGE, there is an extended (and
more or less autobiographical) episode set in Finland in the early 1960s, with various
Finnish characters…». Envelope with autograph address included.
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Ray Bradbury

15. Ray Bradbury

(Waukegan, 1920 - Los Angeles, 2012)

15/I.a

American author, he is primarily known for his dystopian novel Fahrenheit 451.
Recipient of numerous awards, many of his works were adapted as comic books,
television programs and movies.
2 typed letters signed; 1 typed document with autograph notes and signature.
15/I. Typed letters signed
a. May 29, 1985 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, about
arranging an interview in September: «…I can give you one hour, if you don’t mind
that limitation. I have a busy autumn ahead of me, writing an entire series of tv scripts
based on my own stories…».
$ 250
b. June 23, 1986 – with a printed sketch underlying the text and autograph
inscriptions – 1 p. To James Chapman, about his originality in writing: «…
All of my ideas come from a joyful play with my subconscious, testing my various
rainbarrels inside my head with word association, then galloping ahead full
charge. I have never worked a day in my life. All of my writing has been grand fun
(...) I admired Poe and Lovecraft as a young writer, aged 12 to 18, and then grew
into Huxley, John Collier, Wells, E. Waugh, Gerald Heard, G.B. Shaw, etc. They are
all my teachers...»
$ 250
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15/I.b
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Ray Bradbury

15/II. Typed document with autograph dedication signed and dated 1/30/86.
Bradbury answers 3 questions for an Open University’s research on contemporary writers.
$ 100

16. André Brink

16/III.

(Vrede, 1935 - 2015)

South African novelist, he wrote both in English and Afrikaans. While his early works
mainly revolve around apartheid, he later focused more on modern life issues in
democratic South Africa.
1 autograph letter signed; 6 typed letters signed; 4 photographs signed.

$ 2400

16/I. Autograph letter signed dated 21. 6 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.
To Rolando Pieraccini, enclosing photographs of himself taken in Helsinki that Pieraccini had sent him to be signed: «…If you could sometime arrange to let me have
copies I shall be very grateful…».
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André Brink

André Brink

16/II. Six typed letters signed with the letterhead of the author
a. 21 February 1981 – 1 p. To Jan Blomstedt, Finnish writer and essayist, about his
stay in Europe and Finland for the International Writers’ Reunions.

16/I.

b. 14 December 1982 – 1 p. To Siv Lind: «…Thank you for the letter which you sent me
via FABER & FABER. I am honoured to oblige with your request, and hope the enclosed
photograph and quotation will fit in with your collection…».
c. 27 February 1985 – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, about the possibility of arranging
an interview: «…I shall be happy to discuss my work with you, but from middle June to
early August I shall be away from Grahamstown…».
d. 24 May 1985 – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini, about the proposal to publish a signed
limited edition of one of his short stories: «…unfortunately I haven’t written short stories
for many years. If ever I do write one I shall certainly bear your proposition in mind…».
e. 24 June 1985 – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, concerning his correspondent’s visit to
Grahamstown for an interview: «…If you could arrange to visit Grahamstown during
the week starting 3 June…».
f. 18 March 1986 – 1 p. To Peter Vogel. Brink answers 3 questions on the number of
books sold, translations and his own favourite title.
III. Four photographic portrait with autograph signature. Three of them were taken
by the agency Lehtikuva Oy/Finland, stamped on the rear; one by photographer Ulf
Andersen in Paris. (18 x 10.5 cm); (16.5 x 23.5 cm); (17 x 23.5 cm); (17.5 x 24 cm).

16/III.
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André Brink

16/II.
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André Brink

16/IV. Autograph excerpt dated 14 December 1982 from the novel A Dry White
Season (1979).
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Anita Brookner

17. Anita Brookner
(London, 1928 - ib., 2016)

English novelist and Slade Professor of Fine Art at the University of Cambridge
between 1967 and 1968. In 1984, her novel Hotel du Lac was awarded the Booker
Prize for Fiction.
1 autograph letter signed; 1 typed letter signed.

17/II. Typed letter signed dated 17th May 1990 – with printed address at the
letterhead – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini regarding his offer to publish one of her
short stories: «…I cannot help you, I’m afraid, as I have written neither short stories or
plays…».
$ 100

$ 240

17/I. Autograph letter signed dated 11th May 1987 – with printed address at the
letterhead – 1 p. To Jane Chappell, about her approach to writing: «…I do enjoy
writing, but I think it takes a great deal of stamina…» .
$ 140
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18. Art Buchwald

19. William S. Burroughs

American writer and journalist who’s main focus was political satire. He received
the Pulitzer Prize in 1982 for Outstanding Commentary. In 1991, he was elected
to the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters.

American writer and visual artist, his standing in postmodernist and Beat literature
made him one of the most influential writers
of the 20th century.

18/I. Typed letter signed not dated [Postmarked 5 Oct 1999] – on the author ‘s
letterhead – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini: «...I don’t have much connection with
“Finnish Characters in World Literature”...». Envelope with autograph address
included.
$ 120

1 autograph letter signed; 3 photographs
(1 with autograph signature, 2 with
autograph dedication signed by the
photographer Richard Avedon).

(New York, 1925 - Washington, 2007)

(St. Louis, 1914 - Lawrence, 1997)

19/I.

19/II. Three photographic portrait, one with autograph signature on the back,
two with autograph dedication signed by the photographer Richard Avedon
(1923-2004). One photograph includes the writer Ezra Pound. (8.5 x 8.8 cm); 2x (10
x 15 cm).
$ 240

19/I.
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William S. Burroughs

19/II. Autograph letter signed on postcard, not dated [postmarked “24 Mar 1979”]
– 1 p. To John Budan: «…Many thanks for the photo of 210 Orizaba Mexico O.F. I have
often wondered if it was still there…». Burroughs moved to Mexico City with his second wife Joan Vollmer in 1949 and lived in Orizaba Street, near Mexico City College,
with their two children.
$ 240

20. James M. Cain

(Annapolis, 1892 - University Park, 1977)
American author of crime fiction, he was often labelled as the creator of Noir fiction. His first and best-known novel is The Postman Always Rings Twice (1934),
adapted as a motion picture eight times.
20/I. Autograph dedication signed dated Dec. 29, 1947. 1 p. on letterhead. $ 140
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James M. Cain

20/II. Typed letter signed dated November 2, 1976. 1 p. The author writes to Estate
Book Sales to order a copy of «…PERSONAL MEMOIRS OF U. S. GRANT…» for Mrs.
[Margot] James Backas, humanities editor at the John Hopkins University press and
for the Liveright publishing firm.
$ 140
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21/XIII.

Erskine Caldwell

21. Erskine Caldwell

(Moreland, 1903 - Paradise Valley, 1987)

21/I.

American novelist who’s writings focus on
social problems and poverty in the United
States South. His best known novel Tobacco
Road (1932) was adapted for theatre and
cinema.
2 autograph letters signed; 42 typed letters
signed with 5 signed envelopes; 1 typed
letter signed by Virginia Caldwell; 1 greeting
card signed by Virginia Caldwell; 1 signed
autograph excerpt from Tobacco Road;
1 signed typed excerpt from Tobacco Road;
1 signed memorandum of agreement and
8 title pages with autograph signatures; along
with 2 typed documents stating numbers of
book copies printed and 1 receipt of postal
fees with autograph inscriptions; 1 stapled booklet with autograph dedication signed;
21 photographs with autograph dedication signed; 7 cardboard and paper fragments
with autograph signature; 1 carbon copy appointing the author Commandeur de
l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres of France.
$ 9800
21/I. Two autograph letters signed
a. 10th June 1966 – 1 p. To Marshall Beam Wright: «...I take this opportunity to thank
you for writing to me as a reader...».
b. 4th of July 1970 – 1 p. To «All the children», wishing them good luck for the
Children National Olympics.
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Erskine Caldwell

Erskine Caldwell

21/II. Twenty-three typed letters signed on his letterhead.

her six autographed copies of his books.

- [Nov. 9. 1941] – ½ p. To Mr. Wilson: «...I am very glad to send you my autograph. The
only trouble is that it isn’t much to look at...».

- 25 June 1977 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Pirkko-Liisa Ståhl. Caldwell expresses
his opinion on the Nobel Prize: «…It is my feeling that the Nobel Prize is of great value
in the world of fiction and that over the years it has inspired the entire field of creative
writing in all nations of the world (…) I consider fiction as being the only worthwhile
element in literature — all else is a mere by-product…».

- February 7th 1942 – ½ p. To Jessica Smith. The author asks for the publication of an
extract of the novel All-out on the Road to Smolensk (1942): «…It would be fitting to
have an extract from All-out on the Road to Smolensk appear in the next issue of Soviet
Russia Today…». Jessica Smith (1895–1983) was an American editor and activist and
was the wife of Harold Ware and subsequently John Abt, both members of the Ware
Group run by Whittaker Chambers and whose members also included Alger Hiss.

- 21 July 77 – 1 p. Envelope included. To the Italian researcher Renata Mattioli,
sending her a thankful reply along with a photograph.

- June 8th 1942 – ½ p. To Jessica Smith: «...I am enclosing a piece about “Russians
Don’t Surrender” which I trust will be found satisfactory...».

- 28 October 1978 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Tina May Walton, an admirer and
autograph collector. Caldwell lists his likes and comments that he has: «…more likes
than dislikes about the usual things in life & art…».

- September 16th 1951 – ½ p. To the London literary agent Robert Harben, about
the possibility of publishing translations of his books God’s Little Acre (1932) and
Tobacco Road (1932) in Dutch.

- 5 December 78 – 1 p. To Tina May Walton, apologizinig for not having any
manuscripts to send her as «…all such things are on deposit at Dartmouth College
Library…».

- December 5, 1951 – ½ p. To Robert Harben, notifiying his correspondent of his
change of literary agent.

- 23 June 1979 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Jay Neugeboren, thanking the journalist
for an article in the New York Times and describing his feelings about the publication
of his early works
.
- 26 August 1980 – 1 p. Envelope included. To William Perry. The author greets his
addressee writing on behalf of the Literary Club, outlinging what he considers to be
the region where his “Southern novels” take place: «…As to the region of my Southern
fiction, I can say with some authority that it is the entire South — and particularly what
H. L. Mencken used to call the Bible Belt. (And I consider that to mean my native Georgia
more than anywhere else)…».

- 6 December 1962 – ½ p. To the journalist Herman Harvey, Caldwell expresses his
interest in discussing a publication proposal.
- 3 January 1963 – ½ p. To Herman Harvey, communicating his arrangements for
the meeting with Harvey.
- 20 February 1963 – ½ p. To Herman Harvey. Caldwell agrees to take part in “The
Sum and Substance” program.
- 27 February 1963 – ½ p. To Herman Harvey, providing details of his schedule
during his stay in Los Angeles.
- 12th July 1968 – ½ p. To Denis Brian, journalist and author. Caldwell expresses his
opinion on Mr. Brian’s recent publication: «… THE LOVE MINDED is an extraordinary
novel — extraordinary because of the author’s story-writing ability and extraordinary
because of the absorbing and convincing story itself…».

- 18 February 1985 – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, arranging a meeting with the
journalist.
- 3 May 1985 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Peter Michielsen, to arrange dates for an
interview with the journalist.
- 3 June 1986 – 1 p. To Tuula Wikander. Caldwell details his agent’s contact for
information on one of his books published in Russian.

- 21 April 1977 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Siv Lind, sending her material for «…the
July symposium…».

- July 31, 1986 – 1 p. To Peter Vogel, replying to questions on the number of copies
sold, translations and which of his books he considers to be his favourite.

- May 18, 1977 – ½ p. Envelope included. To Siv Lind, notifying her that he has sent

- n.d. – 1 p. To Peter Vogel. Caldwell types his answers to the student’s questions.
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Erskine Caldwell

Erskine Caldwell

21/III. Nineteen typed letters signed to Rolando Pieraccini

21/II.

Extensive correspondence with Rolando Pieraccini on the Eurographica’s
publication of the signed trade edition of Hamrick’s Polar Bear and other stories,
discussing European publication rights, signing fees, meeting schedule, a Finnish
re-issue of the novel Tobacco Road and other practical matters.
- 21 December 1982 – ½ p.
- 19 January 1983 – 1 p. Envelope included.
- 18 October 1983 – 1 p. Envelope included.
- 21 December 83 – 1 p.
- 11 February 1984 – 1 p. Envelope included.
- 15 March 1984 – 1 p. Envelope included.
- 28 April 84 – 1 p. Envelope included.
- 5 June 84 – ½ p.
- 14 September 1984 – 1 p. Invoice
- 15 September 84 – 1 p.
- 16 October 84 – 1 p.
- 30 Nov 84 – 1 p.
- 8 January 85 – ½ p.
- 13 March 85 – 1 p. Envelope included.
- 31 May 85 – 1 p. Envelope included.
- 24 October 85 – 1 p.
- 7 January 86 – 1 p.
- 2 June 86 – 1 p. Envelope included.
IV. Typed letters signed by Virginia Caldwell dated January 15 1987 – 1 p. ½.
To Rolando Pieraccini. Mrs. Caldwell thanks Pieraccini and writes two letters
commenting on the two beautiful Finnish painting books they had received from
him.
V. Greetings card signed by Virginia Caldwell
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Erskine Caldwell

Erskine Caldwell

21/VI. Autograph excerpt signed on the author’s letterhead from the novel
Tobacco Road.
21/III.
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Erskine Caldwell

21/VII. Typed excerpt signed from the novel Tobacco Road (p. 117, Beehive
Press 1974)
21/VIII. Two typed documents stating number of copies of books published in
the US and abroad.

Erskine Caldwell

21/IX. Memorandum of agreement signed dated 9th May 1984 between
the European literary agency Laurence Pollinger Ltd. and Eurographica for the
publication of three stories.
21/X. Receipt of postal fees with autograph inscriptions dated Sep 14 1984.
Envelope included.
21/XI. Stapled booklet with autograph dedication signed containing one
of the author’s lectures, given at Columbia, Missouri on May 1, 1961 to mark the
occasion of the 52nd Annual Journalism Week. 19 pp. Copy No. 88.
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Erskine Caldwell

21/XII. Five letter envelopes with autograph signature.
21/XIII. 21 photographs with autograph dedication signed. x2 (5.7 x 9 cm); x3 (6
x 9 cm); x2 (21.5 x 16.5 cm); x2 (24 x 17.5 cm); x10 (20 x 25).
Included: 1 photograph with three autograph signature of Erskine Caldwell,
Finnish writer Eeva Kilpi (1928 -) and Virginia Caldwell. Dated on the back 15.1.73.

Erskine Caldwell

21/XV. Eight title pages with autograph signature of the Eurographica’s Signed
Limited Edition of Hamrick’s Polar Bear and other stories (1984).

21/XIV. Carbon copy document dated 6 Octobre 1983 issued by the French Ministry
of Culture appointing Caldwell as: «...Commandeur de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres...»

21/XVI. Seven cardboards and paper fragments with autograph signature.
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Agatha Christie

Agatha Christie

22. Agatha Christie

(Torquay, 1890 - Winterbrook,
1976)
Prolific English writer, her
detective novels and witty
characters such as Hercule
Poirot and Miss Marple earned
her the accolade of “Queen
of Mystery”. Her mystery play
The Mousetrap is still the
longest-running show in
London’s West End having
opened in 1952. In 1955 she
was the first recipient of the
Mystery Writers of America’s
Grand Master Award.

22/II. Nine autograph letters signed “Agatha Mallowan”
a. Nimrud, Friday [1931?] – 2 pp. To Josephine [Thomson]. The author writes a letter
to her friend talking of personal matters and about her day in Nimrud.
b. Oct. 4th [1939] – 2 pp. To Mrs. Glasspool, collaborator with Miss. Fischer for
the restauration and selling of the Cresswell Place cottage in London, Christie’s
residence until 1938, when she bought the 33 acre Greenway House in Devonshire.
c. May 16th [1939?] 3pp. ½. To Mrs. Glasspool: «....I am writing to ask you if you
would care to give up the lease of 22 Cresswell Place altogether?...»
d. Jan 6. 1940 – 2 pp. To Mrs. Glasspool. The author asks for information on an
insurance policy.
e. Jan 20th [1956] – 1 p. To Ross Thomson, looking forward to the meeting with his
friends in March.
f. May 11th [1959] – 1 p. Envelope included. To Bernard Pitt, asking for information
on one of his books of short stories which was out of print.

22/VII.

21 autograph letters signed (10 by secretary Charlotte Fisher); 12 typed letters signed
(2 by Charlotte Fisher); 3 autograph letters signed To the author; 1 photograph of the
author; 21 photographs with autograph signatures of actors performing in movie
adaptations of Agatha Christie’s novels.
$ 12 500
22/I. Three autograph letters signed “Agatha Christie”

g. March 23rd [68] – 3 pp. Envelope included. To Josephine [Thomson]. Mrs. Christie
writes to her friend recalling the old days in the Middle East: «…One feels rather
sad about Baghdad and Mosul and all the happy times one remembers (…) Right,
everybody we live in Africa, in S.E. Asia, in Israel and the Arab nations of Egypt – And
here we suffer from a Governorate who just spend money they haven’t…».
h. March 18th [1968?] – 4 pp. To Josephine [Thomson], writing a kind letter to her
friend, mentioning Christmas and other friends gifts.
i. Oct. 17th [68?] - 2 pp. To Mr. Lisborne, apologizing for having lost the photograph
she wanted to send him.

a. Aug 18th [1948] – 1 p. Envelope included. To Wes Balena: «…I am glad to feel my
books helped to alleviate the strain of war…».
b. Sept 24th. – 1 p. To Helmut Milkereit, thanking her addressee and sending this
letter instead of a photograph.
c. n.d. – 1 p. The author sends a letter on a large sheet to thank André Journiaux,
French songwriter.
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Agatha Christie

22/I.

Agatha Christie

22/III. Ten typed letters signed to readers and friends. Dame Agatha replies
to readers, collectors and friends with thankful brief letters or providing more
elaborated answers.
a. Nov 9th [1953] – 1 p. Envelope included. To Bett Schofield.
b. 31 December 1958 – 1 p. To James E. Geale, refusing to send picture of herself.
c. 5 March 1964 – 1 p. To J. H. Tierney, sending him an autograph.
d. 9th January 1967 – 1 p. To Otto Walther, refusing to send picture of herself.
e.3rd October 1969 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Jean L. Hasselberg, mentioning
Hilaire Belloc’s quotation in her novel The Hollow (1946)
f. 29th June 1970 – 1 p. To Mr. Briddon, thanking him for enjoying her books.
g. Nov 9th [1953] – 1 p. To Bett Schofield. She discusses the story Crime doesn’t pay.
h. September 1970 – 1 p. To Josephine and Ross, thanking her friends for sending
wishes for her 80th birthday.
i. 25th September 1970 – 1 p. To Mrs. St. Dalmuth, thanking him for sending wishes
for her 80th birthday.
i. 8th June 1974 – 1 p. To Mr. Verost, with thanks and a list of her favourite books.
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Agatha Christie

22/IV. 10 autograph letters signed by Charlotte N. T. Fisher.
Mrs. Fisher keeps track of the needs of Mrs. Christie’s tenants. In these exchanges
with the Glasspool family, last tenants of the Cresswell Place house, we can construe
certain stages of Christie’s well-known cottage in London, including part of the
sale process and the moment she purchased the Devonshire cottage. All letters are
dated between 1936 and 1940.
- April 20th 1936 – 1 p.
- [7 May 1938] – 1 p. on cardboard.
- July 6h 1938 – 2 pp.
- July 8th 1938 – 3 pp.
- July 20th 1938 – 2 pp.
- Sept 8th 1938 – 2 pp.
- Sept 20th 1938 – 1 p. ½.
- Dec 5th 1938 – 2 pp.
- July 7th 1939 – 1 p. ½.
- May 18 1940 – 1 p. Part of a letter To Ms. Mallowan from Mrs. Glasspool.

Agatha Christie

22/VIII. Twenty-one photographs with autograph signature of actors starring
in Agatha Christie’s movies. The list includes: David Suchet, Joan Hickson, Margaret
Rutherford, Peter Ustinov, Anthony Perkins, Martin Balsam, Albert Finney, Rachel
Roberts, Sean Connery, Angela Lansbury. Six photographs are official numbered
shots from the set of Murder on the Orient Express and Death on the Nile. (16.5 x
22.5 cm); x7 (8.5 x 14.5 cm); (10 x 12.5 cm); (9 x 13.5 cm); (13 x 17.5 cm); x9 (25.5
x 20.5 cm).

22/V. Two typed letters signed by C. W. T Fisher.
Agatha Christie had many properties in her life and her secretary Charlotte Fisher
was authorised to manage some of them, as we can see in these letters concerning
the rent of her house in Cresswell Place in London.
- March 24th 1938 – 1 p. To Mrs. Glasspool.
- November 17th 1938 – 1 p. To Mrs. Glasspool.
22/VI. Autograph letters signed To Agatha Christie
- 10/3/64 – 1p. by J. H. Tierney. Collector’s letter.
- 29-2-40 – 1 p. ½. by Patricia R. On practical personal matters
- 29-3-40 – 1 p. Not signed. On practical personal matters
22/VII. Photographic portrait marked Universal Pictorial Press photo dated
Dec 1970. (10 x 13 cm).
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Agatha Christie

22/IX. Autograph letter of Margaret Rutherford signed and dated April 14th/50.
The actress pens a sweet letter to her husband and colleague, mentioning also a
message from «…the General Manager…».

23. Arthur C. Clarke

(Minehead, 1917 - Colombo, 2008)
British science fiction writer. His novel The Sentinel (1948) provided the basis for the
screenplay of 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) he co-authored with Stanley Kubrick.
2 typed interviews signed; 1 typed letter signed; 1 autograph dedication signed.
$ 600
23/I. Two typed interviews signed, dated respectively Nov 73 and 20 May 1977.
$ 300
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Arthur C. Clarke

23/II. Typed letter signed dated 24 March 2000 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.
To Rolando Pieraccini, who asks the author about a Finnish character in one of his
books: «…Although Childhood’s End was written almost fifty years ago, I know exactly
why I chose a Finn as UN Secretary General, because Sibelius is my favourite composer.
However, I must blame my ignorance for giving him a non-Finnish name!…»
$ 200
23/III. Autograph dedication signed, dated 5 May 82.

$ 100

24. John M. Coetzee

24/III.

(Cape Town, 1940 - )

South African novelist and essayist,
along with André Brink one of most important authors of the anti-apartheid
movement writing in Afrikaans, recipient of the Nobel Prize for Literature in
2003 and the Booker Prize in 1983 and
1999.
1 autograph letter signed; 3 typed
letters signed; 1 photograph signed.
$ 1200

24/I. Three typed letters signed
a. 2 May 1985 – on aerogram paper – 1 p.
To Peter Michielsen. Coetzee writes that he is not «…eager to be interviewed.
I would be prepared to answer some questions by letter...».
b. 27 August 1986 – on aerogram –1 p. To Tuula Wikander, who was conducting
research on contemporary authors translated in Russian. He answers that none
of his books have been translated into Russian and closes by saying that: «…I
believe that WAITING FOR THE BARBARIANS has to date sold the most copies: some
60,000 in English. I am afraid I have no means of finding out the number of copies
sold in other languages. It is also the most widely translated: into 14 languages ».
c. 18 May 1999 – on letterhead of the University of Cape Town – 1 p. To Rolando
Pieraccini, making observations about the Finnish characters in his works: «…
There is a Finnish character – not major, but not insubstantial either – in my novel
The Master of Petersburg (1994). In American literature, I have vague and perhaps
not trustworthy memories of Finnish characters in the writings of Rolvaag and
perhaps also in the early stories of Ernest Hemingway...». Envelope with autograph
address included.
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John M. Coetzee

24/II. Autograph letter signed dated 16 November 1983 – with autograph address
at the header – To Siv Lind – 1 p. Coetzee informs Lind that he has not received
her previous letters. He encloses a signed photograph. Envelope with autograph
address included.

24/III. Photographic portrait signed on the back. (8.5 x 12 cm)
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John Creasey

25. John Creasey

(Southfields, 1908 - Salisbury, 1973)
Prolific crime and science fiction writer, he wrote more than six hundred novels
under twenty-eight different pen names. He created several renowned characters
such as Commander George Gideon of Scotland Yard, who was the basis for the
movie Gideon’s Day (1958) by John Ford and the TV series Gideon’s Way (1965-66).

25/I.

4 typed letters signed; 1 autograph signature on cardboard; 1 autograph
dedication signed on a bookmark.
$ 600

25/I. Three typed letters signed
a. June 25th 1958 – on New Hall Bodenham : Salisbury letterhead – 1 p. To Messrs.
Hamblin Ltd., opticians in Salisbury: «…I would like to thank you very much for
the prompt attention you gave to the little repair job on my glasses to-day. Another
optician in the town had told me nothing could be done…»
b. June 27th 1961 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini, enclosing his signature.
c. 17th November 1971 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Lianne Carlin of Mystery Reader’s Newsletter. Creasey comments on the mentions he received in the
Mystery Reader’s Newsletter issue of September/October 1971: «…I might say that
‘driven’ round the world is nearer correct that it appears to be, for on two occasions
I’ve been fortunate enough to drive on board ship in London or Southampton, drive
off at different ports (…) I have long since been grateful if a reviewer likes any part of
a book of mine, and yet still marvel at the different opinions expressed by reviewers,
many of whom thought A PERIOD OF EVIL was a better-than-average Kyle Hunt (…)
As for the price of books – even high-priced books are so cheap with most of the rest
of today’s prices that I think perhaps we should campaign to educate the public to
accept this gratefully! ….».
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John Creasey

25/II. Autograph letter signed dated 10th March 1969 – on the author’s letterhead
– 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini: «…I am flattered to be among such a collection of
documents. I hope this one will justify a place…».
25/III. Autograph signature on cardboard.

26. Michael Crichton

(Chicago, 1942 - Los Angeles, 2008)
American science-fiction writer and filmmaker, author of the bestselling novel
Jurassic Park (1990) and its 1993 film adaptation.
I. Two typed letters signed
a. November 13, 1976 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Envelope included. To
Rolando Pieraccini, he writes a brief note to acknowledge the receipt of the
letter.
$ 150
b. May 12, 1977 – on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer letterhead – 1 p. Envelope included.
To Pirkko-Liisa Ståhl, expressing his opinion on the Nobel Prize: «…I don’t think
the Nobel Prize for literature is any more foolish than other such prizes. In talking to
groups of students, I often puzzle them by listing a succession of titles of novels; they
have never heard of any of them. I then tell the students that each of these novels
has won the Pulitzer Prize within the last 25 years…».
$ 150
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Michael Crichton

26/II. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed. (20 x 25 cm). $ 300

27. Robert Creeley

(Arlingron, 1926 - Odessa (TX), 2005)
American postmodern poet, he was often associated with the 20th century Black
Mountain poet movement.
I. Typed letter signed dated September 6, 1989, To Rolando Pieraccini, expressing his interest in the publication of a signed limited edition of his poems,
and poses a few questions to Pieraccini: «…Need the poems included be without
previous publication? What provision for permission costs and/or copyright accomodation do you consider appropriate (…) At present I am resolving the final text for a
new collection of poems and also a substantial selected edition of all my work. So it
is an awkward time to think of another project. However, we can certainly proceed
with such details as the above questions…».
$ 240
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27. Archibald J. Cronin

28. Len Deighton

Scottish physician and novelist, as a doctor he wrote many novels such as The
Citadel (1937) that won him the National Book Award. His novel Country Doctor (1935) was adapted into the BBC TV
series Dr. Finlay’s Casebook, broadcast
between 1962 and 1971.

British writer with an eclectic
writing style: his books include
cookery and history but he is best
known for his spy novels. His novel
Billion Dollar Brain (1966) was
transposed into a movie featuring
Michael Caine.

(Cardross, 1896 - Montreux, 1981)

(Marleyone, 1929 - )

3 autograph letters signed; 1 typed
draft with autograph inscription
signed; 3 typed letters signed;
1 photograph with autograph
dedication signed.
$ 1480

27/I. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed. (12 x 17 cm).
$ 100
27/II. Two autograph dedications signed on cardboard.

$ 80

28/I.Three autograph letters signed
a. 6 Jan 77 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Rolando Pieraccini, about signing books
and further editorial projects: «…I can’t see any way to get the books signed in time
for you to collect them in London (…) About your Ambler project, a fine idea and one
with which I would be pleased to be associated, he’s a fine writer…».
b. 10 May 77 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Rolando Pieraccini, for having more
information on the Eric Ambler’s editorial project: «…Perhaps I could write an
interview with Ambler? I am a great admirer of his work but have never met him…».
c. Tuesday 5th Nov’ 83. – 1 p. on aerogramme – To the writer Henry Keating
and his wife Sheila. While in Bombay, he writes a nice letter to his friend: «…
Everyone I meet claims to know you personally! They must have kept you awfully
busy here…». Henry Keating (1926-2011) was an English crime fiction writer best
known in India for his series of novel featuring Inspector Ganesh Ghote of the
Bombay police force.
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Len Deighton

Len Deighton

28/II. Typed draft with autograph inscription signed dated Ireland 1976. Later
draft from the novel Yesterday’s Spy (1975).

28/I.
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Len Deighton

28/III. Three typed letters signed addressed to Rolando Pieraccini
a. 7/7/76 – 1 p. The author encloses a draft page from his novel Yesterday’s Spy
(1975).
b. 26th Oct. 1981 – 1 p. Answering to a few questions about the conservation of
his drafts and typescripts.
c. Monday February 14th 2000 – 1 p. Answers mentioning a Finnish character
in one of his novel: «…I can best recall the Finnish setting of my own book Billion
Dollar Brain (which was later made into a film starring Michael Caine) (…) I do not
have a copy of this book to hand. But I remember that there was a lovely Finnish girl
in my story…».
28/IV. Photograph with autograph dedication signed. (12.5 x 15.5 cm).
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29. Don DeLillo
(New York, 1936 - )

American novelist who rose to fame on the wings of his novel White Noise (1985),
which won him the National Book Award for fiction.
29/I. Typed letter signed dated July 14, 2000 – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini, about
Finnish characters in his upcoming novel: «…There are no Finns in the book but
there are several references to Finland. They share the same context: a character
in the U.S. visits a website that carries a video feed from the edge of a roadway in
Kotka, in Finland (…) The novel, called The Body Artist, will be published early next
year by Scribner in the U.S. and by Picador in Britain. Tammi will publish the book in
Finland…».
$ 240
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Joan Didion

30. Joan Didion
(Sacramento, 1934 - )

American writer, known for her reportage on Californian subcultures in the 1960s.
She is the widow of the American novelist John Dunne.
2 autograph letters signed; 1 typed letter signed.

30/I b

$ 300

30/I. Two autograph letters signed
a. 12 April 1983 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Siv Lind : «…I have no photograph
at hand & my handwriting is quite illegible – even to me!…». Envelope with autograph
address included.
b. June 13 1985 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, saying she
won’t be able to make it for his interview as she «…will be traveling & have no idea
where or when or if I’ll be anywhere at all…»
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Joan Didion

30/II. Typed letter signed dated 12 September 1982 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.
To Jan Blomstedt, regretting not to be able to attend the 1983 International
Writers’ reunion in Lahti as she has «…a great deal of uncompleted work and am
making no plans until I’m finished…».

31. Edgar L. Doctorow
(New York, 1931 - Manhattan, 2015)

American awarded novelist, he is best
known for his works of historical fiction
The Book of Daniel (1971) and Ragtime
(1975), both adapted for cinema.
3 typed letters signed; 1 photograph with
autograph signature.
$ 550

31/I. Three typed letters signed
a. November 3 1976 – on the author’s
letterhead – 1 p. The author thanks
Elliott Kraemer for his letter about his
novel Ragtime and sends his signature
in return.
b. October 30, 1980 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Jan Bloemstedt, foreign
secretary for the International Writers’ Reunions in Helsinki: «…I would be pleased
to come to Finland for the 10th international writers’ reunion in Lahti next summer…».
c. January 29, 1986 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Peter Vogel, answering
a question about the translation of his novels: «…my books have been translated
into more than twenty languages…».
31/II. Photographic portrait with autograph signature. (12 x 18 cm).
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32. John Dos Passos
31/I.

(Chicago, 1896 - Baltimore, 1970)

Writer, traveller and American activist, his major work was the realist fictional trilogy
entitled U.S.A.
32/I. Autograph letter signed dated February 3 1984 – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini,
thanking him for his «…very courteous letter…».
$ 120
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33. Margaret Drabble

33/II. Autograph quotation signed and dated 27 May 1982 of the poem
“Consolation” by William Butler Yeats.

English novelist and critic, she produced many
fictional novels as well as having a role in
international politics.

33/III. Photographic portrait with autograph signature. (12.5 x 17.5 cm).

(Sheffield, 1939 - )

1 typed letter signed; 1 autograph quotation
signed; 1 photograph with autograph signature.
$ 360
33/I. Typed letter signed dated 1 July 1999 – 1
p. To Rolando Pieraccini, about Finnish characters in her novels: «…I do not think I have
any in my own works, but my husband tells me there is one in L. P. Hartley’s A Perfect
Woman. It might be worth looking at the works of William Gerhardi, who was a very
polyglot writer…».
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34. Allen Drury

(Houston, 1918 - San Francisco, 1998)
34/I.

American novelist, his political novel Advise
and Consent earned him the Pulitzer Prize
for Fiction in 1960.
1 typed letters signed; 1 typed excerpt of
the novel Advise and Consent (1959) with
autograph signature; 1 photograph with
autograph dedication signed.
$ 300

34/I. Typed letters signed dated April 14, 1985 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.
To Peter Michielsen, for arranging an interview: «…Aside from the first two weeks
in June, I shall be here at my home just north of San Francisco for most of the time you
mention (…) I shall be in Washington D.C. Aug. 1-4 for the regular summer meeting of
the National Council on the Arts…»
34/II. Typed excerpt with autograph signature of the Pulitzer Prize winning novel
Advise and Consent (1959).
34/III. Photographic portratit with autograph dedication signed. (20 x 25 cm).
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35. Maureen Duffy

36. Elizabeth Ferrars

English poet and non-fiction author, she is known also for her activism on issues
such as gay rights and animal rights.

British crime writer of Scottish origin, born Morna MacTaggart. She wrote several
series of novels such as the Toby Dyke series (1940-1942) and Virginia and Felix Freer
series (1978-1992).

35/I. Autograph letter signed [Postmarked on envelope 29 APR 1985] – on cardboard with printed address indication – 2 pp. To Peter Michielsen, the author is
replying to a request for an interview. Envelope with autograph address included.
$ 120

11 autograph letters signed; 1 autograph dedication on aerogram; 1 typed letter
signed by Kate Lyall ; 1 typed draft excerpt of Justice in My Own Hands (1988).
$ 1800

(Worthing, 1933 - )

(Rangoun, 1907 - Blewbury, 1995)

36/I. Eleven autograph letters signed to Rolando Pieraccini and to readers
Letters to Pieraccini
a. Mar 2. 1989 – with sticker with printed address at the head – 1 p. About a publication proposal: «…I should be very glad to participate in your project, assuming that
it is not new stories that you want, but ones which have already been published in this
country…»
b. April 17. [1989] – with sticker with printed address at the head – 1 p. Giving details about the material she sent her agent: «…I have let him have six, which should
find their way to you…». She then mentions her friendship with the author Julian
Symons: «…Julian Symons, who you say interested you in my work is a very old friend.
Now that he and his wife live in Walmer, my husband and I see less of them…»
c. June 12 [1989] – with sticker with printed address at the head – 1 p. About her
forthcoming publication: «…I thought Sequence of Events and other stories an
excellent title…»
d. Aug 1. [1989] – with sticker with printed address at the head – 1 p. Notifies that
the parcel with draft print of her short story: «…which was to be sent to me from Italy
and has to arrive about July 13 has not yet turned up…»
e. 6 July [1990] – with sticker with printed address at the head – 1 p. Concerning
proofs, says she cannot help Pieraccini «… with that missing page 35. I have no idea
what editions of the stories was sent to you, and I know that no story of mine was ever
35 pages long. If you send me a copy of your pages 34 and 36, I will try to trace the
missing bit in between…»
f. May 7, 1991 – with sticker with printed address at the head – 2 pp. Acknowled-
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Elizabeth Ferrars

ges the arrival of her short story copies and adds her remarks: «…I like the paper and
the printing. But sad to say, your fear that there might be some printing errors was well
founded…». She then introduces the Julian Symons’ project she had been offered
to collaborate on : «…Would a short story, about 1400 -1500 words, just a straight little
whodunit, meet your requirements? Could you let me know this soon, because I am
writing one at the moment, and of course if you do not want it I shall offer it elsewhere.
Am I right that there will be no payment, and that it will be, as it were, a present to Julian?
I am quite ready to make him a present. He and Kathleen have been friends of mine and
my husband’s for over thirty years. They both came to the 80th birthday party that my
publishers gave for me nearly four years ago…»

Elizabeth Ferrars
36/I.

g. May 15. [1991] – with sticker with printed address at the head – 1 p. «…I am sorry
I worried you about misprints. They really are very small and I don’t think you should trouble
yourself about them…». Having changed her mind on proofs, Ferrars accepts that age
does not help her and remarks : «…I can’t agree that there is anything beautiful about
being 83. One feels so stupid and so insecure that there is really nothing good to be said
for it, oddly enough, the last time I happened to meet Julian [Symons], he and I would
agree about this…».
h. April 20, 1992 – with sticker with printed address at the head – 1 p. «…I signed all
those terrible papers, ending up truly exhausted. I then posted the parcel on to Mr. Kinsella, and I enclose the receipt for what I had to pay…»
i. May 5, 1992 – with sticker with printed address at the head – 1 p. Miss. Ferrars
acknowledges the receipt of the postage fees paid, she then adds: «…I met Julian Symons last week and sat next to him at a lunch (…) I was prepared to say nothing at all
about the book, in case it was a secret, but he knew all about it…».
Letters to readers
j. Feb 25th. [1987] – 2 pp. To Miss Harrison, about the genesis of her books: «…I think
some of the characters came to some extent from people I know. I often said I have done
this without really meaning to. At the time I don’t even realise what I am doing. I like to
change the atmosphere and the background from book to book, because if I didn’t do
this I know I should get very bored .I have just got started on a new book which has a
background of a red-brick university in the Midlands, which I have never done before,
although my husband and I lived a great many years in such places as Manchester and
Leeds…». Envelope with autograph address included.
k. n.d. – on postcard – 1 p. Ferrars answers to a reader: «...I can tell you that it takes me
about four months to write a book, but I don’t know where the ideas come from...».
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Elizabeth Ferrars

Elizabeth Ferrars

36/II. Autograph dedication on Aerogram
36/I.

36/III. Typed letter signed dated 29 November 1991 of Kate Lyall Grant, literary
agent to Ferrars at David Higham Associates. Lyall Grant sends the invoice and details of the publication agreement for the short story The Cancelling Of Arbuthnot in
the tribute book Julian Symons at 80 – A Tribute.
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Elizabeth Ferrars

36/IV. Typed extract of the short story Justice in my own hands, published in the
Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine of January 1988.

37. Frederick Forsyth
(Ashford, 1938 - )

English author and journalist. His
former service as a spy for MI6
brought him to become a thriller
writer of titles such as The Fourth
Protocol (1987), The Dogs of War
and others. The Fourth Protocol
was made into a movie in 1987
featuring Michael Caine.
6 typed letters signed; 8 typed
letters signed to Rolando
Pieraccini; 1 cardboard with
autograph dedication signed;
8 photographs in various sizes
with autograph dedication or
autograph signature.
$ 1800
37/V.

37/I. Six typed letters signed
a. 9th December 1980 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Mr. Huskinson,
refusing to take other interviews «…until further notice…».
b. 21st February 1985 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Peter Michielsen. Agreeing to
an interview with the journalist.
c. 30th April 1985 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Peter Michielsen. Providing phone
contacts to the journalist in order to arrange an interview while in London.
d. 7 July 1986 – 1 p. on the author’s letterhead. Envelope included. To James
Chapman. Answering questions on how he writes a novel: «…The only thing I
can really say about how I write a novel is that something that I may have heard or
read or seen in a television documentary triggers the germ of an idea in my head.
This idea, if it intrigues me, is then slowly developed into a storyline on which I work
mentally until I have the narrative complete in my head…».
e. 22 August 1986 – 1 p. To Tuula Wikander. Answering in three points on his
Russian translations, sending a copy of his favorite, his best seller.
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Frederick Forsyth

f. 14 October 1986 – 1 p. To Tuula Wikander. Sending a signed photograph and an
autographed copy of his novel The Fourth Protocol.
g. 24 February 1987 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Miss Harrison. Mentioning his
participation in the film based on his novel The Fourth Protocol, which was just
going to be released in August: «…For two years I have been involved in making
the Film of this book and have no time to start on a new one. However, after the
Premiere of the Film on March 19 and a holiday with my family I hope to be able to
start preparing work on a new book…».

Frederick Forsyth

37/II. Seven typed letters signed to Rolando Pieraccini. All envelopes included.
a. 19th September 1976 – 1 p. Regretting not having any photographs to send
Pieraccini.
b. 14th January 1985 – 1 p. Agreeing to signing frontispieces for Eurographica’s
limited edition of a collection of his short stories. He also adds that his rights in
Finland are owned by Otava in Helsinki.
c. 4th April 1985 – 1 p. Arranging a time for the shipping of the frontispieces. He
then confirms to Pieraccini his wish that the dedication to his wife remain in the
book.
d. 18th May 1985 – 1 p. Notifying that he has not yet received the frontispieces to
be signed.
e. 2nd August 1985 – 1 p. Rejoicing about receiving the package he sent to the
printing house in Italy.
f. 22 August 1986 – 1 p. Making arrangements to meet Pieraccini while in London.
g. 28 January 1987 – 1 p. Acknowledging the receipt of the books and
complimenting Pieraccini: «…The books have indeed now reached me and form a
very elegant edition indeed…».
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Frederick Forsyth

37/III. Typed letter signed to Rolando Pieraccini countersigned by the author
“FF”.
He answers Pieraccini by circling with a red pencil the corrections he’s sending
him.

Frederick Forsyth

37/VI. Photographic portrait. (17.5 x 24 cm).

37/IV. Cardboard with autograph dedication signed dated 7/29/85.
37/V. Seven photographs with autograph dedication or autograph signature.
Three of them are marked with “Letikuva Oy” picture agency.
x4 (17.5 x 24 cm); x3 (11 x 16); (8.5 x 12.5 cm).
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John Fowles

38. John Fowles

(Leigh-on-Sea, 1926 - Lyme Regis, 2005)

38/I.

Internationally acclaimed British novelist, his books have been adapted into several
films such as The Collector (1965) and The French Lieutenant’s Woman (1981).
3 typed letters signed; 1 typed letter signed on a postcard; 1 extract with autograph
dedication of the text of the essay The Falklands, and a Death Foretold (Reprinted from The Georgia Review, Volume XXXVI, Number 4, Winter 1982, pp. 721-728).
$ 600
I. Three typed letters signed to Rolando Pieraccini, in which the author discusses
the publication terms for the Eurographica edition of The Enigma (1987).
”The Enigma“ is one of the “three stories” in The Ebony Tower, an experimental
translation by Fowles of the Celtic romance by Marie de France Eliduc. All envelopes
are included.
a. 3rd June, 1986 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. «…cannot help over the
Three Stories. The collection from which you took them [The Ebony Tower, 1974] is
something of an exception in my literary life, and I really have no shorter substitutes
to offer…».
b. 1 Oct 1986 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Agreement to sign the “new” frontispieces of the edition.
c. 29th October, 1986 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. About the contract’s
approach: «…I would really prefer it if you would settle the new contract with Jonathan Cape [London publishing firm], and please also use them as a mailing address during the coming months. The additional fee of $1000 is acceptable, and I
really do not need more than six copies if the text is to be in Finnish...».
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John Fowles

38/II. Typed letter signed dated 29. I. 87 – on a postcard – 1 p. To Miss Harrison,
an admirer: «...I’m afraid that I will neither distribute nor send photographs of myself (....) I am not unsympathetic to your aim, but we much-studied writers do have a
growing problem in finding time for what we were brought into this world to do - to
write! ». Envelope included.

John Fowles
38/III.

38/III. Autograph dedication signed dated 24 June 1983 on the cover of the text
The Falklands, and a Death Foretold – 8 pp. Rare extract of the essay on the Falklands’
war and Chronicle of a Death Foretold (1981) by Gabriel García Márquez first
published in The Georgia Review.
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John Fowles
38/III.

39. Lady Antonia Fraser Pinter
(London, 1932 - )

British novelist of historical and detective fiction, she is the widow of Harold Pinter.
2 typed letters signed ; 1 typed letter signed by Harold Pinter’s secretary Angela Cheyne.
39/I. Two typed letters signed
a. 30th June, 1986 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Sarah Chappell, answering
two questions on her way of conceiving ideas and writing.
$ 100
b. 18 April 1991 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini, acknowledging
the proposal for a signed limited edition.
$ 100
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Lady Antonia Fraser Pinter

39/II. Typed letter signed dated March 9, 1985 by Angela Cheyne, secretary to Mr.
Harold Pinter – with printed address at the head – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, about
an interview.
$ 100

40. Christopher Fry

(Bristola, 1907 - Chichester, 2005)
English author and playwright. His most notable work, The Lady’s not for Burning
has led him to be considered one of the most important British playwright of the
1940s and 1950s. His scripts, beginning with The Lady’s not for Burning to The Bible:
In the Beginning (1966) have been adapted for TV series or movies.
86 autograph letters signed; 20 illustrated greetings cards with autograph dedication
signed; 4 photographs (3 with autograph dedication signed; 5 autograph extracts
signed of theatre works and poems; 1 typed draft of a dialogue with many autograph
additions and corrections; complete typed script (64pp.) of the play Venus Observed
with autograph dedication signed; 2 typed letters signed; 2 autograph letters signed
by Phyllis Fry; 1 autograph letter signed by Jean Wadsworth.
$ 11 000
40/I. Thirty-six autograph letters signed covering a period of 40 years, addressed to
various friends and personalities, mainly pertaining work, family, theatre performances,
publications and fans. We report here a list of the letters, giving more space and focus
to the more significant in terms of content. All letters are in fine condition.
1949 - 1958
- May 23. 1949 – 1 p. ½. To Mab. About the reissue of The Boy with a Cart (1938):
«…I think you’ll have to get the publisher’s permission to reprint the extract. And
perhaps you would drop a line to my agent (Actac Ltd. 33 Haymarket) to tell him
I’ve given you permission and he’s not to ask for a fee!…»
- November 19. 1951 – 1 p. ½. Envelope included. To Mr. G.H.B Holland Esq. About
a portrait the addressee wants to make of him when in London.
- October 23. 1954 – 1 p. on the author’s letterhead. To Mr. Browning. About books he
sent him of a remarkable unpublished writer named “Butler”: «…I admired the poems
extremely [have any of them been published in England?]. The play is powerful, but hasn’t,
for me, the quality of the poems. – I agree with your that Mr. Butler should be better known
here…».
- January 2 1958 – 1 p. To Kit [stage actress Katharine Cornell] and Guthrie [McClintic,
theatre director]. Sending thanks for a book the friends sent him and adds: «…
The Dark goes into television rehearsal here tomorrow: I’ve made one or two minor
changes to the last act…».
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- March 7. 1958 – 1 p. To Kit. The author writes to the actress, thanking her for having
him and his wife to stay in New York the week after. He mentions a play the actress
is rehearsing, presumably The Firstborn written by Fry.
- April 23 1958 – 1 p. To Katharine Cornell. After a visit in New York, he sends an
affectionate letter to his actress friend.
- April 23 1958 – 1 p. To Nancy Hamilton. He sends a sweet letter to his friend
thanking her for her hospitality in New York.

Christopher Fry

1960-1965
- n.d. – 1 p. To Diana. Fry wishes Diana a quick recovery and says he cannot make it
to visit her as he is «…surrounded by Italian film producers […] who are standing by
while I try to write the script!…».
- August 16. 1960 – 1 p. To Diana. Sends condolences for her father’s death.
- October 20. 1962 – on the author’s letterhead – 2 pp. To Cloggie, about the staging
of the Curtmantle at the Aldwych Theatre in London from 6 October 1962, and
Jean-Louis Barrault’s production The Dark is Light Enough: «…Things seem to be
going pretty well with the play for the moment: the press is in a schizophrenic state
of disagreement about it… (…) I’ve just got back from Paris where I went to a few
rehearsals of Jean-Louis Barrault’s production (…) trying to understand a word they
were saying as they expected me to make enlightened comments! I rewrote the last
scene while I was there (…) I return there on Tuesday for the dress-rehearsal…».
- December 15. 1964 – 1 p. To Kit and Nancy. On personal matters.
- December 16. 1964 – on the author’s letterhead – 2 pp. To Maurice, giving advice
on his play Orpheus and Eurydices: «…What I wish you would do is to re write the little
first scene of the meeting at the café table, which the students improvised. As it stood, it
was suddenly “poetic” and too ornate for them to cope with…».
- January 28. 1965 – on the author’s letterhead – 2 pp. To Maurice, commenting the
changes to his play Orpheus and Eurydices: «…I don’t think you’ve got them right yet.
Shouldn’t you take more time to consider, and work over the lines? Bits are so good, and
other bits not (…) I’d say that the scene between O and E – their meeting – is now too
long and suffers from the clash of the two extremes of style…».
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1973-1979
40/I.

- September 15. 1973 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Colin Huggett. Sends a page of the
Curtmantle.
- October 7. 1973 – 1 p. To Diana. Sends an extract of an article that came out in the
Daily Telegraph on Anne Brontë’s Impressions in the Life of an Individual.
- November 16. 1973 – 1 p. To Diana. Sends his best wishes to Diana who had been
hospitalized again.
- December 7. 1974 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Nancy Hamilton. Regretting not
having met her during her trip to England.
- December 22.1974 – 2 pp. To Diana. Mentioning the work he is doing for the
Paradise Lost (1976-1978) opera-libretto composed by Krysztoff Penderecki:
«…In between village affairs, I’ve been making an opera libretto out of Paradise
Lost for a Polish composer called Penderecki…».
- July 25. 1976 – 1 p. To Mr. Lemon. Answers to thank his correspondent for proof
reading.
- July 20.1977 – 1 p. ½. Envelope included. To James Wassmuth. Answers a letter of
appreciation.
- October 30. 1978 – 1 p. To Mr. Fawkes. Answers a letter of appreciation.
- August 31. 1978 – 1 p. ½. Envelope included. To Dan Robb. Answering a question
on his professional life: «…I suppose there is no single thing I could call my “first real
break” – one thing led to another – directing a couple of plays for the Arts Theatre Club
in 1946-1947 led to my becoming Staff-Dramatist there, which led to writing The Lady’s
not for Burning. Perhaps the most significant “break” was when John England decided to
produce that play, after its first production at the Arts Theatre Club, in the West End…».
- November 3. 1978 – 2 pp. To Derek Stanford, author of Christopher Fry: An Appreciation
(1951); commenting some passages of the volume: «…I was glad you mentioned the
stretch of the family history, within the framework of world history, in your last sentence –
I think that’s the case of the book, with the little threads linking the generations together
(…) when you say “his mother now reverted her to her maiden name of Fry” – where did
you imagine that up from? Two mistakes: she remained Mrs. Harris all her life, and her
maiden name was Hammond (…) It’s encouraging that for once all the critics seem to be
united in a friendly response, of the ten I’ve seen so far. Perhaps I should have spent my life
writing biographies instead of plays!…».
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- May 11. 1979 – 1 p. ¼. Envelope included. To Derek Stanford; thanking his
correspondent for the script he sent him and he lists the news of the company:
«…Very many thanks for your letter and for letting me read the broadcast script.
Falkland is certainly a tempting subject, if I’ve got the energy now to tackle such a
sizeable play. I shall at any rate pursue him further (…) The Chichester company
took a double-bill of Phoenix & Sleep of Prisoners to the Hong Kong Festival and
came back in good spirits. The Penderecki opera has had three productions so
far – at Chicago: La Scala, Milan, and Stuttgart, and is due to be done in Berlin,
Düsseldorf and Vienna: but Covent Garden evidently hasn’t the money to mount it…».
- March 10. 1979 – 2 pp. Envelope included. To Siv Lind, sending some material for
her exhibition on contemporary authors at the Helsinki University.

Christopher Fry

1983-1986
- December 10.1983 – 1 p. To Peter Vogel: «…Do you, as well as collecting autographs,
also read the work of the people whose autographs you collect?…».
- May 29. 1984 – 1 p. To Mr. Dawson; sending details on how to reach Rugby for an
event on September 20th.
- June 4 1984 – 2 pp. To Lisa Stevens. Sending her material and indications for an
upcoming event in September which he will be attending.
- June 10 1984 – 1 p. To Julie Russell. In order to summarize a talk he had , he clips a
typed poem, clearly inspired by the nursery rhyme “What Are Little Boys Made Of?”.
- January 14. 1985 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Elliot Kraemer. Answers a letter of
appreciation.
- July 25. 1985 – 1 p. To Richard Davie. Providing advice on being a writer.
- January 20. 1986 – 1 p. To Jane Chappell. Providing examples of translated titles
of his plays.
- March 24. 1986 – 1 p. To John Davie: «…The answer to two of your questions (is
any of the work autobiographical and which poems did I enjoy reading as a child) you
will find in the book I wrote about my family and my childhood, called “Can You Find
Me”…».
- August 6. 1986 – 2 pp. Envelope included. To Tuula Wikander, about his translations
and his most performed works: «…I don’t think that any of the work has been
translated into Russian, and some of the translations have been made for performance
in the theatre, but perhaps not published: the Serbo-Croat translation, for instance,
and one play at least in Albanian (…) Frequently performed, I think – A Phoenix Too
Frequent, The Boy with a Cart, and A Sleep of Prisoners. I have just finished a new
play [One Thing More, or Caedmon Construed] which will be produced in Chelmsford
Cathedral early in November…».
- November 18. 1986 – 2 pp. To Miss Chappell. He comments and retraces some
aspects of his recently performed play One Thing More, or Caedmon Construed: «…I
had to invent most of the “life” of Caedmon, since, as you know, Bede tells us so little. I
started writing it on March 4th and finished towards the end of July. . .»
- December 14, 1986 – ½ p. To Miss Chappell. The author agrees to sign her copy of
the play.
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40/II. Fifty autograph letters signed addressed to Rolando Pieraccini
Extensive and interesting correspondence of 49 autograph letters signed between
the author and Rolando Pieraccini. Covering a period of 12 years (1984-1989;19911996), the correspondence traces the publication process of the series of Signed
Limited Editions of the plays A Phoenix Too Frequent (1946) and The Lady’s not for
Burning, published by Eurographica in 1985 and 1986.
- November 12. 1984 – 2 pp.
- November 30. 1984 – 1 p.
- January 3. 1985 – 2 pp. ¼.
- January 24. 1985 – 1 p. ¼.
- February 26. 1985 – 1 p.
- April 15. 1985 – 1 p. ¼.
- May 4. 1985 – 2 pp.
- June 5. 1985 – 1 p.
- June 28. 1985 – 1 p.
- July 26. 1985 – 2 pp.
- December 2. 1985 – 3 pp.
- May 27, 1986 – 2 pp.
- July 30. 1986 – 1 p.
- August 12. 1986 – 1 p.
- August 23, 1986 – 1 p.
- September 16. 1986 – 1 p. ¼.
- September 29 1986 – 1 p.
- October 13. 1986 – 1 p. ¼.
- October 16.1986 – 1 p.
- October 18. 1986 – 1 p. ¼.
- November 13. 1986 – 1 p. ¼. Two typed receipts included.
- December 28. 1986 – 2 pp.
- January 11. 1987 – 2 pp.
- March 23. 1987 – 2 pp.
- June 11. 1987 – 3 pp.
- July 22. 1987 – 3 pp.
- August 19. 1987 – 1 p.
- Sept. 4 1987 – 2 pp.
- Sept. 18 1987 – 1 p.
- November 13. 1987 – 2 pp.
- November 20. 1987 – 3 pp.
- Dec. 13 1987 – 1 p. on greetings cardboard.
- March 12. 1988 – 1 p.
- July 27. 1988 – 2 pp.
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- October 17. 1988 – 1 p.
- December 30. 1988 – 1 p. ½.
- January 10. 1989 – 2 pp.
- January 26. 1989 – 1 p. ½.
- January 7. 1991 – 2 pp.
- February 13. 1991 – 1 p. ½.
- May 21. 1991 – 1 p.
- August 5. 1991 – 1 p. ½.
- February 24. 1991 – 1 p.
- January 8. 1996 – 1 p.
- February 3. 1996 – 1 p.
- March 28th 1996 – 1 p. on cardboard
- April 16. 1996 – 1 p.
- June 28 1996 – 1 p.
- June 23. 1997 – 2 pp.
- n.d. – 1 p.

Christopher Fry
40/II.

The correspondence moves forward revealing many different aspects of the
author’s life, such as revivals of his plays Ring Round the Moon, A Phoenix Too Frequent
and One Thing More and his relationship with the theatre and film director Peter
Brook (1925). The publication of the new version of his play Venus Observed is very
touching, as the author was writing and staging a new version of his play in 1992
and was willing to publish the first edition of the new version with Eurographica, a
publication that will never take place. The author mentions some offprint collection
of verses, written on purpose and printed privately by John Bell, editor at Oxford
University Press. The author’s idea was to use it as an example for a possible
anthology of verse publications with Eurographica. All letters are in fine condition,
most of them with envelope with autograph address.
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40/III. Twenty illustrated greetings cards, postcards with signature
and autograph dedication signed addresseo various friends.

Christopher Fry

40/IV. Autograph letter signed of Jean Wadsworth on greetings cardboard with
printed quotation by Christopher Fry.
40/V. Five autograph extracts signed of theatre works and poems
- Poem “For Any threatened city”. 1 p.
- Extract from The Dark is Light Enough, Act III. 1 p.
- Extract from A Phoenix Too Frequent. 1 p.
- Extract of the last scene from A Phoenix Too Frequent. 3 pp.
- Extract from The Lady’s not for Burning. 1 p.
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40/VI. Three photographic portraits, two with autograph dedication signed.
One photograph is dated July 26 1985. Mark of the photographer “© Duncan Fraser
1982” and “Photo Nico Jesse [Holland]” on the back. x2 (20 x 20.5 cm); (20 x 20.5 cm).
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40/VII. Two autograph letters signed by Phyllis Fry written from Rome.

40/VIII. Two typed letters signed

a. May 1st 1958 – 2 pp. To Katharine Cornell. Mrs. Fry writes a tender letter to her
friend, thanking her for the kindness with which she and her husband Guthrie
McClintic hosted them in New York. She then talks of her staying in Rome with her
husband for the Ben Hur movie set: «…This is strictly film business and yesterday
after arrival the night before, Kit was driven to the studios and shown the suite specially
decorated for him in blue, black and white (…) Also his name painted on the door. Also
the sets with floors of real marble the 86 horses from Czecho Slovakia, the 100 cowboys
from USA to look after them…».

a. December 29th,1951 – 1 p. To Mr. St. John. Commenting on an article about the
Author’s World Peace Appeal against the Cold War that appeared on the Sunday
Pictorial in 1951: «…I’m sure that the Author’s Peace Appeal isn’t there to remonstrate
every time someone doesn’t see eye to eye with us. The Pendennis paragraph was
rather different as it was much more like a direct challenge. I found out, by the way
that what alarmed the signatory quoted by Pendennis was the plan for a concert
including readings from Hiroshima in the spring…».

b. June 29th 1958 – 1 p. ½. To Mr. Kohn. Mrs. Fry answers to Mr. Kohn who asked
Mr. Fry to write «…an introduction to Dr. Nico Jesse’s book… ». Mrs. Fry kindly refuses:
«…He is so very sorry to have to refuse, because, alas, he isn’t in Rome for a holiday – he
is working very hard on the script of the film Ben Hur and has to be at the studios every
day from 9 until 6…».
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b. 3 June, 1958 – ½ p. To Nico Jesse (1911-1976), about photographs for a book:
«…I am returning to you one I have selected to be included in your book PEOPLE IN
LONDON…».
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40/IX. One typed draft of a dialogue with many autograph additions and
corrections. The draft, not titled, may be an excerpt from the play A Sleep of
Prisoners (1951).
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40/X. Complete typed script (64 pp.) of the play Venus Observed with autograph
dedication signed and dated two times April 5 1994 (on first and last page).
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41. John Fuller
40/X.

(Ashford, 1937 - )

English poet and professor at the State University of New York. In 1968 he founded
the publishing house Sycamore Press, which published many late 20th century poets such as W. H. Auden, Philip Larkin and Peter Porter.
41/I. Two autograph letters signed
a. 21 May 1991 – with printed address at the head – 1 p. To the writer and editor
Patricia Craig regarding a contribution to the anniversary publication for author
Julian Symons Julian Symons at 80: a Tribute (1992): «...I should be delighted to
contribute to Julian’s festschrift ...».
$ 120
b. 1 April 1992 – with printed address at the head – 1 p. Invoice to Pieraccini of
«...£ 100...» for his contribution to Julian Symons’ anniversary publication. $ 120
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42/I.

42. Ernest K. Gann

(Lincoln, 1910 - Friday Harbor, 1991)
American aviator and author, his novels Island in the Sky (1944) and autobiography
Fate Is the Hunter (1961) were made into movies.
42/I. Typed letter signed dated Nov. 3 1982 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.
Addressed to Siv Lind, sending a brief letter to Lind, attaching a few items for her
exhibition.
$ 100
42/II. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed dated 1982.
(25 x 20 cm).
$ 150
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43. Erle Stanley Gardner

fired from the revolver taken from the possession of Kling…».

American lawyer and author, he is best
known for Perry Mason, the series of
detective stories adapted for cinema and
television from 1934.

f. March 26, 1952 – 1 p. To Chester Morrison. He writes feeling quite satisfied
about the work he has done on the article: «…You made such a damned fine job of
cutting, reorganizing, and coordinating on the first installment that I am satisfied you,
knowing the needs of the magazine, and having worked with me enough to know my
slant on stuff, can correlate, cut and coordinate all of this stuff to make a slap-bang
second installment…».

9 typed letters signed; 1 typed letter
signed with pseudonym; 1 typed letter by
William Gerard Chapman; 1 photograph
with autograph signature; 1 photograph
portrait of Raymond Burr.
$ 4200

g. July 21st 1958 – 1 p. To the theater producer, editorial and art director of Look
Magazine Merle Armitage: «…I am hiding out at the moment and trying my darndest
to keep from getting snowed under an avalanche of urgencies and emergencies. Gosh,
this television…».

(Malden, 1889 - Temecula, 1970)

h. December 8, 1969 – 1 p. To Joan Carver Nourse. A kind letter to one of his reader.

43/V.

43/I. Nine typed letters signed
a. February 3, 1932 – 2 pp. Envelope included. To Edith Huston: «…It is a good
thing that we got out of Shanghai about when we did, otherwise we might have been
inclined to start a world war (…) Larry Trimble has his Arabian horse, “Say Yes” out here
and is training him now (…) The horse is so he can do everything except talk and Larry
thinks he will have him doing that pretty soon. (…) I picked up some kind of a throat
infection which laid me up for about a month…».
b. April 15, 1938 – ½ p. To the President of the International Press Bureau of Chicago
William Gerard Chapman of the International Press Bureau: «…It’s quite all right to
have you syndicate any of my books which are available or desirable, on such terms as
you and Morrow Company agree upon…».
c. March 17th 1947 – 1 p. To the collector Althea Boxell. He sends back to his
addressee: «…the two pages you sent, autographed to you and mentioning two of
my books…».
d. March 24, 1952 – 1 p. To William Lowe of Look Magazine. He introduces to his
addressee his secretary Mrs. Gelber, who will presumably help the journalist on an
editorial about «…the Sutton case…».
e. March 24, 1952 – 1 p. To the editor of Look Magazine Chester Morrison.
Discussing the content of a crime story article: «…I think one of the highlights is the
fact that they found exploded shells in the back of the abandoned car which had been
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43/II. Typed letter signed by Jean Bethell, Executive Secretary to Gardner, dated
November 5, 1969 – 1 p. To Elliott F. Kraemer. Bethell encloses an autographed
cover from the author.

43/IV. Typed letter addressed to Gardner, dated April 12 1938 of William Gerard
Chapman. Chapman writes to discuss the possibility of publishing the author’s
stories in magazines and newspapers. – 1 p.

43/III. Typed letter signed with pseudonym “A A Fair” dated June 26, 1947 – 1 p.
Replies to a reader and encloses an autograph.

43/V. Photographic portrait with autograph signature. (10 x 12.5 cm).
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43/VI. Photographic portrait of the actor Raymond Burr (1917-1993), known for his
portrayal of detective Perry Mason in the eponymous television drama. (20 x 25 cm).
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44. John Gery

45. Louise Glück

American poet, he published seven books of poetry and essays on contemporary
poets.

American poet and essayist, she is considered one of the most prominent poets of
her generation. She was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 1993 for her book The Wild
Iris (1992) and the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2020.

(Reading PA, 1953 - )

44/I. Typed letter signed dated 14 September 2000 – on the Univerisity of New Orleans
letterhead – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini, who enquires about Finnish characters in
literature: «…I am more familiar with the work of poets, and the first poet who comes
to mind is John Ashbery (…) As you probably know, Ashbery’s own heritage is Finnish,
so Finnish references sneak into his work, more so than I can tell (…) The most notable
Ashbery poem I know on this subject is “Finnish Rhapsody” from his collection April
Galleons (New York: Viking, 1987)…».
$ 150
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(New York City, 1943 - )

45/I. Typed letter signed dated 8 May 1983 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Siv Lind.
Promising to send her some autograph material for her collection.
$ 180
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46. Nadine Gordimer

(Springs, 1923 - Johannesburg, 2014)
South African writer and political activist, her work on moral and racial issues during
South Africa’s apartheid regime resulted in her receiving the Nobel Prize for Literature
in 1991.
4 typed letters signed; 1 publishing contract signed.

$ 700

46/I. Four typed letters signed to Rolando Pieraccini about Eurographica’s publication
of the short story collection A Correspondence Course and other Stories (1986).
$ 400
a. 1st November, 1985 – on aerogram – 1 p. Acknowledging the receipt of the book’s
frontispieces: «...I received the frontispiece pages of A CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
and other stories a week ago only, and have today despatched them, all duly signed
according to your instructions in your letter (...) I am leaving in a week for Europe, first
to attend a conference in England, then to go to Hungary, and on to Germany where
I have I just been told I am to receive something called the Nelly Sachs Prize ».
b. 17th March, 1987 – on aerogram – 1 p. Thanking Pieraccini for the copies of her
books he sent her: «...I think the book looks most elegant – if only my commercially-produced books could look like that! ».
c. 3rd June, 1987 – on aerogram – 1 p. Agreement to the publication of another signed limited edition of her “stories” adding that: «...It would, indeed, make things much
simpler if you could bring the frontispiece pages to South Africa. (...) All I can say is that for
visitors there is no more danger than there is, say, in London, with the threat of running
into an IRA bomb, or in Paris, where some Middle-Eastern conflict may surface violently in
a café or department store...».
d. 15th July, 1987 – on aerogram – 1 p. Discussing a title for a future publication of a
new collection of stories: «...To accompany The Train From Rhodesia I would suggest
A Lion on The Freeway (from A Soldier’s Embrace), At the Rendezvous of Victory (from
Something Out There), and/or Some Monday For Sure (from Selected Stories). I would
not agree to the book being given the title The Train From Rhodesia because there is no
longer any such country (...) I would suggest A Lion on the Freeway as a good title, or
At the Rendezvous of Victory...».
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46/II. Publishing contract with Eurographica for the volume A Correspondence Course
and other stories dated 6th of September 1985, signed with initials on the first and
last page, fully signed on the second page.
$ 300

47. James Gould Cozzens
(Chicago, 1903 - Stuart, 1978)

American novelist and short story writer, Pulitzer winner in 1949 for his novel Guard
of Honor (1948).
47/I.Typed letter signed dated 21/v/77 on postmarked envelope. The author types
a strong attack on the Nobel Prize.
$ 100

47/II. Autograph signature on end of a letter dated 17 October 1962.
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48. Alex Haley

(Ithaca, 1921 - Seattle, 1992)

48/II. The Roots of Alex Haley’s Writing Career – 10 pp. of an article on Haley on
the August 1980’s edition of the magazine Writer’s Digest with autograph dedication signed of the author.

American writer, his first book was The
Autobiography of Malcolm X (1965). His
novel Roots: The Saga of an American Family
(1976) was adapted as a TV miniseries and
reached in excess of 130 million viewers.
1 autograph letter signed; 1 photograph
with autograph dedication signed ; 1 extract
of the magazine Writer’s Digest August 1980
autograph dedication signed of an article
on Haley.
$ 600
48/III.

48/I. Autograph letter signed
dated Sept 4, 1982 – on the author’s
letterhead – 1 p. To Siv Lind,
about the intention to Haley’s
works be included in her collection «…I’d have loved to see
your truly extraordinary collection, which now I’m most flattered to be invited to join. Some
written thought from me? Well,
nowadays, I’m reflecting a lot
upon how, without alternative,
all we human beings are sharing
this one planet. So maybe our
topmost need is greater awareness of each and all people’s histories of struggles to advance. That
might help us each and all better
perceive that we share a universal
commonality of needs…».
48/III. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed dated “Sept. 4
1982”. (20 x 25.5 cm)
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50. John Hollander

(New York, 1929 - Branford, 2013)
American poet and essayist. He received the Bollinger Prize for his poem collection
Powers of Thirteen (1983).
50/I. Autograph letter signed dated 12/5/83 – 1 p. on Yale University letterhead.
Envelope included. To Siv Lind: «…I enclose a holograph of a palm of mine from
a book, still in print, published by the Johns Hopkins University Press (Blue Wine,
1979)….».
$ 150

49. Robert Heinlein

(Butler, 1907 - Carmel-by-the-Sea, 1988)
American science-fiction author. Considered along with Asimov and Clarke as one
of the three masters of science-fiction,
awarded four Hugo Awards.
49/I. Typed letter signed of Virginia Heinlein and countersigned with autograph lines by Robert, dated 21 November 1982 – 1 p. To Siv Lind. Thanking
Lind for inclusion in her collection, enclosing a photograph. Heinlein inscribes
at the bottom: «P.S. We have many happy memories of Suomi».
$ 100
49/II. Photograph with autograph dedication signed on the verso, picturing
the writer sitting in front of his typewriter. (12.5 x 8.5 cm).
$ 150
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50/II. Autograph poem signed and dated May 1983, titled “At the End of the Day”,
from the poem collection Blue Wine (1979). 1 p.
$ 150

51. Barbara Howes

(New York, 1914 - Bennington, 1996)
American poet, wife of poet William Jay Smith. Finalist at the National Book
Awards, she was awarded the Golden Rose Award.
51/I. Typed letter signed, dated Jan 12, ’83 – 1 p. on the author’s letterhead. Envelope
included. To Siv Lind, sending material for her “archive”.
$ 150
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52. Ted Hughes

51/II. Six printed poems with autograph signature:
- “At Pigeon Point, Tobago” (1986)
- “Among Shells” (1983)
- “Montserrat: A Watercolor” (1984)
- “Being Me” (1982)
- “The Blueberry Barrens/October” (1987)
- “Morning Glory/Interludes with Eudora” (1985)
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(Mytholmroyd, 1930 - North Tawton, 1998)
English poet and critic, appointed as Poet Laureate of the United Kingdom in 1984.
He was the husband of the American poet Sylvia Plath.

$ 300

52/I. Typed letter signed dated 14 November 1988 – with typed address at the
head – 1 p. Hughes answers to Rolando Pieraccini about a proposal to print limited
editions: «…I read your letter with interest, however as my son is now a fine printer
himself, he more than supplies the market for my work in limited editions…».
$ 300
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53. David Ignatow
(New York, 1914 - ib., 1997)

53/I.

American poet, editor of the
American Poetry Review, he taught
at Columbia University, York College
and other American academic
insitutions. He has been awarded
the Bollinger Prize, the National
Institue of Arts and Letters Award
and many other recognitions.
8 typed letters signed; 1 typed
poem signed; 1 photograph with
autograph dedications signed.
$ 1400

53/I. Four typed letters signed to Rolando Pieraccini, concerning a publication of
a collection of poems with Eurographica. One of them is addressed to the editor of
the collection Pirkko Vepsäläinen.
a. 8/14/90 – 1 p. on Columbia University letterhead. Envelope included. «…I have
mailed a copy of your very interesting letter, together with my comments, to the
University of New England Press…».
b. 9/19/90 – 1 p. on Columbia University letterhead. Envelope included. «…I see no
difficulty in fulfilling your three requests: approximately 60 poems…»
c. 4/7/91 – 1 p. on Columbia University letterhead, concerning a manuscript: «…The
ms. is divided into three sections, as indicated in the Table of Contents. That is to say
that the first two sections represent the two collected volumes: Poems: 1934-1969 and
New and Collected Poems: 1970-1985. The Third sections represents Shadowing the
Ground, to be published this coming May by Wesleyan U. Press…»
d. 5/14/91 – 1 p. on Columbia University letterhead. Envelope included. To the editor
Pirkko Vepsäläinen, concerning the publication: «…I would prefer to have you hold
on to the manuscript, while I work on a shorter version to conform more closely to your
plan. I’m sorry to have misunderstood Mr. Pieraccini’s instructions in his earlier letter…».
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53/II. Four typed letters signed

David Ignatow
53/II.

a. June 1, 1977 – 1 p. ¼. on York College letterhead. Envelope included. To PirkkoLiisa Ståhl, about the Nobel Prize: «…I do not have any special source of information
that would enlighten me as to the particulars or the special nuances (…) Also, I detect
a political and social bias in the prizes, especially in the literary field. (…) It’s possible
that an international jury should be the answer with which to correct for the future
such an oversight as James Joyce. I’m conservative about that because I think we will
confront a different problem, perhaps an even more intensely complicated one, the
politicalization of the prize at the cost of literary judgment…»
b. January 22, 1983 – ¼ p. on York College letterhead. Envelope included. To Siv Lind:
«…I have enclosed the title poem to the book of poems, Rescue the Dead, published in
1968…»
c. August 16, 1985 – 1 p. on Columbia University letterhead. Envelope included.
To Peter Michielsen, providing details for a meeting.
d. May 28, 1985 – 1 p. on Columbia University letterhead. Envelope included.
To Peter Michielsen, arranging for an interview.
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David Ignatow

53/III. Typed poem signed titled “Rescue the Dead”, from the eponymous book.

55. Phyllis Dorothy James
(Oxford, 1920 - ib., 2014)

English crime writer known as P.D. James, she rose to fame for her police commander and poet Adam Dalgliesh character who featured in an extensive series
of detective novels. Her novel The Children of Men (1992) was the basis for the film
Children of Men (2006) by Alfonso Cuarón. Some of the letters offer insight into
James’ writing technique and her sources of inspiration.

54/IV. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed dated 1/22/83
(on the verso). (10.5 x 12.5 cm).
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2 autograph letters signed; 5 typed letters signed (2 carbon copies); 1 typed letter
signed by Joyce McLennan; 2 photographs signed (1 with autograph dedication).
$ 1200
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Phyllis Dorothy James

Phyllis Dorothy James

55/I. Two autograph letter signed

55/II. Five typed letters signed

a. 27 April 1985 – with printed address at the head – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen,
arranging for an interview. Envelope with autograph address included.

a. 25th Jan. 1982 – with typed address at the head – 2 pp. To her friend “Dot”, giving
her updates on her personal life. With autograph additions.

b. 26/7/86 – with printed address at the head – 1 p. To Kathleen and Julian Symons. James writes a brief note informing Kathleen and Julian about her trips.
Envelope with autograph address included.

b. [After 1982] – with typed address at the head – 2 pp. To “Dot”, referring to the
sad news about Dot’s sister Peggy: «…I am glad for Peggy that she was spared long
years of physical and mental deterioration. She would so have hated that not only for
herself but because of the unhappiness it would have meant for you and Gert…». After
detailing family affairs, James informs her friend about her professional activities:
«…I have begun my next novel – also an Adam Dalgliesh and have hopes of finishing
it by the end of the year if all goes well. (…) On top of the writing I am on the Board
of the British Council and Chair the Literature Panel of the Arts Council. I am also on
the General Advisory Council of the BBC…».
c. 28th February 1986 – with printed address at the head – 2 pp. To Jane Chappell :
«…I think that Graham Greene should be awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature, although his name has been put forward for many years now and he hasn’t received it (…)
You ask me how I begin a book. Usually it is a place, the setting, which sparks off my
imagination. It can be a lonely house, a community of people, a desolate stretch of
coast…»
d. 25 July 1986 – with printed address at the head – 1 p. – with printed address at
the head – 1 p. To James Chapman, describing her approach to writing: «…My
books usually begin with response to a place. I think I have a strong sense of place, its
colours, sounds, atmosphere and it is this which sparks off my creative imagination
(…) Then I begin to get in touch with my characters and decide who is to be murdered,
how, when, why and by whom. All this takes a long time, usually as long as it takes to
actually write the novel…»
e. 13th October 1987 – with printed address at the head – 1 p. To Andrew Davie.
About inspiration in writing: «…It is usually the setting for a novel that inspires me.
It may be a sinister house, a lonely stretch of beach, a community of people such as a
nurses training school or a forensic science laboratory (…) When I decide where the
novel is to be set I begin creating the characters together with their motives for the
crime…».
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Phyllis Dorothy James

55/II.

Phyllis Dorothy James

55/III. Typed letter signed by Joyce McLennan, secretary to James, dated 7th
January 1991 – on Faber and Faber publishing house letterhead – 1 p. To Rolando
Pieraccini, about a contribution to a tribute book for Julian Symons: «...Miss James
very much regrets that she cannot contribute to this project as she has already undertaken to cooperate in another literary tribute to Julian Symons and must therefore concentrate on this existing commitment…».

55/IV. Two photographic portraits, one with autograph dedication signed.
(17.5 x 12.5 cm); (14 x 9 cm).
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Margaret Storm Jameson

56. Margaret Storm Jameson
(Whitby, 1891 - Cambdridge, 1986)

56/II. Two photographic portraits with autograph signature.
(10.5 x 15 cm); (9.5 x 12.5 cm).

English journalist and author of several science fiction novels such as In the Second
Year (1936), a dystopia set in a fascist Britain.

56/III. Group photograph dated Sweden 1946 depicting Storm Jameson, Anton
Slonimski (1895-1976), Sten Selander (1891-1957) and others. (11 x 8.5 cm).

2 typed letters signed; 2 photograph signed; 1 group portrait dated Sweden 1946
with Storm Jameson Anton Slonimski (1895-1976), Sten Selander (1891-1957).
$ 600
56/I. Two typed letters signed to Siv Lind
a. October 6 1983 – with typed address at the head – 1 p. «…Have I a favourite book
among the several hundreds on my shelves? Yes. One. It is a book written by my late husband, Guy Chapman, and published in the ’30’s. Its title? A Passionate Prodigality…».
b. October 29 1983 – with typed address at the head – 1 p. Sending a signed
photograph.
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57. Ann Jellicoe

58. Emily Kimbrough

British playwright and actress. In 1978, she set up the Colway Theatre Trust through
which she developed the Community Play genre.

American author and journalist. Editor, among
others, at the Reader’s Digest magazine, her best
novel Our Hearts Were Young and Gay (1942),
based on her European period in the 1920’s,
was a best seller in the 1950’s.

(Middlesbrough, 1927 - Dorset, 2017)

57/I. Autograph letter signed dated August 31 1973 – on the author’s letterhead –
2 pp. To Nelson Taylor: «…As you say you are 73 years old - my plays generally seem
to appeal to the younger generation, so you must be very lively minded…».
$ 150

(Muncie, 1899 - Manhattan, 1989)

58/I. Photographic portrait with autograph
dedication signed. (12.5 x 18 cm).
$ 150
58/II.

58/II. Typed letter signed,
dated October 17 1983 – 1 p.
To Siv Lind. Answers sending
material for her collection.
$ 120
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59. Thomas Kinsella
(Inchicore, 1928 - )

Irish poet, editor and publisher, he
founded the Peppercanister Press
in 1972. Writer in residence at the
Southern Illinois University and
English professor at Temple University,
Philadelphia. Author of many poetry
collections, he was awarded a Doctor
in Litteris, Honoris Causa by the
University of Dublin.

59/I.c

3 autograph letters signed; 15 typed
letters signed; 1 typed proofs and
carbon copy index; 2 receipts with
autograph addresses; 1 autograph
dedication signed; 1 typed poem; 1
photographic portrait with autograph
signature.
$ 2400
59/IX.

59/I. Autograph letters signed
a. 16 April 1984 – 1 p. To Siv Lind: «…I now enclose a catalogue of special editions
which we publish from our home in Dublin, and I hope this will be suitable…»
b. 2 April 1990 – 1 p. on aerogramme to Rolando Pieraccini, about copyright details
for a publication.
c. 9 June ’92 – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini, thanking him for: «…the Julian Symons
book (…) it is certainly very handsome! Never stop learning: I hadn’t quite realized the
importance of the detective story in his career…».
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Thomas Kinsella

59/II. Fourteen typed letters signed to Rolando Pieraccini
a. 13 December 1988 – 1 p.: «…The poetry series looks very good, and I should
be glad to take part in your project. You mention a selection of poems: does this
mean a general selection from past published work, or from current work? (…) My
poetry since the early 1970s has been published first by Peppercanister, a private
publishing enterprise (some brochures are enclosed), then collected into commercial
editions by the Dolmen Press or Oxford University Press…». Envelope included.

Thomas Kinsella

m. 12 April 1992 – ½ p.: «…The title pages of the Julian Symons book are signed and
sent on, registered, to Nicolas Freeling…»
n. 12 April 1992 – ½ p. Invoice for «…the first use of my contribution to JULIAN
SYMONS AT 80/A TRIBUTE…».

b. 2 February 1989 – 1 p. «…I enclose the text, and content list, of a suggested Selected
Poems (1962-1989). I estimate that this would make a book of 75 pp. Or that the poem
‘St. Catherine’s Clock’ could be omitted, making a total of approximately 58 pp.…»
c. 10 March 1989 – 1 p.: «…I note you propose to include ‘St. Catherine’s Clock’
and I look forward to seeing the book. I enclose three poems in manuscript…»
d. 4 May 1989 – 1 p.: «…The box with the frontispiece pages arrived last week
and has been returned to the printer with the pages signed and dated…».
with autograph additions: «…superstitious about pre-dating things.
(Do I get to see proofs – or do you look after this?)». Envelope included.
e. 24 May 1989 – 1 p.: «…I note proofs will be ready by September/October, and I look
forward to seeing them…»
f. 6 March 1990 – 1 p. Sending notes about proofs.
g. 16 August 1990 – 1 p. Sending corrections of proofs. Envelope included.
h. 4 December 1990 – ½ p.: «…I am writing to thank you for the book, which arrived
here yesterday. It is very handsome, with everything clear…»
i. 28 December 1990 – ½ p.: «…As to Julian Symons edition, I should be glad to take
part, though there is little meaningful connection – if any…Would you propose to
include one of the Selected poems ?…»
j. 22 January 1991 – ½ p.: «…I enclose a poem that I hope will do for the Julian
Symons project. It is unpublished…»
k. 27 February 1991 – ½ p.: «…I wonder would the enclosed two new poems do ? They
could read as footnotes to the end of the “Early Coffee” poem…». Envelope included.
l. 30 April 1991 – ½ p.: «…I am enclosing another revision of the poem “Morning
Coffee”. If it is too late to substitute it, please forget it…». Envelope included.
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Thomas Kinsella

Thomas Kinsella

59/III. Typed letter signed dated 4 June 1985 – 1 p. on Pepper Canister letterhead.
To Peter Michielsen, to arrange an interview.

59/V. Carbon copy of the index for Selected Poems, with notations
(not autograph).

59/IV. Typed proof correction for the book Selected Poems, with autograph
annotations. – 3 pp.

59/VI. Two receipts with autograph addresses for the postage of the signed
title pages for Julian Symons tribute book, postmarked 92, and for the signed title
pages for Selected Poems publication, postmarked 89.
59/VII. Typed poem titled “Morning Coffee”. – 2 pp. One brief autograph addition
at the end of the first page.
59/VIII. Autograph dedication signed dated April 1984 on the June 1978
Peppercanister Press Special Editions catalogue. – 8 pp. with illustrations. Attached:
a price list for 1987 Peppercanister catalogue.

59/IX. Photographic portrait with autograph signature. (12.5 x 17.5 cm).
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John le Carré

60. John le Carré
(Poole, 1931 - )

British author of espionage novels, David
John Moore Cornwell worked for the British
Security Services and the Secret Intelligence Service before becoming a full-time author after the success of his novel The Spy
Who Came in from the Cold (1963). He was
awarded the Goethe Medal in 2011.

60/I. Autograph letter signed dated 4 feb ’91 – with autograph address in the
letterhead – 1 p. Le Carré replies to Rolando Pieraccini thanking him for his kind
letter and adding: «…I respect your good intentions, & I hope they are well received,
but I’m afraid I cannot subscribe to your project…».
€ 200

II. a ....................................$ 1000
II. b ....................................$ 550
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John le Carré

John le Carré

60/II. Two very intense and unusual large-format photographic portraits signed (17.5 x 24 cm; 24 x 30 cm). One of them with autograph dedication signed
dated May 29 1979. On the rear, le Carré inscribes “Photograph by Stephen Cornwell/
May 1979”.

60/II.b
60/II.a
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Ursula K. Le Guin

61. Ursula K. Le Guin

61/II. Two typed letters signed

First published in 1959, American science fiction novelist Ursula K. Le Guin was awarded
the title of Library of Congress Living Legend in 2000, thanks to her twenty novels and
over a hundred short stories.

a. April 23, 1985 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, to arrange
an interview in the summer: «…I expect to be here in Portland during most of August
and If you will give me your dates and preferences we can probably arrange an interview (…) I do have some very good photos and also a portrait drawing that I’m very
fond of by a Dutch artist who lives in Portland, Henk Pander, which might be rather nice
to use…»

(Berkeley, 1929 - Portland, 2018)

1 autograph letter signed ; 2 typed letters signed; 2 autograph quotations signed;
2 sketches.
$ 600
61/I. Autograph letter signed dated 16 Feb 86 to Jane Chappell: «…Before starting a book I must know where I am & where I think I’m going…but if I knew exactly,
what fun would it be to go? – And that answers question N°2: yes I enjoy writing, that is,
it can be painful, exhausting, & humiliating; but it is the joy & center of any life; the rest
is just getting ready…being ready…listening…».
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b. October 30, 1986 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Tuula Wikander, about
her works’ translations and number of copies sold: «…None of my books has been
published in Russian in an authorized translation. I understand that there have been
unauthorized translations, but I know nothing about them (…) My guess is that the
book of mine that has sold the largest number of copies is A Wizard of Earthsea, and I
suppose counting its translations it has sold more than two million (…) Most of my
books have been translated into one or more of the Scandinavian languages, Dutch,
French, Japanese, Spanish, and Italian; and some of them also into German, Hebrew,
Polish and Chinese…».
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Ursula K. Le Guin

61/III. Two autograph quotation signed dated 1 December 82 and 1983
61/IV. Signed fac-simile of a sketch of Ursula K. Le Guin by the artist Henk Pander
(1937).
61/V. Autograph sketch with dedication signed of a portrait of the author.

62. John D. MacDonald
(Sharon, 1916 - Miilwaukee, 1986)

American crime writer, his thrillers include some acclaimed works such as The
Executioner (1957), subsequently filmed as Cape Fear (1962) and the Travis McGee
series of 21 novels.
1 typed letter signed; 1 autograph letter signed; 3 typed letters signed of George
Diskant.
$ 480
62/I. Typed letter signed dated 28 July 1976 – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini. The
author writes back to Pieraccini providing details on his personal and professional activities: «…At this moment in time, I am 4 days past my 60th birthday, and ten
days past the date when I mailed to my publisher a new long novel entitled CONDOMINIUM. I am now at work on the 17th book of the Travis McGee series, title as yet
undecided…».
62/II. Autograph letter signed by the author dated 10 Aug 85 written on a letter
of Margaret Himes. The author answers a few questions posed by Himes with the
answers written directly on her letter.
62/III. Three typed letters signed of literary agent George Diskant and John
MacDonald to Rolando Pieraccini.
a. July 18, 1985 – on DISKANT & ASSOCIATES letterhead – 1 p. George Diskant replies
to Pieraccini posing three questions on his proposal to publish a signed limited edition of the author’s works.
b. 16 October 1985 – on DISKANT & ASSOCIATES letterhead – 1 p. Mr. Diskant writes
back to Pieraccini laying out an agreement for a signed limited edition of MacDonald’s three short stories: «…THE ANNEX, THE BEAR TRAP, and END OF THE TIGER…». He
then outlines the terms of the publishing agreement.
c. December 12, 1985 – on DISKANT & ASSOCIATES letterhead – 1 p. After Pieraccini’s
review of the terms, Diskant sums up his points and: «…look forward to receiving
copies of the proposed publishing agreement for our review…».
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John D. MacDonald

63. Norman Mailer

62/I.

(Long Branch, 1923 - New York City, 2007)
American novelist, journalist and essayist. His novel The Naked and the Dead (1948)
brought him great success. He is considered an innovator in New Journalism
along with Truman Capote, Joan Didion and Hunter S. Thompson. His crime-novel
The Executioner’s Song (1979) led him to win the Pulitzer Prize for fiction. His
desecrating spirit and his often scandalous and disconcerting initiatives were often
headlines in the press.

62/II.

27 typed letters signed; 3 autograph letters signed (one carbon copy); 1 photographic
portrait with autograph dedication signed.
$ 9700
63/I. Two autograph letters signed
a. n.d. – To Mr. Davis. 1 p. In green ink. Writes to the father of Sally Davis dedicating
him a quotation from his novel The Deer Park (1955).

62/III.

b. August 13, 1958. To Mr. Pack, of the Chicago Review. Letting him know he has
already done an interview with Barney Rosset of the Evergreen Review but, after a
quarrel with him, he arranged for another interview with him. Mailer sent the first
interview to Pack.
63/II. Nine typed letters signed (one signed by secretary)
a. 17 March 1970. To Denis Brian. Writing about his memories of the actress Tallulah
Bankhead (1902-1968), expressing his opinion on some of her interpretations:
«…I think her performance as Regina in The Little Foxes [1939] was one of the two
best performances I’ve seen on the stage. The other being Laurette Taylor in The Glass
Menagerie [1950]...».
b. December 12, 1973. To A. Nelson Taylor. Thanking him for his kind letter and
expressing his best wishes.
c. July 12, 1974. To Dan Herr, President of the Thomas More Association. Enclosing
a signed photograph (not present) adding: «…I think the caption you might put on it
is: “At present busily at work on a novel which is not about a Jewish family from the time
of the pyramids into the spaceships of the future…». Autograph note at the bottom
crediting the photograph to the secretary and photographer Molly Malone Cook
(1925-2005).
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Norman Mailer

d. May 5, 1977. To Pirkko-Liisa Ståhl, journalist. Envelope included. Stahl was
conducting an inquiry on the Nobel Prize, Mailer replied by refusing to answer her
questions on the subject.

Norman Mailer
63/I.

e. October 5, 1977. To the actor Walter A. Dunnet III. Saying he will sign a
photograph if he will send it to him, adding that he might be able to recognize if
the photographer was Peter Reinstorff. Included : Autograph note signed, dated
Dec’ 77 in which Mailer says he was not able to recognize the photographer.
f. 16 January 1980. To Mel Spivak. Intimate letter to the future writer encouraging
her to keep writing.
d. 4 January 1985. To Renata Mattioli. On letterhead. Envelope included. 1 p. He will
forward her enquiry about the translation of his works to his agent Mr. Silverman.
e. [25 February 1985] To Peter Michielsen. (signed by secretary). On letterhead.
Envelope included 1 p. Informs Dutch journalist Michielsen that he won’t be
available for interviews all over the summer, as he spends it with his family in New
England.
f. 27 February 1987. To Miss Harrison. 1 p. Thanking her for her compliments about
his last book. He then anticipates that he is working on a new book : «… I am in the
throes – a well chosen word – of doing the next one which promises to be longer (…)
Incidentally, the subject is a secret…»

63/II.f
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Norman Mailer

63/III. Nine typed letters signed addressed to Arthur Knight
Correspondence consisting of 22 letters, 9 from Norman Mailer (3 signed by
secretaries) and 13 replies by writer and critic Arthur Knight, author with his wife Kit
of eight volumes on the Beat generation. Letters from Mailer are marked in in red.

Norman Mailer

convention “The Evil in the Room” appeared in the magazine LIFE (7/28/72). He
closes thanking him for letting him publish his poem “A New Kingdom Liberal”.
k. August 16, 1972. From Arthur Knight. 1 p. On the Unspeakable Visions of the
Individual letterhead. Sends a poem he wrote entitled “The 50’s” inspired by
Mailer’s work.

a. October 30, 1967 – ½ p. (signed by secretary Sandy Smith). Smith informs him
that the the writer is out of town working on a long article.

l. December 4, 1972. From Arthur Knight. 1 p. On the Unspeakable Visions of the
Individual letterhead. Sends a signed copy of his novella The Smith.

b. December 12, 1967 – ½ p. (signed by secretary Sandy Smith). Smith writes again
to Knight saying that Mailer will be out of town until mid-January.

m. December 24, 1972. From Arthur Knight. 1 p. On the Unspeakable Visions of the
Individual letterhead. A typed version of a poem for Mailer.

c. February 26 1968. ½ p. Saying he is working on a book and a movie at the same
time and finds just a little time to do the rest.

n. December 29, 1972. 1 p. Writing briefly to Knight saying he is busy on the Marilyn
Monroe book due to be sent to his editor by February 1st, but has also started
reading Knight novella and is enjoying it.

d. February 18, 1969 . From Arthur Knight (not signed). Typed draft on the back.
1 p. Stains on the upper margin do not compromise the text. Answering briefly
commenting US presidency and the recent election of Richard Nixon. He then
invites Mailer to give a lecture on literary criticism in the college where he teaches
in Pennsylvania.
e. 28 February 1969 . ½ p. Declines his invitation to lecture at the college.
f. July 21, 1971. From Arthur Knight. 2 pp. CARBON COPY. Commenting his recent
publication of King of the Hill (1971). He then tells Mailer about his magazine and
asks for a contribution .
g. August 15, 1971. ½ p. Envelope included. Says that he will be pleased to send
poems from Death for the Ladies (1962), which will also be reprinted in paperback
around Christmas 1971.
h. 2 September 1971. (signed by secretary Carolyn Mason). 1 p. Mason types a copy
of the poem “Husbands” as it appears in Death for the Ladies.
i. September 4, 1971. From Arthur Knight. (not signed) 1 p. Thanking him for his
poem ‘Husbands’ which will be included in Unspeakable Visions #3, out before
Christmas 1971.
j. August 3, 1972. From Arthur Knight. 1 p. On Unspeakable Visions of the Individual
letterhead. Knight comments on recent politics and elections (mentioning Nixon
and McGovern). He then comments on his recent article on the Democratic
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o. January 23, 1973. From Arthur Knight. 1 p. On the Unspeakable Visions of the
Individual letterhead. Knight thanks Mailer for reading his novella and wishes him
a happy 50th birthday.
p. February 1, 1973. From Arthur Knight. 1 p. (not signed) On the Unspeakable
Visions of the Individual letterhead. Asks for the address of writer Eddie Bonetti,
whose novel was mentioned by Mailer in his Of a Fire on the Moon (1971). Knight
would be pleased to publish an excerpt of Bonetti’s short novel in his magazine.
q. February 24, 1973. From Arthur Knight. 1 p. (signed by Arthur Knight and wife).
On the Unspeakable Visions of the Individual letterhead. Answers Mailer and agrees
to support the organization founded by Mailer on his 50th birthday called “The
Fifth Estate”. Knight then encloses a $5.00 check.
r. May 12, 1973. From Arthur Knight. 1 p. (signed by Arthur Knight and wife). On the
Unspeakable Visions of the Individual letterhead. Knight suggest Mailer to read a
review of the Unspeakable Vision appeared in the Library Journal on May 1st.
s. May 15, 1973. From Arthur Knight. 1 p. (signed by Arthur Knight and wife). On
the Unspeakable Visions of the Individual letterhead. Says he was happy to see his
poems, and also Mailer’s, on the enclosed Out of Sight. Knight then says he might
be able to write a good article on Mailer’s works, referring in particular to his
Marilyn Monroe book coming out in 1973.
t. September 21, 1973. ½ p. Mailer thanks Knight for his review.
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Norman Mailer

u. 1/30/74. From Arthur Knight. Carbon copy of a handwritten card with autograph
lines. Wishing happy birthday to Mailer and good luck having learnt about the
creation of “The Fifth Estate” organization.

63/III.g
63/III.v

v. [rec. 1/30/74]. 1 p. Provides a brief outline of what “The Fifth Estate” will be.
63/IV. Autograph letter signed (CARBON COPY) 11/16/72. From Glee Knight.
On the Unspeakable Visions of the Individual letterhead. Glee Knight, wife of Arthur,
offers a poem titled “The Natural Woman”.

63/III.j

63/III.h
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63/III.n
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Norman Mailer

63/V. Nine typed letters signed to Rolando Pieraccini

Norman Mailer
63/V.

Correspondence consisting of 11 letters (2 signed by secretaries) from Norman
Mailer to Rolando Pieraccini. Two letters are addressed to Siv Lind.
a. April 20, 1971. 1 p. On sending copies of Mailer’s books to the author to have them
signed and dedicated.
.
b. May 11, 1971. 1 p. Warning Pieraccini to wait until he knows his future address
before sending him copies of his books.
c. [3 June 1971] (signed by Secretary Carolyn Mason). 1 p. Sending Mailer’s mailing
address where the books should be sent.
d. July 7, 1971. 1 p. Asking for details about the dedications on his books.
e. [April 25, 1977]. CARBON COPY. (signed by secretary and photographer Molly
Malone Cook (1925-2005). To Siv Lind (publisher consultant at Eurographica). 1 p.
Cook writes to Lind about books to be signed for a symposium and suggests she
order them from The Strand Book Store in Manhattan which will handle sending
them to Mailer.
f. 24 January 1978. To Siv Lind. 1 p. Mailer informs Lind about some photographs
and autographed books he sent her.
g. 29 January 1983. 1 p. Apologizing for his lateness in responding to him and
giving him a frank explanation for it. He then expresses his refusal to take pictures
and, even worse, to sign them : «…The only cherished link that still remains to the
savage mind is that I detest taking photographs, and am certain I am losing a little
more of my soul and invariably feel haunted when I sign them. Let this letter, then, be
my photograph...».
h. 4 January 1984. 1 p. He has forwarded his letters to Jonathan Silverman of the
Scott Meredith Literary Agency to let Pieraccini know about his situation in Finland.
i. 30 April 1984. 1 p. Informs that Mr. Silverman has written to Pieraccini but he has
still not received his letter. Mailer adds he did not receive the book of the Finnish
graphic artist Pentti Kaskipuro Pieraccini had promised him.
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Norman Mailer

63/VI. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed dated Dec ’79.
Mailer pens a brief dedication on a very dramatic portrait of himself as a young man.
(24 x 30 cm).

64/III.

64. Bernard Malamud
(Brooklyn, 1914 - Manhattan, 1986)

American author of novels and short stories,
his writings often deal with social inequalities
and human redemption. He won the Pulitzer
Prize for fiction in 1967 for his novel The Fixer
(1966).
5 typed letters signed; 1 autograph letter signed
by Ann de Chiara; 1 photograph credited to
Janna Malamud.
$ 700
I. Autograph letter signed by Ann de Chiara,
wife of Bernard Malamud dated 2/9/87.
De Chiara writes to Miss Harrison regretfully
informing her that Bernard Malamud died in
March 1986. Mrs. Malamud thank her for her kind letter and adds a personal fact
from the author’s early writing career: «…though he won a prize in an essay contest
during his senior year in high school, he did not start writing steadily until 1940…».
In good condition, ink lightly faded in some points.
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Bernard Malamud

64/II. Six typed letters signed
a. March 23, 1977 – with typed letterhead at the top – 1 p. Malamud agrees to
Siv Lind’s request to have him autograph five books.

64/II.

b. October 30, 1984 – without letterhead, To Rolando Pieraccini – Signed by
J. M. Hays on behalf of Mr. Malamud: «...poor health prevents him (Malamud) from
accepting your (Mr. Pieraccini) kind offer to publish a limited special edition of one of
his works...».
c. February 26, 1985 – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, for an interview: «…I will be in
Bennington, Vermont during the summer months…».
d. May 11, 1985 – with autograph lines – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, to arrange an
interview: «…Monday, June 24th would be the best date to meet you…».
e. February 14, 1986 – 1 p. Malamud addresses Jane Chappell, answering a few
questions about writing: «…I do indeed enjoy writing and have almost all the years
I have been a writer. Of course there are times when a book goes wrong and you don’t
know how to make it come out right. At those times, the work becomes a burdensome
duty…».
f. n.d. with autograph subscript. To Mr. Edgar, about books that he is supposed to
receive in order to autograph them.
64/III. Photographic portrait credited to his daughter Janna Malamud (1952 - ).
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65. William Manchester
(Attleboro, 1922 - Middletown, 2004)

American author and historian. He worked as an editor at the Wesleyan
University Press from 1955. His best-selling book was The Death of a President (1967),
on the John F. Kennedy assassination. He is also the author of a Winston Churchill
biography trilogy. He was awarded the National Humanities Medal in 2001 as well
as the Abraham Lincoln Literary Award.
65/I. Typed letter signed dated May 18, 1977 – 1 p. On Wesleyan University letterhead. Envelope included. To Pirkko-Liisa Ståhl. About literary awards: «…I’m afraid I
have no faith in literary awards — the juries or the awards. The final judgement of an
author’s work must be made by posterity, and the record clearly demonstrates, I think,
that attempts to anticipate that verdict are largely futile…».
$ 200

66. Daphne du Maurier
(London, 1907 - Fowey, 1989)

English author and playwright. Her works, which were not taken seriously by critics,
were highly successful and her novel Rebecca was adapted for a film directed by
Alfred Hitchcock in 1940. Other novels such as My Cousin Rachel and Jamaica Inn
also became films.
4 autograph letters signed; 4 typed letters signed; 2 typed letters signed by secretary;
3 autograph dedications signed; 4 photographs with dedication signed.
$ 1200
66/I. Four autograph letters signed to readers
a. July 30 1945 – on Menabilly Par Cornwall letterhead – 2 pp. She expresses her opinion on the recent movie – in movie theatres in 1944 – based on her novel Frenchman’s Creek (1941). She closes by announcing her next novel: «...I have just finished a
new novel which will be published in the States next year I expect. It is called “The King’s
General”. Like Frenchman’s Creek, it is a historical novel, and I hope you will enjoy it...».
Envelope included.
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b. 4th June 1977 – on postcard – 1 p. Sending a postcard of her house in Kilmarth,
Cornwall.

Daphne du Maurier

66/II. Four typed letters signed.

c. February 3rd 79 – on postcard – 1 p. Saying she won’t be able to return her cheque, and asks him to keep the postcard instead as a souvenir.

a. Oct. 18th 52 – on From Lady Browning, Menabilly, Par, Cornwall letterhead – 1 p.
Du Maurier writes back to a reader, sending him a photograph of her in front of her
house with her dogs.

d. March 19. 1979 – on Kilmarth Par Cornwall letterhead – 2 pp. To Siv Lind. Du
Maurier writes back to Lind, telling her that she has «...no manuscripts of any of my
novels or biographies, as they are in a trust for my family...».

b. il terzo Agosto 1966 – on Menabilly Par Cornwall letterhead – 1 p. To a reader, suggesting
he read the future Italian translation of her novel The Flight of the Falcon (1965) «…which
passes in Italy, not far from where you live…».
c. July 25th 77 – on Kilmarth. Par. Cornwall letterhead – 1 p. To Tina May Walton.
The writer lists 6 of her “likes” and “dislikes”.
d. September 9th 1977 – on Kilmarth Par Cornwall letterhead – 1 p. To journalist
Pirkko-Liisa Ståhl. Du Maurier expresses her opinion on the Nobel Prize: «…I have
no criticism whatsoever about the Novel Prize. I think it is a very fine tribute to all those
who are successful in winning the award. I see no reason to change the rules. Nor do I
think the jury should be international, as this might too easily lead to political bias…».
Envelope included.
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66/III. Two typed letters signed by Esther Rowe, secretary to Daphne du Maurier
a. 29th December/85 – on Kilmarth Par Cornwall letterhead – 1 p. To Peter [Michielsen], about publication figures and statistics: «…Total No. of Novels written - 30. The
books are published in many languages. Dame Daphne has an agent who deals with
the foreign books. (…) If you would like to know more about Dame Daphne’s former
years I suggest that you obtain a copy of her Autobiography which is called ‘Growing
Pains’ from your Library. The American edition of the same book is called ‘Myself When
Young’…».
b. 21st January/86 – on Kilmarth Par Cornwall letterhead – 1 p. As du Maurier has
«retired completely from any work of any description ... and wants to enjoy her life in the
solitude and beauty of Kilmarth from now on…», Rowe provides some informations
on Du Maurier’s private life and family history: «…Sir Gerald du Maurier was indeed a
famous actor in London and was her Father. Her Grand-Father was George du Maurier
who was a famous cartoonist and playwright. He wrote a book ‘Trilby’ which is quite
famous. Dame Daphne when she was writing used to make a few notes in a little book
and type her script straight on to the typewriter. From there it was sent to a ‘Reader’ at
a publishing firm to be corrected and published…».
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66/IV. Three autograph dedications on postcard dated 1984, July 13th 1985, March
1986.

66/V. Five photographic portraits, four with autograph dedication signed.
x3 (13 x 9 cm); (16 x 11.5 cm); 12.5 x 12.5 cm).
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67/VI.

Ed McBain

67. Ed McBain
a.k.a Evan Hunter

g. March 14, 1985 – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, scheduling an interview for the
summer.

(New York, 1926 - Weston, 2005)

h. May 13, 1985 – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, planning an interview with him.

American crime-fiction author and
screenwriter. Born Salvatore Lombino,
he was known with his pen name Evan
Hunter and as Ed McBain from 1956.
He was the author of the screenplay for
Alfred Hitcock’s The Birds (1963). He was
nominated several times for the Edgar
Award and awarded the Grand Master,
Mystery Writers of America prize (1986)

i. June 5, 1985 – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, about an interview which won’t take
place.

17 typed letters signed; 1 autograph
dedication signed; 1 autograph signature
on cardboard; 2 typed pages with
autograph signature; 4 photographs with autograph signature and dedication.
$ 4000

l. August 27, 1986 – 1 p. To Tuula Wikander, answering questions about his books
publications and translations.

j. February 7, 1986 – 1 p. To Peter Vogel, answering questions about his books
publications and translations.
k. July 10, 1986 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Sarah Elizabeth Chappell about
writing: «…I usually outline two or three chapters ahead and then allow the characters
some room to breathe. They often do exactly what they want to do…».

67/I. Eleven typed letters signed to various correspondents, signed “Evan Hunter”
a. June 18, 1968 – 1 p. To journalist and writer Denis Brian, saying he will be happy
to read his novel.
b. September 11, 1968 – 1 p. To Denis Brian, waiting to receive a copy of his novel.
c. October 15, 1968 – 1 p. To Denis Brian, about the appreciation of the book The
Love Minded (1968).
d. August 28, 1969 – 1 p. To Denis Brian, about the motion picture production
company “Cinetronics, Inc.” saying he is «…no way involved with this firm…».
e. May 16, 1981– 1 p. To Morgyn John Williams, wishing good health.
f. October 23, 1981 – 1 p. Envelope included To Rolando Pieraccini, about the
conservation of his original manuscripts: «…my original manuscripts go to Boston
University here in the United States for an Evan Hunter Collection and so I can’t help
you in this respect…».
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67/II. Six typed letters to Rolando Pieraccini, signed “Evan Hunter”, dealing with
the publication of the Signed Limited Edition of a short story collection entitled
The Interview and Other Stories (1986) by Eurographica.
- January 23, 1985 – 1 p. Envelope included.
- June 5, 1985 – 1 p. Envelope included.
- March 10, 1986 – 1 p.
- August 2, 1985 – 1 p. Envelope included.
- September 17, 1986 – 1 p.
- October 17, 1986 – 1 p. Envelope included.
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67/III. Autograph dedication signed on a carbon copy of the first page of an
interview published by The Writer magazine.
67/IV. Two typed pages with autograph signature, corrections and deletions
from the novels Snow White & Rose Red (1985) and Poison (1987), dated 9/24/86.
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67/V. Autograph signature on cardboard. Signed “Evan “Ed McBain”/Hunter”.
67/VI. Four photographic potraits with autograph signature and dedication.
Two photographs are dedicated and signed “Evan Hunter”, the other two are signed
“Ed McBain”. Photo credit “Mary Vann Hunter”. (20 x 25 cm); x3 (12.5 x 18 cm).

68. Colleen McCullough

(Wellington, 1937 - Norfolk Island, 2015)
Australian novelist, mostly known for her novels The Thorn Birds (1977) which became a highly successful TV miniseries and The Ladies of Missalonghi (1987).
68/I.Typed letter signed dated July 20. 1978 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To
Elliott [Kraemer]: «… I don’t write to please critics or a selected group of people. My
gratitude for letters such as yours is very real, and I shall keep your name in my files
knowing that I’ve managed to please you…».
$ 180
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Arthur Miller

69. Arthur Miller

(New York, 1915 - Roxbury, 2005)
American playwright and essayist. Often in the
public eye, he was awarded many prizes during
his career. His play Death of a Salesman (1949) was
awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Drama and listed in
the finest American plays of the 20th century.
5 typed letters signed; 5 typed letters from Gerardo
Guerrieri and Anne d’Arbeloff; 1 photograph signed.
$ 9000
69/I. Five typed letters signed to Gerardo
Guerrieri (1920-1986) and his wife Anne d’Arbeloff
Guerrieri, who together founded the Teatro
Club in 1957, an international association for the
promotion and development of theatre culture.
The correspondence concerns the Italian publication
of A View from the Bridge, edited by Gerardo Guerrieri and Renzo Rossellini and
published by Ricordi in 1961, the staging of The American Clock (1980) and hints to
political relevance.
a. April 10, 1959 – 1 p. on the author’s letterhead: «…I am sending you under separate
cover, my Memorandum on Juvenile Delinquency published in Esquire Magazine,
and a recent article of mine on the theatre. I have never made political addresses but
there is one article from THE NATION which I am sending you…»
b. May 7, 1959 – 1 p. on the author’s letterhead : «…I have written radio plays but I
think they are just as well forgotten since they were written in order to make a living
and nothing more (…) The Man Who Had All the Luck is a play which I haven’t the
inclination to work on and in its present shape I would just as soon it remain in the dark
as fas as publication is concerned (…) I received copies of the Italian edition of “A View
from the Bridge” which I found very well done. With my practically non-existent Italian
I nevertheless got the feeling that the introduction and translation are seriously
done…»

sufficient money to produce the play. Out of some 38 or so notices, two of the morning
papers were against the play & production (…) I do think we had a serious miscasting
problem in Lee; Bill Atherton is a fine actor but totally unrelated to the family, and I think
this contributed. However, my sister, Joan Copeland, was truly fine, as were others in the
cast. I don’t believe the play is by any means dead here (…) I am sending you the final
script only so that you can see how it developed (…) It is a play from the point of view of
a survivor. Thus, at the end, there should be in Lee, and even in Rose, a certain fullness,
a happiness because they have, in effect, been able to see the pattern at last, a pattern
which supports life…»
d. Feb 13/82 – 1 p. ½. Giving an interview, mentioning contemporary authors such
as Harper Lee, Malcolm Cowley, John D. MacDonald: «…I share with Lee certain
biographical details, but by no means all – not even his personality. You guessed
correctly that I did not go down the Mississippi. (…) The Flint strikes were epochmaking at the time and impressed me deeply – I covered them for the Michigan Daily
as reporter (…) Malcom Cowley is very reliable, a just observer (…) No one can say
whether, without a war, the problem of vast unemployment would have been solved.
Cycles of depression seem to appear, whatever measures are taken or not taken. But the
fact is that we still had big unemployment when we entered the war, and it was about
a year before everyone who wanted to work had a job–after we entered. Regarding
John D. MacDonald. Revolutionaries are always looking for revolutions, naturally. If you
are asking what most Americans were thinking–no, they did not imagine post World
War II revolutions. But people on the Left did dream of a renewal of social-democracy,
perhaps, or Communism, once Fascism had been destroyed (…) As for Dozier, he sounds
like every general does on television – rather boastful and corny and pietistic. There are
some far more thoughtful men in the Army – a pity one of them wasn’t the victim (and
the finally rescued one.)…». Army officer James L. Dozier, kidnapped the year before
by the Italian Red Brigades is mentioned.
e. February 20/82 – 2 pp. on the author’s letterhead. Envelope included. «…I did not
finish my play; for one thing I was suddenly forced to have a difficult eye operation and
am only now able to see as well as before (…) Of course Lee and I have likenesses but
he is much more outgoing and extroverted. Also the biographies are different. Of course
the Flint sitdown strikes were the biggest revolutionary facts of the day and shook
everyone, myself included…»

c. December 6, 80 (Saturday)– 2 pp. on the author’s letterhead. Concerning the
translation of the play The American Clock, translated and premiered at Teatro
Duse in Genova in January 1981: «…The closing of the play is a scandal, the last act
of a producer of enormous incompetence who simply had never been able to raise
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69/I.d

Arthur Miller

69/II. Five typed letters, just one of them signed, from Gerardo Guerrieri and his
wife Anne d’Arbeloff Guerrieri. One letter is addressed to America’s foremost civil
rights lawyer Joseph L. Rauh Jr. (1911-1992).
a. May 2nd, 1959 – 1 p. To Joseph L. Rauh Jr: «…Perhaps Mr. Miller has already
advised you that I am his official translator here in Italy (…) I will publish an anthology
of all of Miller’s works and would like to include the answers he gave to the commitee of
investigation. Mr. Miller writes me that they have been published in the Congressional
Record and that perhaps you could have them sent to me…».
b. Rome 16, March, 1959 – 1 p. From Anne d’Arbeloff Guerrieri: «…My husband is
about to edit an anthology of all your works for Einaudi. He would be very grateful to
you if you could send him the following material that he cannot obtain here: Your film
script on Juvenile Delinquency; A complete Bibliography of all your works; including
all your short stories…»
c. Rome, feb 14 1982 – 4 pp. with autograph annotations. Guerrieri asks some
questions to the author of The American Clock: «…Some questions about the Clock.
And about the story of Lee. Lee is in college during the years when you were in college?
(I imagine that the story of Lee is not completely your own but I feel there are some
likenesses (…) Reading the Thirties, I found that a book like The Dream of the Golden
Mountain by Malcolm Cowley helps to understand better some situations that are not
familiar to an Italian: did you read it? Do you agree with For example, there is a very
clear explanation of a deficiency judgment (…) Another question that I would like to
pose to Robertson, ( a third one, he says!) is about war. Is it true that the New Deal failed,
and that only war solved the problems of the Depression? (…) The distance between
American and European point of view happens to be great these days. I feel an arbiter is
needed. An American Left could be that answer. But I don’t see one now…»
d. Rome, august 1982 – 1 p. with autograph signature. Telling the Flaiano Prizes
ceremony, where Miller won the prize for the script of Playing for Time. Guerrieri
describes the soirée: «…The prizes were to be given in a park, following a theatre show
(with texts of Flaiano) but it rained, and the ceremony took place in a moviehouse;
ministers and writers and actors from Rome were present, and it all went were [sic] well.
There were many speeches. In my brief improvised speech I said how delighted I was
that the prize put into evidence a sphere of your activity that was not much dealt apon
[sic] but was a field of a special interest for you; and I mentioned your Situation Normal,
that can be considered your first (?) for a film to be made for the Youth Board of New
York City…»
e. [postmarked Feb 22 1982] – 1 p. Envelope included. From Anne d’Arbeloff
Guerrieri: «…Gerardo says that you have also written radio plays; in fact one of them
was done on the Italian radio. Would it be possible for you to have us have copies of
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those also (…) About Man who had all the luck, you must recall that my husband
quite a few years ago asked you for the rights to translate it; you told me in New York
that you wanted to work on the play again and would let us know if it could be done. Is
it possible to have these rights now?...»

70. Czeslaw Milosz
(Seteniai, 1911 - Krakow, 2004)

Polish-American author. Regarded as one of the greatest poets of his time, he won
the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1980.
70/I. Photographic potrait with autograph dedication signed. (20.5 x 25 cm).
$ 300

69/III. Photographic portrait with autograph signature (1978 circa). Photograph
by the American photographer Inge Morath (1923-2002). (12.5 x 20.5 cm).
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71/III.

Naomi Mitchison

71. Naomi Mitchison

(Edinburgh, 1897 - Carradale, 1999)
Scottish novelist, her work includes
numerous historical and science fiction
novels, as well as travelogues and an
autobiography.

71/I.a

2 typed letters signed; 1 typed document
signed; 1 photograph with autograph
signature.
$ 360

71/I. Two typed letters signed
a. May 10th – with printed address at the head – 1 p. To A. Nelson Taylor. Enchanted
by the kind letter, the author writes back and encloses a signed picture and one of
her poems.
b. Sept 28th – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Siv Lind, the author encloses
some material about her for an exhibition on contemporary authors at the Helsinki University.
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71/II. Typed document signed dated Christmas 1976 of the poem UN-BORN.

72. Desmond Morris
(Purton, 1928 - )

British zoologist, ethologist, surrealist painter and writer best
known for his book The Naked
Ape (1967), where humans are
seen as a species among other
animals.
1 autograph letter signed;
1 typed letter signed;
1 photograph signed.
$ 550

72/III.

72/I. Autograph letter signed dated April 26th 1982 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.
To Siv Lind: «…If my note is brief it is because my days are pleasantly crowded. Each year is
more important than the next!…».

71/III. Photographic portrait with autograph signature, depicting the author at
work. (25.5. x 16.5 cm)
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72/II. Typed letter signed dated August 27th 77 – on the author’s letterhead – 2 pp.
To journalist Pirkko-Liisa Ståhl, about his opinion on the Nobel Prize: «….nobody is
ever going to be satisfied with rules for international prizes of this type (…) Any attempt
to make the Nobel awards more ‘fair’ would only lead to a kind of UNO sterility, in my
personal opinion. (…) If there is anything wrong with the Nobel awards, then my solution is not to interfere with what has become an established tradition, but to institute
an entirely new and separate award system…».

73. Iris Murdoch

(Dublin, 1919 - Oxfordshire, 1999)
Extremely prolific British novelist, her works focused mainly on human relationships, morality and the power of the unconscious. Her novel The Sea, the Sea (1978)
won the Booker Prize for Fiction in 1978.
73/I. Autograph letter signed, not dated [Postmarked 18 May 199…] – with address
of the author at the head – 1 p. To Patricia Craig, the author expresses her regrets at
not being able to send Mr. Pieraccini the poems she had promised: «...I hoped to send
Mr. Pieraccini one or two poems, but though I have many books of unfinished verses I am
afraid I have not been able to dig up anything worthy!...».
$ 360

72/III. Photographic portrait with autograph signature dated 1982. (17.5 x 12.5
cm).
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74/III.

Edna O’Brien

74. Edna O’Brien
(Tuamgraney, 1930 - )

74/I.

Irish novelist, her works revolve around the
inner feelings of women. Her first novel
The Country Girl (1960) broke the silence on
sexual matters and social issues in Ireland
after World War II. She received the Irish
PEN Award in 2001.
3 autograph letters signed; 1 typed letter
signed with envelope; 1 photograph;
1 autograph dedication signed.
$ 600

74/I. Three autograph letters signed
a. Dec 1st [1965] – 1 p. To a publisher, the letter is about her novel Casualties of Peace
(1966). O’ Brien is replying to a publisher who finds himself disappointed by the book:
«…I don’t want you to publish it if you have reservations about it because I know that
would be inadvisable from everyone’s point of view. I really think that you are mistaken
about it, because I know that it is better than any of my earlier books. Tom Maschler, my
English publisher agrees with me and so does Bob Gottlieb and Peter Swede of Simon & Schuster.
I am not saying this to coerce you to change your mind because that would be ridiculous, but I
have to tell you what I think…».
b. Sept 3rd – 1 p. O’ Brien answers a reader: «…I shall try to write on & write better but
the interruptions are several…»
c. Nov 1982 – 1 p. To Siv Lind. The author writes an excerpt of her book Returning
(1982): «…I still can’t’ imagine any of them dead. They live on, they are fixed in that faroff region called childhood, where nothing ever dies, not even oneself!…»
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74/II. Typed letter signed dated 10th August 1977 – 1 p. To journalist Pirkko-Liisa
Ståhl. O’ Brien expresses her idea on the Nobel Prize: «…I would prefer to see money given towards writing which is a lasting work and towards more merititious things.
I think the only rule should be excellence; (…) The dead authors to whom I would like
to have seen it given would be Chekov, Joyce, Proust - in fact the three best authors
ever…».

75. Joel Oppenheimer
(Yonkers, 1930 - Henniker, 1988)

American poet, associated with the Black Mountain poets and the New York School. He was better known as a journalist for the Village Voice, with which he collaborated from 1969 to 1984.
75/I. Typed letter signed, not dated (postmarked 5 Jan 1983) – 1 p. Envelope included.
To Siv Lind: «…I hope this note and the enclosed “shipping tags” (which the young
man who runs Arts end books has just ‘published’) will help your collection. At fifty, the
book from which the shipping tag poem is taken has just recently been published and
is my most recent work…» Attached: printed poem on a shipping tag signed and
dated.
$ 150

74/III. Autograph dedication signed dated Christmas ’66. Photograph included.
(12.5 x 18 cm).
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76. Cynthia Ozick
(New York, 1928 - )

76/II. Autograph excerpt with many corrections, additions and notes of the
first chapter of the unpublished story At Fiumicaro.
$ 250

American short story writer and novelist, her works often focus on Jewish American
life.
76/I. Typed letter signed, dated November 19, 1983 To Siv Lind. Ozick encloses a
very special contribution for her collection: «…What I am enclosing is a work-page
from a new novel now in progress. It is part of Chapter One, called “At Fiumicaro” which
will be published in The New Yorker sometime next year…».
$ 120
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Alan Paton

77. Alan Paton

e. August 18th 1982 – 1 p. On the author’s letterhead. To Bishop Earl Hunt: «…I am
certainly willing to sign the statement from the “New York Times” for you…».

South African anti-apartheid activist
and writer. His most notable works are
Cry, the Beloved Country (1948) and Too
Late the Phalarope (1953). The Sunday
Times set up an award for non-fictional
works in his name.

f. October 10th 1984 – 1 p. On the author’s letterhead. To Elliott F. Kraemer: «…I shall
just mention a few of my favourite books: Huckleberry Finn (…) The Bridge of San
Louis Rey (…) Death Comes for the Archbishop…»

(Pietermaritzburg, 1903 - Durban, 1988)

28 typed letters signed; 2 autograph
poems signed; 4 autograph quotation
signed; 1 autograph excerpt;
1 completely autograph story signed;
9 photographs portrait, 8 with
autograph signature and date;
6 16mm color photographic negatives
stripes; 1 frontispiece with autograph
signature and date.
$ 9000

g. February 25th 1986 – 1 p. On aerogramme. To collector Jane Chappell, on writing:
«…Yes there are certainly times when creation is a burden. I know that very well because
I am struggling to finish the second volume of my autobiography (…) However the
writing of a biography and autobiography is very different from the writing of fiction,
because the first requires a great deal of hard work and research…».
h. February 1st 1988 – 1 p. On aerogramme. To Richard A. Davison: «…I am afraid
I am not an authority on African novelists (…) I would certainly regard Chinua Achebe
as a considerable writer. I also think very highly of the work of Wole Soyinka…».
i. n.d. 1 p. On the author’s letterhead. No addressee: «…Thanks for the postal coupon,
but they are not accepted in South Africa…»

77/I. Nine typed letters signed
a. 28th September , 1951 – 1 p. To a Rector: «…I am sorry that we shall not be able to
attend either the opening of the Hall or the house-warming dance….».
b. February 9th. 1970 – 1 p. on the author’s letterhead. on aerogramme. To writer
Jon Bracker (1936 - ): «…you asked what particular book or author influenced me in
the formative period of my youth (…) I will just mention briefly: The Bible, Tennyson,
Dickens, Mark Twain, R. L. Stevenson, and of course “Alice in Wonderland”. I remember
one book which made a deep impression on me and that was Knut Hamsun’s “Growth
of the Soil”…».
c. October 10th 1974 – 1 p. To journalist Elliot F. Kraemer, thanking him for his
«…appreciation of CRY, THE BELOVED COUNTRY…».
d. April 1st 1979 – 1 p. To Siv Lind: «…It is very difficult to say which of my books
I like most. I am sending you a copy of TOO LATE THE PHALAROPE in English, and one
in Finnish…».
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Alan Paton

77/II. Eighteen typed letters signed. Sixteen to Rolando Pieraccini, nine of which
with wife’s autograph signature Anne Hopkins Paton. Two letters are addressed to
student and journalist Peter Vogel and Peter Michielsen.

k. January 10th 1985 – 1 p. On aerogramme. Signed by Anne Hopkins Paton:
«…I have now had a letter from Gaye Poulton at Jonathan Cape saying that they are
quite agreeable to you paying my husband direct for the signatures…»

a. January 5th 1982 – 1 p. On the author’s letterhead. About an exhibition of the
writer’s material: «…I had no idea that you had been making a collection of my letters,
manuscripts, etc., I wonder if you have been in touch with Professor Edward Callan in
America, who is perhaps the greatest authority on my work…»

l. January 25th 1985 – 1 p. On aerogramme. Signed by Anne Hopkins Paton,
notifying the arrival of a cheque.

b. February 7th 1983 – 1 p. On aerogramme. About the sending of a photograph.
c. February 19th 1983 – 1 p. On the author’s letterhead. Signed by Anne Hopkins
Paton: «…I am enclosing three large photographs of my husband as promised in his
letter of February 7th…».
d. November 22nd 1983 – 1 p. On the author’s letterhead. «…I am returning the two
large photographs, signed and dated as you requested (…) You are very welcome to
publish a limited edition of one of my short stories and DEATH OF A TSOTSI would do
as well as any other…».
e. February 27th 1984 – 1 p. On aerogramme. Agreeing on signing books: «…a few
years ago in America I signed 30.000 pages for a limited edition of “Cry, The Beloved
Country”…»
f. April 24th 1984 – 1 p. On aerogramme. Signed by Anne Hopkins Paton: «…He
is rather baffled by the question of the translation rights, and he has written back to
Jonathan Cape for clarification of the situation…»
g. May 24th 1984 – 1 p. On aerogramme. Notifying that his London publisher
Jonathan Cape is looking into copyright in order to publish a short stories collection
with Eurographica.
h. November 30th 1984 – 1 p. On aerogramme. Signed by Anne Hopkins Paton,
saying that her husband is very busy and had yet not being able to start signing
the frontispieces.

m. January 28th 1985 – 1p. On the author’s letterhead. Signed by Anne Hopkins
Paton, regarding payments: «…I leave it you to get your bank to translate $ 350.00
into pounds (…) Unfortunately with the rand dropping every day, it make these
transactions rather difficult. In regard to important South African writers, my husband
says you have already mentioned the most important ones, byt he would add Breyten
Breytenbach, Douglas Livingstone, Wally Serote and Sipho Sipamla…». Included:
Invoice, dated January 28th 1985 for page signing of “Debbie Go Home & Other
stories”. – 1 p. Envelope included.
n. February 18th 1985 – 1 p. On aerogramme. Signed by Anne Hopkins Paton. To
Peter Michielsen, to arrange an interview.
o. May 16th 1985 – 1 p. On the author’s letterhead. on aerogramme. Signed by Anne
Hopkins Paton: «…will look forward to the books, and my husband has no objection to
the use of the facsimile of the manuscript of Death of a Tsotsi…»
p. July 24th 1985 – 1 p. On aerogramme. Signed by Anne Hopkins Paton: «…Thank
you for your letter and for the copy of the Finnish edition of Debbie Go Home…»
q. February 25th 1986 – 1 p. On aerogramme. Signed by Anne Hopkins Paton:
«…This is to let you know that my husband has just received the copy of Debbe Go
Home, containing hiw own manuscript of Death of a Tsotsi at the end…».
r. April 7th 1986 – 1 p. Signed by Anne Hopkins Paton. To Peter Vogel: «…it is
quite impossible to say how many copies of my husband’s books have been sold – it
runs into millions. Also Cry, The Beloved Country has been translated into over twenty
languages…»

i. September 13th 1984 – 1 p. On aerogramme. Notifying the arrival of title pages to
be signed.
j. January 1st. 1985 – 1 p. On aerogramme. Notifying the postage of the signed
pages for the publication “Debbie Go Home & Other stories”. (1985)
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77/II.
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77/III. Autograph quotation signed from the novel Cry, The Beloved Country:
«…Quietly my child, there is a lovely/valley where you were born. The water sings/over
the stones, and the wind cools you…». – 1 p.
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77/IV. Autograph poem signed, consisting of seven quatrains dated London
28/9/49 with title “XXXI Samuel”: «…The black bay rose from his bed/and came to me
willingly/and Master, master, he said/Why did you call for me?…». – 1 p.
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77/V. Autograph poem signed, consisting of four quatrains dated 1948 with title
“Only the Child is no more”: «…The sea roars as ever it did/The great green walls travel
landwards/Rearing up with magnificence/their wind–blown manes…». – 1 p.
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77/VI. Autograph excerpt from Too Late the Phalarope (1953), chapter VI:
«…For Smith, while his wife was with child, made also with child the blank servant girl
in the house. When she told him she was with child, he was filled with terror, and could
think of nothing else by night or by day…». – 1p.
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77/VII. Completely autograph manuscript signed dated (circa 1950) of the short
story “Death of a Tsotsi”. Consisting of 12 autograph pages with corrections and
additions, this unique manuscript was the one provided for the Eurographica’s
publication of the short story collection Debbie Go Home & Other stories.
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77/VIII. Two large photographic portraits with autograph signature and date
22 Nov 1983. Applied passepartout. Autograph note of the photographer Crown
Studios/Durban. x2 (19 x 24 cm).

Alan Paton

77/X. Typed letter signed dated 28 April 1983 signed by Edward Callan (1918-2011),
professor of English at the Western Michigan University, providing a: «…signed copy
of the book ALAN PATON: REVISED EDITION (Twayne’s World Author Series) for your
Autumn exhibit…».

77/IX. Seven photographs consisting of six photographic portraits with
autograph signature, with date and photographer marked on the verso 27
AUG 1984, Crown Studios/Durban and a photograph depicting the Alan Paton’s
exhibition in Helsinki. x4 (8.5 x 12 cm); x1 (9 x 11.5 cm); (8 x 11 cm); (10 x 13 cm).
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77/XI. Three autograph dedications signed dated 29 Jan 1985.
77/XII. Six 16mm color photographic negatives strips, consisting of ten visible
poses of the Alan Paton’s exhibition in Helsinki.
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77/XIII. Frontispiece of the book Debbie Go Home and other stories by Eurographica
with autograph signature and date Dec 1984.
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78. Anthony Powell
(London, 1905 - Frome, 2000)

English novelist, he is best known for his twelve-volume work A Dance to the Music
of Time published between 1951 and 1975, based on Nicolas Poussin’s eponymous
work.

78/II. Typed letter signed dated 27 October 1999 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.
To Rolando Pieraccini: «…I visited Finland, as an undergraduate, in 1924-25,
I believe that I made a note of the name you mentioned sometime before 1951 for possible use in A DANCE TO THE MUSIC OF TIME…».
$ 180

78/I. Autograph letter signed dated 23 October 1982 – on the author’s letterhead
– 2 pp. To Siv Lind, about memories of Finland: «… I have the warmest recollections
of Finland, where I spent two Oxford vacations, now nearly sixty years ago, as my father
was a staff-officer on a British Military Mission to your Country. I do mention those visits
in the first volume of my memoirs Infants of the Spring (1976)…».
$ 300
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79. James Purdy

(Hicksville, 1924 - Englewood, 2009)
American novelist and playwright. Praised by many fellow writers of his age, his
work has been translated into more than 30 languages. A complete publication of
his short stories was made in 2013.
1 autograph letter signed; 14 typed letters signed; 3 typed letters signed Ned Leavitt
(William Morris Agency).
$ 2700
79/I. Autograph letter signed dated August 10, 1989 – ¼ p. To Rolando Pieraccini:
«…here are some of my recent poems for your approval…». (not included).

79/II. Fourteen typed letters signed addressed to Rolando Pieraccini, about the
agreement concerning the Eurographica’s publication of a Signed Limited Edition
of short stories entitled 63: Dream Palace.
a. April 7, 1990. 1 p.
b. April 7, 1990. ½ p.
c. October 11, 1989 . 1 p. – Envelope included
d. August 8. 1989. ½ p. – Envelope included
e. September 6, 1989. 1 p.
f. March 17, 1985. 1 p. with an autograph line
g. June 11, 1990. ½ p. Envelope included
h. June 13, 1990. 1 p. – Envelope included
i. June 14, 1990. 1 p. – Envelope included
j. July 5, 1990 . 1 p. – Envelope included
k. July 9, 1990. 1 p. – Envelope included
l. November 6, 1990. ½ p. – Envelope included
m. April 9, 1993. ¼ p. – Envelope included
n. April 23, 1993. 1 p. – Envelope included
79/III. Three typed letters signed by Ned Leavitt from Willam Morris Agency to
Rolando Pieraccini
a. December 22, 1989. 1 p. About Eurographica’s Signed Limited Edition for 63: Dream
Palace (1990) short story collection.
b. February 9, 1990. 1 p. Agreeing upon the sum to be paid for the publication.
c. March 23, 1990. ½ p. Enclosing the «…fully executed…» contract for the publication.
79/IV. Bank statement for shipment expenses dated 26/05/90 in carbon copy.
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79/II.

80. Ruth Rendell

80/VI.

(Redbridge, 1930 - London, 2015)
English author of thrillers and mystery novels, who became particularly well known
for her novels featuring characters such as the Chief Inspector Wexford. The letters
provide insight into how she dealt with publishers, her decisions on volume titles
and in some cases how she became a writer and how she goes about her work.
3 autograph letters signed; 10 typed letters signed; 18 typed letters signed;
7 photographs with autograph signature and dedication.
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$ 3600
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Ruth Rendell

80/I. Three autograph letters signed

80/II. Ten typed letters signed to the publisher Rolando Pieraccini

a. 17. 1. 88 – on postcard with author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Andrew Lunn: «…Here is
the last part of ‘Mother’s Help’ in typescript for you to read. The answer to your question
is – both. I have it all worked out and then when I write it changes…».

a. n.d - [1981?] – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.: «…Certainly I would be prepared
to be interviewed by a Finnish newspaper (…) All my original manuscripts are in my
own possession. I haven’t yet decided what to do about them. I will think it over and let
you know…».

b. August 8, 1989 – on postcard with author’s letterhead – 2 pp. To Rolando
Pieraccini, regarding the forthcoming publication of the edition of Three Cases
for Chief Inspector Wexford” (1990), one of the series of fine limited copies of her
works edited by Eurographica: «…It all sounds fine. I like the colour! Certainly call
the correction ‘’Three Cases for the Chief Inspector Wexford’ if you prefer this! (…)
I think it would be best to do the contract through Pat Kavanagh at Peter’s, Fraser and Dunlop. I will do the signing at the end of September if you like…».
c. January 15, 1990 – on postcard on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Notifying to
Pieraccini that: «…the title pages of Three Cases for Chief Inspector Wexford have
gone back to Pesaro by registered airmail, duly signed and dated…».

b. February 28, 1985 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Agrees with Pieraccini’s idea
of publishing: «…Signed Limited Editions of short stories…».
c. June 4th, 1985 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Rendell argues against Pieraccini’s
title suggestions for the signed limited edition publication:
«…In the letter to Pat Kavanagh, you call the story LOOPY ‘LOONY’ and I felt I must point
out what an enormous difference to the sense altering this one letter makes. ‘Loopy is a
very old-fashioned slang word for someone who is a rather eccentric or odd or peculiar.
‘Loony’ is a vulgar slang term meaning ‘mad’, an abbreviated form of ‘lunatic’…».
She then ventures some titles: «…May I suggest the following: STRANGE PEOPLE/
THREE TALES OF STRANGENESS/LOOPY AND OTHERS/MATTER OF SUSPENSE/ UNUSUAL THINGS/IN A STRANGE SKIN/UNDER THE SKIN…».
d. July 19th, 1985 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Notifying that she has: «…signed
the title pages of MATTERS OF SUSPENSE and inscribed three as you requested (…)
I was very impressed by the quality of the paper. The Signed Limited Edition should look
very nice. Shall I get to see it? I would like one if possible.».
e. August 28th, 1985 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Acknowledging the safe
arrival of the signed frontispieces and answers Pieraccini’s queries: «…No, I don’t
want to read the proofs of the typeset texts but it would be quite nice to see the corrected proofs in the form of a book, as you say, for a last glance…».
f. August 24, 1987 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Reviewing the copy of her
Matter of Suspense: «…The insides of the books are lovely, beautiful paper, format, printing etc. However, I do find the external appearance – this may be partly because they are
bound in my least favourite colour – rather dull. This, of course, is a very personal feeling,
I should have liked to see a drawing, line and wash, for instance.». She then encloses a
«…copy of the first page of the MS of my novel LIVE FLESH which won the Crime Writers’
Association Gold Dagger for 1986. Of course I will be happy to let you use more of my
stories, but perhaps not in the immediate future…». Typed page of the first chapter of
Live Flesh (1986) included.
g. April 10, 1989 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Agrees with Pieraccini on planning
a new signed limited edition of short stories: «…I expect you have ideas of your own as
to which you would like to include. Please let me know what you have in mind…».
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h. July 11, 1989 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Rendell and Pieraccini had
reached an agreement on the new limited edition: «…Making a collection of three
of the Wexford short stories sounds a nice idea. (…) I remember telling you I didn’t
much care for the colour of the cover on MATTERS OF SUSPENSE. Could we have
blue this time?…».
i. February 20, 1991 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Pieraccini asks Rendell to write a
story for his collection, she answers refusing as she «…promised to write one for Harry
Keating’s and his request came first. It’s very hard for me to write anything to order…».
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80/III. Two typed letters signed by Ruth Rendell’s agent Patricia Kavanagh.
a. 13th May, 1985 – on A D Peters & Co letterhead – 1 p. Kavanagh replies to Pieraccini
explaining why he can’t use certain titles for his collection of her stories.
«…THE NEW GIRL FRIEND AND OTHER STORIES because that is the title of Ruth Rendell’s forthcoming volume of stories. The title THE FEVER TREE AND OTHER STORIES
may also not be used as that is the title of her last volume of stories…». The publication
she refers to is Matters of Suspense (Eurographica, 1983).
b. 18th September, 1989 – on Peter Fraser & Dunlop letterhead – 1 p. Kavanagh writes
to Pieraccini notifying him that he has «…the right to publish an edition of 350 copies
of a Signed Limited Edition of the three Ruth Rendell short stories (…) These stories are:
MEANS OF EVIL © Kingsmarkham Enterprises Ltd. 1977/ OLD WIVES’ TALES and WHEN
THE WEDDING WAS OVER © Kingsmarkham Enterprises Ltd. 1979…».
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80/IV. Six typed letters signed

Ruth Rendell
80/IV.

a. July 26th 1985 – with printed address of the author at the head – 1 p. To Elliott
Kraemer, sending him a signed photograph.
b. April 8th, 1986 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Jane Chappell, who was
enquiring as to her working method: «…I work it all out in detail first - and then
change it as I go along. Whether or not this is inspiration I wouldn’t really like to say.
I used to enjoy writing tremendously, it was the best thing I could think of doing (…)
I still think I would write on a desert island without hope of publication or readership…».
c. July 16th, 1986 – on the author’s letterhead – 2 pp. Answering a few questions for
James Chapman on how she develops ideas for her writings: «…In the case of LIVE
FLESH, it was rather as follows. I had noticed how many of these unfortunate policemen
there seemed to be who were injured by being shot in the spine. I wondered both about
perpetrators and victims . (…) Though, in fact, I do prefer to rely mainly on my imagination. (…) For a setting, this time, I chose real places (…) A friend of mine who as well as
being a writer is a doctor and expert in tropical diseases, advised me about the tetanus
and checked the relevant chapters for me…».
d. February 14th, 1987 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Miss Harrison, providing
indications on how she gathers information for her work : «…If you mean do I listen
carefully when I am out in public places and try to be a kind of human recording machine, yes, I do. I don’t make notes though, I don’t go about listening and then jotting things
down. More and more I get other people to do the real research for me…».
e. October 13, 1987 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Andrew Davie. Rendell
discusses how she became a writer: «…Writing is what I felt I had to do, still feel
I have to do, and do in preference to anything else. This may answer your question about
becoming inspired. Ideas and stories that come into my head I feel the urge to put down
on paper…».
f. January 5, 1988 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Andrew Lunn, who had asked
an intriguing question about how the crime novel as a form might be transformed :
«…I do try new things with it myself, but I think these things are mostly concerned with
drawing it further away from a crime or thriller formula and towards mainstream fiction.
(…) Public interest in crime and es[p]ionage fiction must have something to do with
the popularity of these genres. Oddly enough, I am not much interested in either myself
but rather in the people who commit crimes. (…) My own overwhelming experience is
that readers want to read about people, not about things, about motivation rather than
action…».
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80/V. Typed extract of the first chapter of the novel Live Flesh (1986)
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80/VI. Seven photographic potraits with dedication signed. x3 (17.5 x 12.5 cm);
x3 (12 x 16 cm); (10 x 15 cm).
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81. Philip Roth

(Newark, 1933 - Manhattan, 2018)
American fiction novelist. He first made
his mark with his short novel Goodbye,
Columbus (1959), which gained him
the National Book Award for Fiction. He
received a Pulitzer Prize for his novel
American Pastoral (1997).

81/I.

3 typed letters signed; 1 typed document
with autograph corrections and additions;
1 printed document with autograph
signature; 1 photograph; 1 autograph
dedication signed.
$ 1500

81/V.

81/I. Three typed letters signed to Rolando Pieraccini. Envelopes included.
a. March 22, 1983 – 1 p. About the collection of letters: «…Would you be kind enough
to xerox them for me and send the copies to me at the above address? I’m curious to
see when and to whom they were written, and what I said. I didn’t know there was a
big business in these things. I thought I was just answering the mail. But nothing is as
it seems…».
b. Sept 30, 1988 – 1 p. About the possibility to reprint published stories: «…You
might want to reprint my essay-story called “Looking for Kafka”. It appears in The
Philip Roth Reader published by Farrar Straus and Giroux…». It is certainly significant
to notice Roth’s lapsus in mentioning his tribute essay Looking at Kafka.
c. Oct. 22, 1989 – 1 p.: «…I was hospitalized in August for open heart surgery and am
still recovering…».
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81/II. Typed article with autograph corrections and additions – 6 pp. Early novels
such as Goodbye Columbus (1959) When She Was Good (1967), Portnoy’s Compaint
(1969) are mentioned and biographical details on their genesis are provided.
Attached: typed version of the same article with different corrections and additions
– 8 pp. A clean version of the typed article is attached – 7 pp.
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81/III. Printed interview answers with autograph signature dated by hand Feb
19, 1981. In 15 points, the author answers biographical and professional questions.
At the end of the second sheet, answers to Rolando Pieraccini: «…Here are your
answers. I hope that the lead-in to the story can be something about the appearance of
the Philip Roth Reader, coming out at the end of March…».
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81/IV. Typed article entitled “Review/Interview for Bookchoice” – 3 pp.

82. Harrison Salisbury

(Minneapolis, 1908 - Providence, 1993)
American journalist, first New York Times correspondent in Moscow after World War II.
He was among the first journalists to oppose the Vietnam War.
82/I. Typed letter signed, dated January 28th 1983. – ½ p. on the author’s letterhead.
Envelope included. To Siv Lind: «…I am sending you a copy, autographed, of my Russia
in Revolution: 1900-1930. Alas, I no longer have a copy of the Finnish edition but I hope
the one I have forwarded will be satisfactory…».
$ 140

81/V. Photographic portrait (1979ca.) by the photographer Thomas Victor.
(12.5 x 17.5 cm).
81/VI. Autograph dedication signed dated June 1971.
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Irwin Shaw

83. Irwin Shaw

(New York, 1913 - Davos, 1984)
American novelist and playwright,
best known for his novel The Young
Lions (1948), brought to the silver
screen by Marlon Brando and Montgomery Clift in the eponymous
movie.

83/I.

2 typed letters signed; 1 typed
extract with autograph corrections
of the novel Paris! Paris! (1976);
1 photograph with autograph
signature.
$ 600

83/I. Two typed letters signed
a. July 3, 1977 – on P.O. BOX 39 KLOSTERS SUISSE letterhead– 1 p. To Pirkko-Liisa Ståhl,
with his views on the Nobel Prize and those authors he felt best deserved it: «…From
the point of view of the position of literature in modern life, the Nobel Prize is of high
importance (…) For myself, as an example, I would have chosen Tennessee Williams
as an American before Saul Bellow, but Bellow certainly is a fine writer and a truly
representative one of his time and his country (…) I mistrust the taste of committees in
general. I have been on committees that have passed judgement on films and literary
works and have found that compromise is too often the order of the day. (…) My first
choice for a prize would be Marquez, who is a writer of genius. In America, aside from
Williams, I would consider John Cheever, Joseph Heller and eventually Gore Vidal, with
especial reference to the latter’s essays…».
b. March 8, 1979 – on P.O. BOX 39 KLOSTERS SUISSE letterhead – 1 p. To Siv Lind,
enclosing a typed page, with autograph corrections, of his non-fictional work Paris!
Paris! : «...which occurs on page 41 of the English edition of the book...».
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83/II. Typed extract with autograph corrections of the novel Paris! Paris! (1976)

84. Alan Sillitoe

(Nottingham, 1928 - London, 2010)
English writer, his early works Saturday Night and
Sunday Morning (Author’s Club First Novel Award winner) and the short story The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner were both adapted into films. He was a
staunch, yet unaligned communist and was feted in
Russia in the 60’s as the only true spokesman for the
working class in the West.
4 autograph letters signed; 1 photograph signed;
1 autograph excerpt signed of the novel The Widower’s
Son (1976).
$ 780

84/III.

84/I. Five autograph letters signed
a. 29. 11. 69 – 1 p. Interesting letter to Rolando Pieraccini, providing a glimpse of
his work: «…I’ve been up to my neck in a new novel. Now it’s finished – called “A Start
in Life” [1970] or “The Man in the Iron Lung”. I began it last February, and the final
typed version is 528 foolscap pages long. I hope it will be published sometime in Autumn 1970. In a few days I shall be going to the South of Spain (…) where I shall stay 6 weeks in order to write a film script of a story of mine called The Ragman’s Daughter…».
Envelope with autograph address included.
b. 14th July 1974 – on postcard on letterhead – 1 p. Writing back to a reader:
«…It’s nice to learn from people who love to read books, as I do! ».
c. May 26th 1977 – 2 pp. To journalist Pirkko-Liisa Ståhl, about literary prizes and
Nobel Prize. «…I have always considered the awarding of prizes for literature as the
most difficult thing that can be imagined. I would never envy the people who are called
upon to be judges in such cases (…) I would like, however, to see more money (prizes)
given to authors and poets hitherto unpublished (…) Regarding the Nobel Prize – Yes, I
think it is good. Even though many authors may have been left out (…) of those whom
I think should be awarded the prize I can think of Robert Graves, Isaac Bashevis Singer,
Alfred Andersch, Arthur Koestler, Ted Hughes…».
83/III. Photographic portrait with autograph signature. (20 x 25 cm).
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d. 21 April 1985 – on yellow paper – 1 p. To Peter Michielsen, who wrote to set up an
interview:«…I shall be in Kent for most of the month of August, so of course will be able to
see you for an hour or so. The photographs will be provided by my son, for the usual fee –
but there will be no fee for the interview…». Envelope with autograph address included.
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e. November 26th 1986 – 1 p. To Tuula Wikander, about Russian translation and book
sales: «…I think two of my books were published in Russian. The first was Key to the
Door in 1963, but it was so chopped about – censored, in other words – that it was hardly my book anymore. The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner was also published
by Molodaya Gvarda, but I don’t know whether that was altered or not. (…) Regarding
the book with the most copies sold I would imagine that it is the Loneliness of the Long
Distance Runner, with getting on for ten millions worldwide in both paperback and
hardback editions. I think my best book may be Her Victory…».

Alan Sillitoe

84/II. One autograph excerpt signed of page 11 from the novel The Widower’s Son
(1976).

84/III. Photographic portrait with autograph signature on the back. (9 x 12 cm).
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85. Frank G. Slaughter

86. Wilbur Smith

American novelist and physician. Well acclaimed, his books sold more than 60 million
copies.

British historical fiction novelist, born in Rhodesia,
his works often involved South African people and
history.

(Washington, 1908 - Jacksonville, 2001)

85/I. Typed letter signed dated May 23 1977 – 1 p. on aerogramme. To Pirkko-Liisa
Ståhl. About the Nobel Prize: «…In the modern field I would list as candidates: James
Dickey for poetry; Samuel Eliot Morrison for history; Reynolds Price for the novel, as well
as John Hershey, Erskine Caldwell, Barbara Tuchman and for children’s books, Madeleine L’Engle…».
$ 180
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(Kabwe, 1933 - )

85/I. Autograph letter signed, dated 10th Sept
1983 – 1 p. on the author’s letterhead. To Siv Lind.
Sending her a signed photograph.
$ 120
86/II. Photographic portrait with autograph
signature. (12.5 x 17.5 cm).
$ 150
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87/I.

87. Charles P. Snow

88. Muriel Spark

English novelist and physical chemist, his
work focuses on political and personal
integrity. His best known novels are the
series Strangers and Brothers, eleven novels
published between 1940 and 1970.

Scottish novelist, she had an eventful life
which brought her to work for the Intelligence
after World War II, until she settled in a house in
Tuscany in 1968. Her best known novel
The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (1961) earned her
a prominent place in contemporary Scottish
literature. She lived in Italy for most of her later
life.

(Leicester, 1905 - London, 1980

(Edinburgh, 1918 - Florence, 2006)

1 autograph letter signed; 7 typed letters signed;
1 autograph document with notes for a novel;
1 photograph with autograph dedication signed.
$ 850

87/I. Photograph with autograph dedication signed, dated Sept 11/64, with
stamp of the renowned photographer Mark Gerson on the back. (9.5 x 12 cm). $
120
87/II. Printed visiting card.
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$ 30

88/V.

88/I. Autograph letter signed
dated 25th October 1991 – on
S. Giovanni in Oliveto letterhead – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini,
congratulating him for: «…the
copies of my stories which you
printed so beautifully. I want to
thank you for such an elegant
and interesting production…».
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88/II. Two typed letters signed

88/III. Five typed letters signed by secretaries and agent

a. 2nd June, 1979 – with typed address at the head – 1 p. To Siv Lind, sending her:
«…a copy of The Takeover, together with a page on which I have made notes for the
book (as I cannot break up the manuscript itself), also a signed photograph as you
request…».

a. 12th January, 1970 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. In the hand of secretary
Margaret Aubrey-Smith to Rolando Pieraccini. Aubrey-Smith regrets on behalf
of Mrs. Spark that: «…she is already under contract for her holograph literature and
manuscripts and, therefore, regrets that she is unable to add to your collection…».

b. 7th September, 1989 – on letterhead S. Giovanni in Oliveto – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini,
from whom she just received a proposition for an editorial idea: «… The story of mine
which might best fit into your programme would be The Go-Away Bird (57 pages printed).
Alternatively, or perhaps additionally: the short-story The Fathers’ Daughters (18 pages
printed) and its sequel Open to the Public (15 pages printed) not yet published in book
form, to which could be adjoined the story The Portobello Road also in the same supernatural vein…». Eurographica will publish this collection under the name of The Portobello
Road and other stories (1990).

b. 17th May, 1985 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. In the hand of artist and secretary
Penelope Jardine. To Peter Michielsen, saying that Mrs. Spark won’t be able to give an
interview that year.
c. 2 November 1989 – on David Higham Associates Limited letterhead – 1 p. Copyright agreement for the three short stories «…THE FATHERS’ DAUGHTERS/OPEN TO
THE PUBLIC/THE PORTOBELLO ROAD…» between David Higham and Eurographica
signed by Gina Dobbs, employee at David Higham literary agency.
d. 24th January, 1990 – on S. Giovanni in Oliveto letterhead – 1 p. In the hand of
artist and secretary Penelope Jardine soliciting Pieraccini: «…the first proofs [of The
Portobello Road and other stories] and should there be a large number of changes
perhaps the printers could send second corrected proofs for approval, but we don’t anticipate this being necessary…».
e. 3rd December, 1995 – 1 p. Carbon copy of a letter signed by Penelope Jardine
To Rolando Pieraccini regarding some unpublished stories which she is willing to
offer to Pieraccini: «…Dame Muriel would like very much to have another beautiful
book of yours. She has a number of uncollected short stories and if you would like to see
them please apply to her agent (…) There are also two completely unpublished stories,
although one has been published in an earlier version many many years ago and is now
free…».
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88/III.

Muriel Spark

88/IV. Autograph notes on the book Nemi (1929) by Leo Montecchi, presumably
used as a source for the novel The Takeover (1976).

88/V. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed. (17.5 x 23.5 cm).
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89. Mary Stewart

(Sunderland, 1916 - Lochawe, 2014)

89/II. Autograph manuscript with many deletions and corrections on a lined
sheet from a poem appearing in the novel The Last Enchantment (1979).
$ 200

British suspense novelist, is best known for her Merlin series involving the Arthurian
Saga.
89/I. Two typed letters signed
a. June 13th 1977 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Pirkko-Liisa Ståhl. About the Nobel
Prize: «…I do not know enough about the system of awarding the Prize to be able to
make any valuable comment. I assume that already, because of language difficulties,
the panel of judges must take advice from assessors of other nationalities? To appoint
an ‘international’ jury might well bring politics and nationalism into the decisions. Did
the English poet Walter de la Mare ever receive the Nobel Prize? If not, he surely deserved
to, as the finest poet this nation has produced this century….».
$ 100
b. May 6th 1982 – 1 p. To Siv Lind: «…I am afraid that the last of my current batch
of photographs has just been sent elsewhere, so I have none to let you have, but I am
sending a page of ms on which I worked out the poem that appears in THE LAST ENCHANTMENT…».
$ 100
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Rex Stout

90. Mark Strand

91. Rex Stout

Canadian-born American poet, his career as academic led him to be appointed as
Poet Laureate Consultant to the Library of Congress in 1990.

American detective fiction writer, he was best known for his character Nero Wolfe.
He was also a prominent public intellectual, serving as head of the Writers War
Board during World War II.

90/I. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed: « I have too many
favourite books to quote from just one of them - beside what would a serious quote be
doing next to a frivolous photo ». (13 x 18 cm).
$ 150

1 autograph letter signed; 11 typed letters signed; 1 typed letter signed as chairman
of WWB; 1 carbon copy of a poem typed signed by Mark van Doren; 2 photographs
with autograph dedication signed; 2 cardboards with autograph signatures;
1 envelope with autograph signature.
$ 4600

(Summerside, 1934 - Brooklyn, 2014)

(Noblesville, 1886 - Danbury, 1975)

91/I. Autograph letter signed dated December 20 - 1972 – 1 p. on the author’s
letterhead. To the American writer Dorothy van Doren (1896-1993), wife of the poet
Mark van Doren, a good friend of Stout’s. Ten days after the death of his friend Mark,
Stout writes to Dorothy: «…Of course Mark was yours, but he was ours too. I didn’t
fully realize while he was alive how highly I estemeed him and how much I loved him.
He would have understood that because he came close to understanding everything…»
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Rex Stout

Rex Stout

91/II. Eleven typed letters signed on the author’s letterhead
a. October 17th 1944 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Ted Robinson of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer newspaper: «…Thanks a billion for your kind words about my book
in your October 1st issue. I’ve always thought you are one of the country’s best
reviewers…».

91/II.

b. March 21 1945 – 1 p. To the historian Lewis Mumford (1895-1990), along with
Stout, member of the Society for the Preventions of World War III: «…Miriam Stuart
of the Society for the Prevention of World War III has referred to me your letter of the 14th
and its enclosed petition to the President and the Congress (…) the petition is excellent,
and heaven knows it is needed, and I would like to enlist support for it from two other
organizations: the Writers’ Board and Americans United for World Government; and
I shall do so unless you have objection…».
c. 7/13/49 – 1 p. To a friend Jimmie, promising he will be visiting him in New York
now that he has his address.
d. February 5 1957 – 1 p. To Mark van Doren: «…I think your new page one is wonderful,
as indeed the whole piece is. It will start that meeting on exactly the right note. Thank
you warmly for the copy of PAX; I love Morning Worship and so does Pola…».
e. July 2 1957 – 1 p. To Jimmie: «…Someone - I forget who - told me a long while ago
about that picture of Nero Wolfe in that restaurant, and said it had decreased his liking
for the stories by 13%, and advised me to sue. Maybe I will. I did remember Madeleine
Smith on June 29th, but I couldn’t take off my hat because I wasn’t wearing one…».
f. December 15 1961 – 1 p. To Mark and Dorothy van Doren: «…In 1895 a girl in the
fourth grade in a country schoolhouse in Kansas wrote a poem to me; and now sixty-six
years later here is another one – and from Mark van Doren…».
g. November 5 1964 – 1 p. To Jim: «….No, the first meeting of Nero Wolfe and Archie
Goodwin has never been reported. Many people have suggested that it should be, and
perhaps some day Archie will find time to get it on the record…».
h. December 28 1971 – 1 p. To Jim: «…I am instructing 1972 to bring you anything you
want…».
i. May 7 1974 – ¼ p. Envelope included. To Nelson Taylor. Answers to a reader and
amateur writer.
j. August 19 1974 – 1 p. To Miss Belsky: «…I appreciate the compliment you pay me, but
I decline all proposals for the use of my stories or characters on the stage or in television
or motion pictures…».
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Rex Stout

91/III. Important typed letter signed dated October 19th 1944, on Writers’ War Board
letterhead, as chairman of the Writer’s War Board, the US domestic propaganda
organization during World War II. Addressing Lewis Mumford, Stout gives his
opinion on participating in the Dumbarton Oaks after war conference: «…I’ve been
wrestling with my soul, and now agree completely with you. If we settle for Dumbarton
Oaks as it now stands, we’ll be participating in another swindle. I will know after today’s
meeting whether the WWB agrees with me…».
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Rex Stout

91/IV. Carbon copy of a poem typed signed by Mark van Doren to «…Rex Stout/
First and Best President/of the/Society for the Prevention/of World War III/Founded
1944». Five triplets composed by van Doren on the foundation of the Society.
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Rex Stout

91/V. Beautiful photograph with autograph dedication signed dated 1-17-41.
Stout is shown standing while gardening. On the right margin, the figure of his
daughter Barbara his partially visible. Mounted on a cardboard. (19.5 x 24.5 cm).

Rex Stout

91/VI. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed by the Italian
actor Tino Buazzelli (1922-1980), significantly acclaimed for his role as Nero Wolfe
in the eponymous series of television films between 1969 and 1971. Marked Foto
Gieffe/Genova on the back. (10.5 x 15 cm)

91/VII. Two cardboards with autograph signatures dated respectively Sept 22
1947 and Sept 12 1951 ; One envelope with autograph signature postmarked Sept
20 1972.
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Allen Tate

92. Allen Tate

92/II. Two typed letters signed

(Winchester, 1899 - Nashville, 1979)
American poet and essayist, his most notable work is the long poem “Ode to the
Confederate Dead” published in his first book of poems Mr. Pope and Other Poems
(1928).
4 typed letters signed;

$ 600

92/I. Two typed letters signed to Siv Lind
a. March 24, 1977 – 1 p. «...I shall be glad to cooperate with your symposium and I shall
go about right away getting some of my books and photographs sent to you…». $ 180

a. May 15, 1977 – 1 p. To Pirkko-Liisa Ståhl, about the Nobel Prize: «…In general I
think the Nobel Prize is a great institution and I hope it continues to be awarded by the
Swedish Academy. (…) I have not at hand a list of the Nobel literary prize winners. I
was pleased that Montale got it but I was not certain that Mr. Bellow quite deserved it.
Of recent American laureates it seems to me that Steinbeck, Lewis and Mrs. Buck were
not up to standard. Hemingway and Faulkner were brilliant choices. Among possible
candidates I would name Graham Greene, Roy Fuller and Robert Penn Warren…».
$ 280
b. July 19, 1977 – 1 p. To Renata Mattioli: «...I have no extra copies of my old books
and my Collected Poems will not be published until November so I must ask you to
accept my signature at the end of this letter. I am an invalid and I must dictate all of my
correspondence…».
$ 180

b. May 10, 1977 – 1 p. «…Zibarts Book Store … has already sent you three of my
books but without giving me a chance to autograph them. I will have a copy of my
The Swimmers and Other Selected Poems sent to you autographed…».
$ 150
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93. Nancy Thayer

94. Paul Theroux

American novelist. Translated in 12 languages, her novels focus on contemporary
social issues.

American writer and novelist. His best known novel is The Great Railway Bazaar
(1975). He was awarded the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for his novel The Mosquito Coast (1981).

(Emporia, 1943 - )

93/I. Typed letter signed, not dated, to Siv Lind: «...I will be delighted to send you the
photograph and an autobiographical note (....) I know that my first novel, Stepping, was
published in Finnish, and Otava, is publishing my second novel, Three Women at the
Waters’ Edge, some time this year or next...».
$ 240
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(Medford, 1941 - )

94/I. Typed letter signed dated April 29 [1985] – 1 p. on author’s letterhead. To
Peter Michielsen: «…I regret to say that I will be in the USA when you are in London,
so our interview will not be possible…».
$ 120
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95. Philip Toynbee

96. Peter Townsend

British writer. His best known book was the epic verse novel series called
Pantaloon published from 1961. He was also a journalist for the The Observer, where he
published literary reviews and criticism.

Royal Air Force officer, equerry to King George VI. He spent his later years writing
non-fiction novels such as Earth My Friend (1960). He was known for having been
the friend of Princess Margaret.

95/I. Typed letter signed dated August 8th 1977 – ¼ p. Envelope included. To PirkkoLiisa Ståhl, about the Nobel Prize: «…I’m afraid I have never given much thought to
the Nobel Prize, and don’t feel qualified to answer any of your questions…».
$ 120

96/I. Typed letter signed two times, in full and with initials. – 1 p. To Siv Lind, listing
four of his books with publisher details.
$ 120

(Oxford, 1916 - St. Briavels, 1981)

(Rangoon, 1914 - Saint-Leger-en-Yvelines, 1999)

95/II. Fragment with autograph signature by Arnold Toynbee, British historian
and academic professor, father of Philip.
$ 50
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97. Anne Tyler

98. John Updike

American novelist. The fine realism
of the novel Breathing Lessons earned her the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction
in 1989.

American novelist and short story writer, his
novels appeared in The New Yorker starting in
1954. He is one of the few writers to have been
awarded the Pulitzer Prize for fiction two times
for his Rabbit is Rich (1982) and Rabbit at Rest
(1990).

(Hennepin County, 1941 - )

97/II.

97/I. Autograph letter signed to Rolando Pieraccini, replying to a request to
publish a special edition of some of her short stories.
$ 100

98/IX.

(Reading PA, 1932 - Danvers, 2009)

47 typed letters signed; 2 autograph poems
signed; 5 autograph letters signed; 1 typed
document; 3 typed letters signed by Grace
Darby; 5 autograph signatures; 1 photograph
with autograph dedication signed. $ 10 500

98/I. Autograph poems signed
and dated April 18 1990
- “A Pear Like a Potato” – 2 pp.
- “Somewhere Else” – 1 p.

97/II. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed dated 5-5-82.
(12 x 9 cm).
$ 50
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John Updike

John Updike

98/II. Five autograph letters signed

98/III. Forty-three typed letters signed to Rolando Pieraccini.

a. May 22 [1969] – 1 p. On postcard. To the German publisher and translator Heinrich
Maria Ledig-Rowohlt (1908-1992): «…I should send you a postcard, perhaps to prove
that I empirically exist. Milan is lovely though I am tired of my own voice…».

Extensive correspondence, covering eleven years, regarding three Signed Limited
Editions of works published with Eurographica: Getting Older (1986), Going Abroad
(1988), Recent Poems/1986-1990 and Love Factories: Three Stories, with a Foreword
(1993). Copyright issues, story selection, proof amendments are discussed
throughout the exchange of letters; two collections of stories, never realised, titled
Out of this world and Two Houses are mentioned. The correspondence is sold as a
single lot.

b. March 24 [1981] – 1 p. On the author’s letterhead. Envelope included To Siv Lind:
«…I have no photos of myself – I’m not a movie star – and don’t like copying myself out
for the benefit of collectors…»
c. Dec 14 [1986] – 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini: «…Here is a photo I hope is suitable.
Yes, we would love a numbered copy – let’s say number 50, if you have it …». On the
verso: autograph dedication signed on a photographic portrait dated 12/13/86.
d. August 15, [1987] – 1 p. Envelope included. To Rolando Pieraccini: «…I am going
to be in Savonlinna for all of Monday, I regret to say. As I look at my schedule, there
should be time on Wednesday, though I had planned to go sightseeing with M. Shell on
Wednesday morning…».
e. August 18, 1987 – 1 p. Invoice to Eurographica for the fees for the book Going
Abroad.
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- July 23, 1984 – 1 p. On aerogramme
- August 12th 1984 – 1 p. On aerogramme
- September 12, 1984 – 1 p.
- November 10, 1984 – 1 p. On aerogramme
- December 1, 1984 – 1 p. On aerogramme. with autograph additions
- January 22, 1985 – 1 p.
- May 14, 1985 – ¼ p. On aerogramme
- July 4, 1985 – 1 p.
- July 5, 1985 – ¼ p. Invoice to Eurographica for frontispiece signature.
- December 1 [1985] – 1 p. On aerogramme
- December 26 [1985] – 1 p. On aerogramme
- January 15, 1986 – 2 pp. On aerogramme. autograph notes at the bottom.
- May 3, 1986 – 1 p. On aerogramme
- July 29, 1986 – 1 p. On aerogramme
- Nov. 15 [1986] – 1 p. Changing his mind in doing Out of this world
- March 5 [1987] – 1 p. Proposing a new story collection named Going Abroad
- March 20 [1987] – 1 p. On aerogramme
- June 9, 1987 – 1 p.
- September 21 [1987] – 1 p. Autograph lines at the bottom. on the verso, typed notes
of publication on the first edition of the novel S. (1988)
- September 26, 1987
- December 1 [1988] – 1 p. On aerogramme
- May 21 [1989] – 1 p.
- June 12 [1989] – 1 p.
- June 26 [1989] – 1 p. Stating he won’t proceed with a Selected poems publication.
On the verso, typed notes of publication on the first edition of the memoir
Self-Consciousness (1989)
- August 15 [1989] – 1 p. On the verso, typed notes for the publication of the first
edition of the book Just Looking: Essays on Art (1989)
- January 26, 1990 – 1 p. Sending a ms. for Recent Poems (not present).
- Feb. 25 [1990] – 1 p.
- April 18, 1990 – 1 p. Inscriptions on the verso.
- June 15, 1990 – ½ p. Invoice for the Signed Limited Edition fees.
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John Updike

- Feb. 13 [1991] – 1 p.
- April 30, 1991 – 1 p.
- June 13 [1991] – 1 p.
- Aug. 15 [1991] – 1 p.
- Sep. 22 [1993] – 1 p.
- Oct. 13 [1993] – 1 p.
- November 24. 1993 – 1 p.
- January 18, 1994 – 1 p.
- March 3, 1994 – 1 p.
- April 1 [1994] – 1 p.
- July 19 [1994] – 1 p.
- July 28 [1994] – 1 p.
- September 24, 1994 – 1 p.
- January 11, 1995 – 1 p.
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John Updike

98/IV. Typed document with an” Author’s Note” and a “Table of Contents” for the
publication of Recent Poems/1986-1990 by Eurographica – 2 pp.
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John Updike

98/V. Autograph signature on the frontispiece of Eurographica’s publication
Going Abroad.

John Updike

98/VI. Three typed letters signed by Grace Darby of The New Yorker, concerning
copyright and contract terms for reprinting. All letters are on The New Yorker
letterhead.
a. August 15, 1988 – 1 p.
b. June 7, 1990 – 1 p.
c. July 11, 1988 – 1 p.
98/VII. Typed letters signed
a. August 13,1981 – 1 p. To Mrs. Moody of “The Word Bookstore” in Tennessee: «…the
business with signed books sounds just too complicated; by the time the unwrapping,
signing, and rewrapping have been done, it will be time for lunch…».
b. March 4, 1985 – 1 p. On aerogramme. To Peter Michielsen, refusing to do an
interview.
98/VIII. Four autograph signatures, one with dedication to Pieraccini on an
aerogramme.
98/IX. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed dated 12/13/86.
(11 x 15 cm).
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Leon Uris

99. Leon Uris

(Baltimore, 1924 - Shelter Island, 2003)
American bestselling novelist who mainly
wrote fictional historical novels such as
Exodus (1958) and Trinity (1976).

99/I.

5 photos with dedication signed; 4 typed letters signed; 1 autograph note signed; typed
drafts with autograph notes from chapter 7
of the novel The Haj (1984).
$ 980

99/IV.

99/I. Three typed letters signed to Rolando Pieraccini
a. March 23, 1976 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Informing him that he has
forwarded: «…a copy of EXODUS and a copy of MILA 18 in Finnish and have included
an autographed photograph…».
b. November 30, 1983 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Pieraccini is setting up an
exhibition of his collection including Uris’ works and he sincerely responds to him:
«…I am certainly flattered by your devotion to my works. I have no objection to your
exhibiting your collection and enclosed you will find a kit which includes a biography,
two speeches, two articles, several photographs and an early draft of a chapter of my
new novel. It is called THE HAJ and will be published in America in April.».
c. February 8, 1984 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. Advising on his new novel:
«…will be published in America in April, and would expect their translation into Finnish
is already underway. It should be published there by the end of the year…».
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Leon Uris

99/II.Two typed letters signed
a. June 24, 1986 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Tuula Wikander, on his tense
relationship with the Russian literary market: «…my books are banned in Russia, but
there have been numerous illegal translations. The most famous of these is EXODUS
which sells on the black market for several hundred dollars. A lot of people in the
Soviet Union have gone to prison for being involved with a translation or distribution of
EXODUS…».

Leon Uris

99/III. Draft with autograph corrections of a chapter of the novel The Haj with an
autograph note signed with a description of the draft.

b. February 15, 1985 – 1 p. Envelope included. To Peter Michielsen. Sends conditions and details for an interview: «…the only condition on photographing is that no
pictures be taken of the exterior of the house or mention of it’s exact location and no
pictures of our infant daughter…».
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Leon Uris

99/IV. Five photographic potraits with autograph dedication signed. x2 (20.5 x
25 cm); (20 x 20 cm); (25.5 x 25 cm); (22 x 16.5 cm); (25 x 20 cm).

100. Gore Vidal

(West Point, 1925 - Los Angeles, 2012)
The son of a US senator from Oklahoma, Vidal’s focus as a writer was on the history
and society of the United States and the nature of corruption in private and public
life.
100/I. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed. (10.5 x 17 cm).
$ 180
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101. Irving Wallace

(Chicago, 1916 - Los Angeles, 1990)
American best-selling author,
many of his novels were adapted
into movies such as The Seven
Minutes (1971). Among his best
known books are The Prize (1962),
The Word (1972) and The Fan Club
(1974).

101/I.

1 autograph letter signed; 1 typed
letter signed; 1 photograph with
autograph dedication signed;
$ 420

101/I. Autograph letter signed dated November 27, 1969 – on the author’s letterhead
– 1 p. To Rolando Pieraccini, about including his works in Pieraccini’s collection:
«…I can see that joining in your collection will put me in the best of company…».
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Irving Wallace

101/II. Typed letter signed dated April 28, 1970 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.
To Elliott [Kraemer] about his novel The Seven Minutes (1969): «…I am pleased that you
enjoyed reading THE SEVEN MINUTES, and that you believe all my books are great…».

102. Ira Wallach

(New Rochelle, 1913 - New York, 1995)
American screenwriter and novelist, author of romantic comedy screenplays such
as Don’t Make Waves (1967) and Hot Millions (1968).
102/I. Typed letter signed dated 9 April 1980 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.
To Siv Lind, enclosing a copy of his play Out of the Question: «…This is the version
which was performed in London, and it differs slightly from the New York version which
was titled, “The Absence of a Cello”…».
$ 150

101/III. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed.
(20.5 x 25.5 cm).
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Ira Wallach

102/II. Photograph with autograph dedication signed. (12.5 x 20 cm).

$ 200

103. Robert Penn Warren
(Guthrie, 1905 - Stratton, 1989)

American poet and novelist, one of the founders of New Criticism. Winner of the
Pulitzer Prize for the novel All the King’s Men (1946) and the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry
in 1958 and 1979.
3 typed letters signed; 1 typed letter signed on a letter by Peter Vogel; 2 typed
quotation signed; 1 autograph signature on a frontispiece of a novel; 2 autograph
quotation signed; 1 autograph signature on a yellow cardboard; 3 envelopes with
autograph signature; autograph notes on cardboard.
$ 970
103/I. Typed letters signed
a. July 17 1977 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Renata Mattioli, about an
interview: «…I am sending the title page of the first edition of a book published
in 1953, which I am rewriting this summer, and one sheet of recent notes for an
insert…».
b. November 11, 1977 – on card with author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Mr. Ainsworth:
«…Thank you for your heartening words from Ontario – where I have lately done a long,
lonely and beautiful canoe trip…»
c. n.d. – on FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT letterhead – 1 p. Sending an autograph to
[Elliot] Kraemer. In red ink.
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Robert Penn Warren

103/II. Typed letter signed by Peter Vogel, dated 25/2/1986, in which the researcher
asks three questions for a survey for the Open University. Penn Warren answers directly on his letter. Envelope with autograph address included.

103/I.
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Robert Penn Warren

103/III. Two typed quotation signed from the poem “Snowfall”
a. “Far North in Vermont...”

Robert Penn Warren

103/VII. Signed frontispiece of the book Brother to Dragons A Tale in Verse and
Voices (1953, Random House, New York)

b. “Stand in the darkness...”

103/IV. Autograph notes on cardboard. The author inscribes a few lines inspired
by the characters of his poem “Brother to Dragons” In pencil.
103/V. Autograph quotation signed : «…You always think the last is the best…».
103/VI. Autograph quotation from the poem “Brother to Dragons”

103/VIII. Three envelopes with autograph signature
103/IX. Autograph signature on yellow cardboard
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104. Auberon Waugh

105. Morris L. West

British journalist and novelist, columnist for
The Daily Telegraph, he is best known his
diary for Private Eye magazine which ran
from 1970 to 1985. He wrote five fiction novels.

Australian novelist whose works
focused mainly on international
politics and the Role of the Roman Catholic Church in international affairs.

(Dulverton, 1939 - Combe Florey, 2001)

(St. Kilda, 1916 - Clareville, 1999)

104/I. Photographic portrait with autograph dedication signed on the verso. (12.5
x 18 cm).
$ 150

104/II. Autograph letter signed,
dated 24th April 1983 – 1 p. with
illustrated printed letterhead. To
Siv Lind. Enclosing a photograph.
$ 100

105/I. Two typed letters signed
a. 6th November, 1973 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Mr. Taylor: «… An author never knows who buys his books or how his readers react. A voice out of the vast
silence is an enormous encouragement…».
$ 100
b. 26th March, 1979 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p. To Siv Lind, saying he has
instructed his New York agents «…to send you the copies of the books you require for
donation to the Helsinki University Library…».
$ 100
105/II. Photographic portrait with autograph signature and date.
(20 x 20.5 cm).
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Morris L. West

106. Rebecca West
(London, 1892 - ib., 1983)
105/I.

British author, her production included many genres of fiction and non-fiction.
A book reviewer for The Times and correspondent for The Bookman, her coverage of
the Nuremberg trials and other case studies, including that of British fascist William
Joyce, highlighted her role in politics.
106/I. Typed letter signed dated 25th May 1982 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.
To Siv Lind. Signed by Diana Stainforth, secretary to West: «…She does not usually
comply with requests for photographs, because of the enormous number of requests
received, but she has been prompted to do so in this instance because you will be
donating your collection to the Helsinki University Library…».
$ 100
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Rebecca West

106/II. Two photographic potraits, one with autograph signature, with stamp of
the renown photographer Mark Gerson. (8.5 x 13.5 cm); (16.5 x 21.5 cm).
$ 150

107. Donald E. Westlake
(New York, 1933 - San Pancho, 2008)

American writer specialized in crime fiction. He was a three-time winner of the
Edgar Award for his God Save the Mark (1968, “Best Novel” ), Too Many Crooks
(1991, “Best Short Story”), The Grifters (1991, “Best Motion Picture Screenplay”)
8 typed letters signed; 2 autograph document; 2 typed letters in carbon copy.
$ 1500
107/I. Eight typed letters signed, six with envelope, to Rolando Pieraccini. On the
author’s letterhead.
a. May 6, 1989 – 1 p. Arranging meetings in Italy to sign frontispieces for his
upcoming publication of Horse Laugh and Other Stories, a Signed Limited Edition issued in 1990 by Eurographica.
b. May 30, 1989 – 1 p. Gives ideas for the upcoming short story collection: «…I
have a couple of suggestions for story groupings, depending on what you consider a
comfortable word length. In any event, the leadoff story, from which you would derive
your title, would be HORSE LAUGH. My initial grouping would be five stories, for a total of
twenty-four thousand words…».
c. 1/30/91 – 1 p. About Julian Symons tribute book: «…I have no idea what I
could say in the projected tribute to Julian Symons, but as a longtime fan of his
work I’ll be delighted to try…».
d. March 14, 1991 – 1 p. About Julian Symons contribution: «…As you no doubt
guessed from my previous note, I originally had quite the wrong idea of what you
were planning here. So, I’ve regrouped. It seemed to me I should try for something
both specific to the occasion and general in theme, which is tricky, and eliminated
(for me) fiction…».
e. 2/4/92. – 1 p. About the quality of the short story collection book: «…The
Horse Laugh copy you sent seemed to me very clean. And very beautiful also, by
the way. I’m looking forward to the bound copy. Evan Hunter told me you did beautiful work, and he was right, I see…». Carbon copy with signature (printed) of an
invoice attached.
f. 8/24/92 - 1 p. About books shipment: «…why didn’t you send the original to
begin with? Why can’t I find it in any form here? These are only two of the questions
we might ask God when the opportunity arises. No books yet…».
g. 9/26/92 – 1 p. About the bound copy of the book: «…The copies of HORSE
LAUGH just arrived, and are beautiful…».
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Donald E. Westlake

107/II. Autograph document reporting the order of short stories for the publication of Horse Laugh. Number of words are noted beside the titles. 2 sheets on carbon copy of a printed page of his novel Drowned Hopes (1990)
107/I.

107/III. Autograph receipt signed dated August 22, 1989 as «…outright fee for Horse
Laugh and other stories…»
107/IV. Carbon copy of two typed letters addressed to Rolando Pieraccini dated
1/30/91 and July 1 1992
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108. Angus Wilson

109. Tom Wolfe

English novelist, mostly known for his novel The Middle Age of Mrs. Eliot, which won
the James Tait Black Memorial Prize in 1958.

American author and journalist, often associated with the New Journalism movement. He was mainly known for his first novel The Bonfire of the Vanities, fashioned
after the novels of Thackeray and Dickens.

(Bexhill-on-Sea, 1913 - Bury St. Edmunds, 1991)

108/I. Autograph letter signed dated 21/10/73 – on the author’s letterhead – 1 p.
To Nelson Taylor. The author informs his correspondent about his current activities:
«…I haven’t written any television plays for ages – but my novel “Late Call” is being serialized by the BBC next year…»
$ 150
108/II. Typed letter signed 12th April 1985 – with typed address at the head – 1 p.
To Peter Michielsen, to arrange an interview.
$ 50
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(Richmond, 1930 - New York, 2018)

109/I. Typed letter signed dated November 10, 1979 – with the author’s dry stamp
in the left corner – 1 p. Congratulating the critic Ronald Hayman for the piece he
wrote after their interview for Books and Bookmen published on November 2:
«…Your piece is terrific. I can’t imagine how you ever did it so well, given the chaotic
circumstances of our conversations…».
$ 180
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